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Abstract

With the growing volume of information online, it is increasingly harder for users to identify
useful information to support their choices when interacting with different items. Review-based
recommendation systems, which leverage reviews posted by users on items to estimate the users’
preferences, have been shown to be a credible solution for addressing the problem of identifying
their preferred items. However, the actual usefulness of these reviews impact the effectiveness of
the resulting recommender systems, especially with the enormous volume of available reviews
online. In particular, as argued by the widely cited users’ adoption of information framework,
users exhibit distinct preferences for reviews depending on the properties of these reviews (e.g.
length, sentiment) when making decisions. Therefore, we argue that not all reviews are equally
useful for different users. We aim to effectively modelling the personalised usefulness of re-
views through the use of reviews’ properties when developing review-based recommendation
techniques. Note that, few studies in the literature investigated the effectiveness of leveraging
the properties of reviews to develop effective review-based recommendation approaches.

This thesis aims to address this research gap by proposing a review-based recommendation
framework. Such a framework models the personalised usefulness of reviews according to var-
ious reviews’ properties, including the reviews’ age, length, sentiment, ratings, helpfulness as
judged by the users and helpfulness as predicted by a review helpfulness classifier. In particular,
the thesis addresses two main challenges: (i) the availability of the attributes of reviews and (ii)
the users’ preferences estimation.

The first challenge refers to the difficulty of extracting particular review properties from their
corresponding attributes. For example, extraction of the age property relies on the availability
of the timestamps of the corresponding reviews. We address the availability of the reviews’
attributes to extract their sentiment and helpfulness properties with classification techniques.
The sentiment property of reviews is estimated through effective state-of-the-art sentiment clas-
sifiers. We first evaluate the estimated reviews’ sentiment in comparison to the users’ ratings
in typical recommendation approaches. Then, we introduce a sentiment attention mechanism
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to encode the estimated reviews’ sentiment. Our experiments show that the sentiment prop-
erty can effectively replace the users’ ratings when estimating the user preferences. Moreover,
by leveraging the estimated sentiment property of reviews, our proposed review-based rating
prediction model shows improved performance compared to state-of-the-art rating prediction
models. Next, the extraction of the reviews’ helpfulness property leverages the reviews’ helpful
votes (i.e. a type of feedback given by other reviewers providing information on whether the cor-
responding review is helpful to them). However, the number of helpful votes for each review are
not commonly available. In particular, we propose a novel weakly supervised review helpful-
ness classification correction approach (i.e. the Negative Confidence-aware Weakly Supervised
(NCWS) approach), which leverages the confidence in a given review being unhelpful with re-
spect to its age. We experimentally show that NCWS-based classifiers significantly outperform
existing review helpfulness classifiers on two public review datasets. Moreover, the estimated
helpfulness of reviews by NCWS-based classifiers can significantly improve the performance of
a review-based rating prediction model.

Next, to address our second challenge pertaining to the users’ preferences estimation, we aim
to estimate their preferences when using reviews exhibiting different properties to accurately
predict their preferred items. In particular, we propose two novel ranking-based recommenda-
tion approaches (named RPRM and BanditProp), which models the users’ preferences using
different review properties with different techniques. The RPRM model applies the attention
mechanism to model the usefulness of reviews according to different review properties. Un-
like RPRM, the BanditProp model leverages existing bandit algorithms and introduces a novel
contextual bandit algorithm to tackle the users’ preference estimation of using specific reviews’
properties to identify useful reviews. Our experiments show that RPRM can outperform state-
of-the-art review-based recommendation models, and BanditProp can significantly outperform
RPRM on two publicly available review datasets. These results validate the effectiveness of
leveraging the review properties when examining the usefulness of reviews to improve the per-
formances of review-based recommendation techniques.

Overall, we contribute an effective review-based recommendation framework that make ac-
curate recommendations by leveraging the reviews’ associated properties. This framework in-
cludes models for extracting properties from reviews, and various techniques that are required to
integrate the learned properties, which, in turn and according to our conducted experiments, pro-
vide good approximations of a given users’ item preferences. These contributions make progress
in the development of review-based recommendation techniques and could inspire future direc-
tions of research in recommendation systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

With the advances of technology and the growth of smart devices, the access to and use of
e-commerce services are growing rapidly. As a consequence, the intensive interactions be-
tween people and e-commerce platforms are leading to an enormous volume of information on-
line (Jiang et al., 2019a). The information overload makes it difficult for people to find relevant
information. To alleviate and decrease the information overload, recommendation systems have
been shown to be a promising solution (Zhang et al., 2019; Paul et al., 2017). In particular, rec-
ommendation systems are techniques that suggest relevant items to users from an overwhelming
number of items (Ricci et al., 2015). They are critical for many online services and e-commerce
websites, such as Amazon,1 Yelp2 and TripAdvisor,3 to effectively provide personalised product
suggestions to customers.

During the past few decades, recommendation systems have been developed by leveraging
different types of user feedback. For example, the users’ ratings on items have been widely used
in developing recommendation systems to estimate the users’ preferences on items (Cremonesi
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2017), such as in Matrix Factorisation (MF) (Koren et al.,
2009), a typical collaborative filtering-based recommendation approach. MF infers the users’
and items’ latent vectors according to their interactions expressed as ratings. Then, it makes rec-
ommendations based on the high correspondence between the latent vectors of users and items,
e.g. ranking items based on the dot product of the user and item latent factors (Koren et al.,
2009). Another example of user feedback is the users’ posted check-in data. Benefitting from

1https://www.amazon.com
2https://www.yelp.com
3https://www.tripadvisor.com
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the ubiquity of Global Position System (GPS) chips embedded in smartphones, users can share
their real-time interactions with locations or venues and mark a check-in at the corresponding lo-
cation. As a result, many sequential recommendation studies (Manotumruksa et al., 2018; Tang
and Wang, 2018) aimed to learn the users’ sequential interaction patterns from the check-in data
to estimate the users’ next interests. However, these various types of feedback are not equally
useful when used in recommendation systems to capture the users’ preferences and improve the
recommendation performances (Fu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2021). Among the
available types of users’ feedback, the users’ posted reviews are frequently used in recommen-
dation systems (Dong et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018b), since review data contains rich sentiment
information about the items. Moreover, reviews are effective for enhancing the performances of
recommendation systems, especially when addressing the recommendation task for users / items
with few interactions (Zheng et al., 2017). Therefore, with the advantages of using review data,
in this thesis, we focus on using review data to develop effective recommendation systems.

Recommendation systems can process the users’ posted reviews in different manners. Among
the existing approaches of leveraging review data in recommendation systems, a typical strat-
egy is to model the users’ preferences based on the textual content of reviews. For example,
DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) merged the reviews posted by a given user (and orthogonally,
for a given item) into a single document. Then, it converted the generated documents into latent
vectors to represent the users’ preferences or the items’ attributes. After that, DeepCoNN used
these latent vectors as input to a collaborative filtering-based recommender, to predict the users’
interests on unseen items. However, the usefulness of the selected reviews can impact the effec-
tiveness of extracting the users’ preferences or the items’ attributes from reviews (Chen et al.,
2018b). In particular, as we mentioned above, the information overload results in an enormous
volume of available data online, which includes a huge volume of the users’ posted reviews.
Indeed, users are unlikely to interact with every available review online to make decisions. In
addition, the quality of reviews can vary (Liu et al., 2020b) and users can express different
opinions about the usefulness of reviews (Filieri and McLeay, 2014). These factors make it
important and challenging to identify the usefulness of reviews from a given user’s perspective.
Therefore, a challenge in a review-based recommendation approach is to identify personalised
useful reviews or to automatically estimate the usefulness of reviews for a given user.

On the other hand, reviews have various associated properties, such as their age, length and
sentiment polarity. Each review property implies a characteristic or attribute of a given review.
In this thesis, we argue that the review properties can be leveraged to effectively capture the
usefulness of the reviews, so as to enhance the recommendation performances. Indeed, by using
different review properties, we can model the usefulness of reviews from their corresponding

2
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Figure 1.1: The Users’ Adoption of Information (UAoI) framework (Sussman and Siegal, 2003).

characteristics. Review properties themselves have also been widely used in the development of
recommendation systems (e.g. the timestamp of reviews were used in addressing the sequential
recommendation task (Li et al., 2020)). However, there are few studies (e.g. (Liu et al., 2020d;
Gao et al., 2020)) that investigated the effectiveness of leveraging review properties in develop-
ing a review-based recommendation system. Moreover, from the users’ perspective, a review
is not equally useful to every user (Filieri and McLeay, 2014). For example, if we consider
two users that are about to read reviews to support their decision making, one user might pre-
fer the recent reviews, while another user might be keener to read reviews with rich sentiment
information. In this thesis, we aim to address the research gap of estimating the users’ prefer-
ences on review properties to personalise the usefulness of reviews, so as to develop effective
recommendation systems.

In the remainder of this chapter, we start with a discussion of the motivation of this thesis
in Section 1.2. After that, we introduce the thesis statement in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, we
describe the contributions of this thesis, followed by acknowledging the origins of materials in
Section 1.5. Finally, we briefly present the thesis outline in Section 1.6.

1.2 Motivations

As mentioned in Section 1.1, we aim to develop review-based recommendation systems by lever-
aging the review properties and estimating the users’ personal view on the usefulness of reviews
accordingly. This is motivated and supported by a well-cited framework – the users’ adoption
of information framework (Sussman and Siegal, 2003) – from the social science domain. We
provide an overview of the the framework in Figure 1.1, which shows that users follow different
behaviour patterns (e.g. the central and peripheral routes), when using various types of infor-
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mation, while interacting with items. The central route-based users tend to consider the issues
presented by the given information carefully. Meanwhile, the peripheral factors (e.g. rating and
overall ranking) have a higher impact on the peripheral route-based users’ decision making.
Therefore, this users’ adoption of information framework states that, when users receive the
same information, each user follows a particular scheme or strategy in using different properties
or aspects of information and thereby, each user makes different decisions to perform an activity.

As per such framework, in this thesis, we argue that users tend to consider reviews having
different properties for examining the items’ or products’ attributes that support their decision
making. Accordingly, we expect the usefulness of reviews in review-based recommendation
systems to correlate with the users’ preferences in considering various review properties. There-
fore, we argue that by leveraging the review properties to examine the usefulness of reviews, we
can develop effective recommendation models.

Indeed, according to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo, 2012),
– a representative model that instantiates the users’ adoption of information framework – the
properties of reviews can impact the extent to which the users adopt the given information.
Similarly, Filieri and McLeay (2014) also indicated that users give different attitudes toward
accepting the suggestions in the available review according to various review properties, such
as the timeliness, relevance, and completeness of reviews. Therefore, a review might not be
equally useful to different users. In the social science literature, the reviews’ usefulness has
been widely investigated using the users’ adoption of information framework (Aghakhani et al.,
2020; Filieri and McLeay, 2014). The usefulness of reviews has also played a vital role in the
recommendation literature (Chen et al., 2018b; Lin et al., 2018) when considering the reviews
as side information to model the users’ features. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
previous work considered the users’ adoption of information framework to model the usefulness
of reviews and then estimate the users’ preferences on items.

Overall, motivated by the users’ adoption of information framework, we propose to lever-
age the properties of reviews – posted by the users about the corresponding items – to develop
effective recommendation approaches. Hence, in this thesis, we are motivated to answer the fol-
lowing questions: (1) how to propose a model that adequately reflects the properties of reviews;
(2) how to effectively combine review properties into review-based recommendation systems to
enhance their performances; (3) which review properties better capture the usefulness of reviews
according to the users’ preferences.

4
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1.3 Thesis Statement

The statement of this thesis is that an enhanced recommendation performance can be attained
by leveraging the available properties of the reviews posted by users. As motivated by the users’
adoption of information framework, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, we postulate that by distinguish-
ing among the users’ personal views on the usefulness of reviews, the recommendation model
can effectively apply personalised recommendations and obtain more accurate recommenda-
tions.

We focus on six commonly available review properties, namely their age, length, sentiment,
rating, helpfulness as judged by the users and helpfulness as predicted by a review helpfulness
classifier to enhance the recommendation performance. In particular, we propose an end-to-end
recommendation framework, which uses all the six review properties. In particular, by deploy-
ing such a recommendation framework, we can develop models that separately consider the
users’ posted reviews and the items’ associated reviews. We hypothesise that we can attain
more effective review-based recommendation models by leveraging available review properties
(e.g. review age and review length). However, since the sentiment and the helpfulness proper-
ties require human effort to label, these two properties are not always available. We postulate
that by inferring the sentiment and helpfulness properties from the users’ posted reviews, the
review-based recommendation model can collect accurate user preferences information, thereby
increasing the recommendation effectiveness. Furthermore, we postulate that by estimating the
users’ views on the use of different review properties to examine the usefulness of reviews, we
can model the review data differently for each user, to develop personalised recommendation
approaches and make accurate recommendations.

1.4 Contributions

Recall that in the thesis statement (Section 1.3), we aim to develop an effective review-based
recommendation framework that uses reviews as well as their associated properties. To achieve
this target, we contribute a series of approaches to use the reviews’ associated properties in de-
veloping review-based recommendation systems. In particular, to implement the review-based
recommendation framework, it is essential to address two main challenges: (i) the availability of
review attributes and (ii) the estimation of users’ preferences. Since some reviews’ attributes are
not commonly available to extract the corresponding reviews’ properties, we aim to tackle the
reviews’ attribute availability with different techniques to make the reviews properties readily
available. Then, we can leverage the learned properties of reviews to estimate the users’ pref-
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erences on selectively using reviews’ properties to examine the usefulness of reviews, which, in
turn improves the performances of the review-based recommendation models. In particular, we
summarise the main contributions of this thesis on addressing these two challenges above.

• Availability of Review Attributes: To correctly estimate the reviews’ properties, we need
to leverage their corresponding attributes. For example, we rely on the reviews’ associated
timestamp to calculate their age. However, some attributes are frequently missing, making
it harder to correctly estimate the reviews’ properties. In particular, we argue that the
sentiment and helpfulness properties are not always fully labelled (Guan et al., 2016; Kim
et al., 2006). Consequently, we contribute to estimating these two properties with the
weakly labelled reviews’ attributes.

To extract the sentiment property from reviews, we conduct two studies. In the first study,
we represent the sentiment property as probability scores (namely property scores), rep-
resenting the likelihood of the reviews being polarised (i.e. positive or negative). These
sentiment property scores reflect the user preferences since they convey a clear sentiment.
Then, we compare the effectiveness when using the sentiment property scores of reviews
in comparison to when using the reviews’ associated ratings in recommendation systems.
In the second study, we encode the scores of the sentiment property into a review-based
recommendation system and evaluate its performance.

Next, we turn to the estimation of the helpfulness property of reviews, which also suffers
from the limitations of noisy and insufficient labels (Kim et al., 2006). In particular, we
propose a weakly supervised binary classification correction approach (NCWS) to effec-
tively address the review helpfulness classification task, so as to generate reliable helpful-
ness scores to use to enhance the recommendation outcomes. The NCWS approach tackles
the weakly supervised binary classification task by leveraging positive unlabelled learning
and using a negative confidence-based loss function to model the unlabelled examples. We
examine the effectiveness of integrating NCWS within different popular binary classifiers,
including SVM, CNN and BERT-based classifiers on three real-world datasets. We also
compare with state-of-the-art classification correction approaches and show the superior
performance of NCWS. In particular, we validate the utility of NCWS by using its pre-
dicted helpful reviews as input to a state-of-the-art review-based recommendation model
(i.e. DeepCONN (Zheng et al., 2017)).

• Estimation of Users’ Preferences: After addressing the reviews’ attribute availability, we
have many reviews’ properties readily available. Therefore, we turn to address the second
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challenge in our proposed review-based recommendation framework, namely the estima-
tion of users’ preferences. In particular, we instantiate the proposed recommendation
framework with two recommendation approaches that use six commonly available review
properties. They are the reviews’ age, length, sentiment, rating, helpfulness as judged by
users and helpfulness as predicted by a review helpfulness classifier. Then, we estimate the
personalised usefulness of reviews accordingly and enhance the recommendation perfor-
mances. These two recommendation approaches are RPRM and BanditProp, respectively.

The RPRM model leverages the usefulness of reviews to address the recommendation
task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that integrates the review proper-
ties in estimating the reviews’ usefulness in a recommendation model through leveraging
how users make use of such reviews when interacting with items (e.g. purchase a product
or visit a venue). Moreover, inspired by the users’ adoption of information framework, we
propose two loss functions and one negative sampling strategy that model the agreement
on the importance of review properties between the users and items. We show that RPRM
outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on two real-world datasets, and its performance
can be further enhanced with the proposed loss functions and negative sampling strategy.

On the other hand, the BanditProp model considers extracting the users’ preferences and
items’ attributes in reviews with different review properties as multiple parallel tasks.
Next, we propose to convert the selection of features from such distinct review modelling
with varying properties of reviews into a bandit problem. In particular, we integrate var-
ious bandit algorithms into BanditProp to predict the users’ preferred review properties.
We further propose to leverage the users’ posted reviews as contextual information to en-
hance the effectiveness of estimating the users’ preferred review properties when making
recommendations. We thoroughly evaluate and show the effectiveness of our proposed
BanditProp model compared to state-of-the-art recommendation approaches and our at-
tention mechanism-based model (i.e. RPRM) on two public datasets.

Therefore, with two instantiated review-based recommendation models, we have developed
effective recommendation approaches by leveraging reviews as well as their associated review
properties. This contribution and findings also align with the argument that we made in the
thesis statement (Section 1.3). Indeed, by estimating users’ preferences on using different re-
view properties to examine the usefulness of reviews, we can develop effective recommendation
approaches that model the review data differently for each user.

7
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1.5 Origins of Material

Most of the material presented in this thesis is based on published studies in various international
conferences:

• Chapter 5: We propose to substitute the reviews’ associated ratings with the sentiment
property scores calculated by various sentiment classifiers. This work was published
in ECIR 2019 (Wang et al., 2019d). In addition, this chapter also proposes a property-
encoding strategy to embed property scores into the review embeddings, so as to capture
the usefulness of reviews according to different review properties. In particular, we use
the sentiment property score as an example to verify the performance of such a strategy.
This work was published in ECIR 2022 (Wang et al., 2022).

• Chapter 6: We propose to construct a weakly supervised binary classification correction
approach (NCWS) to effectively address the review helpfulness classification task. In par-
ticular, we apply the NCWS approach within various existing binary classifiers and evalu-
ate the predicted helpful reviews by using them as input to a state-of-the-art review-based
recommendation model. This NCWS approach was published in CIKM 2020 (Wang et al.,
2020b).

• Chapter 7: We propose the Review Property-based Recommendation Model (RPRM) that
leverages the dot-product attention mechanism to estimate the importance of review prop-
erties to users and items to enhance the performance of a review-based recommendation
approach. We also propose two customised loss functions and one negative sampling
strategies to further improve the performance of RPRM in addressing the recommenda-
tion task. This work was published in WWW 2021 (Wang et al., 2021a).

• Chapter 8: We propose a multi-task learning-based model, BanditProp as another model,
using review properties to personalise the usefulness of reviews, so as to enhance the rec-
ommendation performances. In particular, we consider the selection of the use of various
review properties as a bandit problem and apply a number of bandit algorithms to address
the corresponding task. This work was published in the TWEB journal.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:

8
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• Chapter 2 describes the background of developing recommendation systems. We explore
the types of recommendation tasks and discuss the classical collaborative filtering ap-
proaches, which are commonly applied techniques in the literature for implementing rec-
ommendation models. In particular, we discuss typical memory and model-based collab-
orative filtering approaches in the literature.

• Chapter 3 discusses the related work in the literature addressing the review-based recom-
mendation task and the use of review properties. First, we describe typical review-based
recommendation approaches and then discuss the recommender systems that used the
typical review properties (i.e. sentiment, temporal and helpfulness). Moreover, we discuss
two main types of user behaviour modelling strategies (i.e. users’ conscious and uncon-
scious behaviour). This discussion supports investigating the relationships between the
users’ preferences and their different behaviours (e.g. users’ adoption of information).

• In Chapter 4, we first formally describe the recommendation problem that we aim to
address and its used notations. Next, we present and illustrate our proposed framework
for review-based recommendation systems that leverages review property information.
Such a framework consists of four main components: (1) data preparation, (2) review
property extraction, (3) review property encoding, and (4) user preference estimation. In
this chapter, we emphasise the challenges within each component. The effectiveness of
the four components are experimentally investigated in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8.

• Chapter 5 first introduces our proposed technique that represents the sentiment property
of reviews into property scores. We evaluate the effectiveness of sentiment property when
applied to the recommendation approaches by comparing with the reviews’ associated rat-
ings. Next, we introduce our proposed sentiment property-based recommendation model
(i.e. SentiAttn) that takes the sentiment property scores into account. We evaluate this
model on real-world datasets (i.e. the public available Yelp and Amazon review cor-
pus) and discuss their performances in comparison to state-of-the-art recommendation
approaches (e.g. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) and NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b)).

• Chapter 6 describes our proposed weakly supervised binary classification correction ap-
proach (NCWS), which adjusts the existing state-of-the-art review helpfulness classifiers
to generate reliable helpfulness property scores from reviews. In particular, we evaluate
the effectiveness of using the helpfulness property of reviews in review-based recommen-
dation approaches by using the predicted helpful reviews as input to a state-of-the-art
review-based recommendation model (namely DeepCoNN).

9
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• In Chapter 7, we instantiate our proposed recommendation framework with a review
property-based recommendation model, RPRM, that uses six commonly available review
properties to estimate the importance of various review properties for users or items. We
evaluate the effectiveness of RPRM in estimating users’ preferences on items by compar-
ing to existing state-of-the-art recommendation systems on two public datasets (i.e. the
public available Yelp and Amazon review corpus).

• Chapter 8 introduces another novel review-property-based recommendation model, Ban-
ditProp, that instantiates our proposed recommendation framework. In particular, Ban-
ditProp considers the use of various review properties as a multi-task learning problem
and then converts the selection of the use of different review properties as a bandit prob-
lem. We also introduce novel bandit algorithms to address the bandit problem to enhance
the performance of BanditProp in estimating users’ preferences on items. We discuss the
performances of BanditProp in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches as well as our
proposed RPRM model on real-world datasets (namely the Yelp and Amazon datasets).

• Chapter 9 closes this thesis by highlighting the contributions and the conclusions of each
chapter. We also discuss some possible future directions for our research.

10



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

As introduced in Section 1.1, this thesis aims to leverage the rich available information – the
review data in particular – to propose effective recommendation approaches for accurately pre-
dicting the users’ preferences and outperforming existing recommendation techniques. In partic-
ular, we aim to correctly estimate the users’ preferences on their unseen items by proposing and
developing effective review-based recommendation approaches that build upon the modelling of
reviews as well as their associated properties.

In this chapter, we give an overview of the recommendation systems, which summarises
the existing work that we consider as a basis of our proposed recommendation framework. In
particular, we first discuss the two commonly investigated recommendation tasks (i.e. the rating
prediction and ranking-based recommendation tasks) in the literature and their corresponding
evaluation metrics. After that, we explore the recommendation algorithms that have been widely
applied to develop recommendation models in the literature. Moreover, we consider a common
taxonomy of recommendation systems that groups the existing recommendation algorithms into
three categories: collaborative filtering (CF), content-based and hybrid recommendation mod-
els (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). The first two types of recommendation models differ in
using the similarities among users and items to make recommendations. The CF models rely
on the similarity scores between the users’ historical interactions. However, the content-based
approaches estimate users’ preferences according to the similarity between items (Thorat et al.,
2015). Note that the hybrid recommendation approaches combine the first two approaches. In
this section, we discuss the recommendation systems with an extensive discussion of the CF
techniques, which are the most commonly investigated and developed recommendation models
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Figure 2.1: Different forms of user feedback.

in the literature (Burke, 2002; Yang et al., 2014; Mustafa et al., 2017). In particular, we ex-
plore classical CF models, including the memory-based methods, classical model-based CF and
recent neural model-based CF.

2.2 Taxonomy of Recommendation Tasks

A recommendation system is a general designation of approaches that learn the users’ historical
behaviours to estimate and predict the users’ preferences on their unseen items. Therefore, it is
essential to estimate if a recommendation system can effectively make accurate recommenda-
tions to the users. Regarding the evaluation methods, in the literature, there are three main types
of evaluation strategies for examining the performances of recommendation models (Manotum-
ruksa, 2021), namely (1) a user study, (2) online evaluation, and (3) offline evaluation. However,
for the first two of these three types of evaluation methods, it is more challenging than the case of
the offline evaluation to efficiently examine the performances of the proposed recommendation
approaches (Knijnenburg et al., 2012; Kharitonov, 2016) and obtain trustworthy performance
conclusions. For example, it is expensive and difficult to hire qualified users for a user study.
Moreover, the users’ subjective consciousness can result in a bias in their answers during a user
study (Sinha et al., 2001). On the other hand, the online evaluation is another evaluation strategy
for recommendation techniques. However, it is costly to deploy recommendation systems for an
online evaluation. As a consequence, a common practice is to simulate the online environment
via a simulator and then run an algorithm against such simulated online environment. Neverthe-
less, it is still often difficult to create a proper simulator without introducing a modelling bias (Li
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et al., 2011).
Therefore, in this thesis, similar to many existing recommendation approaches and given

the effectiveness of applying the offline evaluation on large datasets (Cheng et al., 2018b; Baral
et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019a), we apply the offline evaluation metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed recommendation approaches. In the literature, many studies considered
various recommendation metrics to evaluate different perspectives of the recommendation out-
comes, including prediction accuracy, coverage, novelty, privacy, diversity, scalability, and so
on (Gunawardana and Shani, 2015). In this thesis, we aim to improve the recommendation
accuracy of state-of-the-art recommendation techniques. The evaluation of other perspectives,
other than the prediction accuracy, is beyond the scope of this thesis. There are two types of
commonly investigated recommendation tasks: (1) rating prediction and (2) ranking-based rec-
ommendation task (Steck, 2013). In the following, we detail these two recommendation tasks
and their corresponding evaluation metrics.

2.2.1 Rating Prediction Task

Rating prediction is a classic recommendation task, which aims to address the prediction of
users’ ratings on their unseen items. Formally speaking, the interactions between a set of users
U with size m and a set of items I with size n is represented as a matrix Rm×n. In Figure 2.1a, we
illustrate the users’ explicit feedback on items with an example scale of 1 - 5. Rating prediction
models examine the users’ preferences via their existing explicit ratings r ∈ R on a scale of 1 - k
and then predict the missing values in the matrix Rm×n (i.e. the grey cells in Figure 2.1a).

On the other hand, to evaluate the accuracy of the made recommendations by a rating predic-
tion model, there are various existing applicable evaluation metrics in the literature. Essentially,
an optimal rating prediction model has to correctly estimate the users’ ratings on their unseen
items. Therefore, the performance of a rating prediction model can be examined by considering
the margin between the ground truth ru,i and the predicted value r̂u,i of a given user u on item
i ∈ I that are unseen by the model (i.e. the test data).

MAE =
∑(u,i)∈R |ru,i− r̂u,i|

|R| (2.1)

RMSE =

√
∑(u,i)∈R(ru,i− r̂u,i)2

|R| (2.2)

In Equation (2.1) and (2.2), we present two commonly used rating prediction evaluation
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Figure 2.2: An example list of ranked items for recommendation.

metrics: Mean Average Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). MAE calculates
the averaged absolute difference between the predicted ratings and the ground truth ones. RMSE
quadratically scores the margins between the predicted and the ground truth ratings. Therefore,
RMSE gives a higher weight to large margins (i.e. big differences between the true and predicted
ratings) than the MAE metric. In this thesis, we use these two evaluation metrics to evaluate the
proposed rating prediction models.

However, a rating prediction-based recommendation model suffers from limitations, such as
the users’ inconsistent rating behaviours (Said and Bellogín, 2018). Indeed, users tend to give
different levels of ratings on items than other users. Moreover, the users’ rating behaviours in
giving high scores to items are often unstable and can fluctuate over time (Said et al., 2012).
Therefore, a growing number of studies turn to the investigation of the ranking-based recom-
mendation task, which we introduce next.

2.2.2 Ranking Task

For the ranking-based recommendation task, the goal of the recommendation approaches is to
correctly rank the users’ preferred items on top (Cremonesi et al., 2010). Figure 2.2 gives an
example list of top-ranked items as recommendation outcomes to a given user. A ranking-based
recommendation model targets to score the users’ preferred items higher than others and putting
such items on top of a list of recommended items.

Formally speaking, in this recommendation scenario, we create a matrix RU,I that comprises
the interactions between a set of users U with size m and a set of items I with size n. A ranking-
based recommendation model aims to rank users’ preferred or interacted items higher than items
that are not preferred by users (Wang et al., 2019a). A commonly used assumption, when de-
veloping ranking-based recommendation approaches, is that we consider the users’ interacted
items as their preferred items (Rendle et al., 2009; Volkovs and Yu, 2015). Therefore, to ag-
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gregate the users’ interacted items, a recommendation model can leverage both explicit and/or
implicit feedback as binary signals. We show the difference between explicit and implicit feed-
back in Figure 2.1. By comparing Figure 2.1b with Figure 2.1a, we can see that if an item i has
been rated or interacted by a user u, for implicit feedback, the corresponding interaction will be
indicated by a positive signal (i.e. 1). We can aggregate the positive signals according to differ-
ent user-item interactions. Examples of those interactions include the users’ check-ins, browses,
clicks and purchases behaviours. Therefore, a ranking-based recommendation model can lever-
age richer information than a rating prediction model and give more effective recommendation
results (Cremonesi et al., 2010).

Similar to the discussion in Section 2.2.1, to examine the performance of a ranking-based
recommendation approach, it is vital to apply appropriate evaluation metrics. In the literature,
there are five commonly used evaluation metrics for showing the performances of a ranking-
based recommendation approach. These five evaluation metrics are Precision, Recall, Mean
Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Normalised Discounted Cumu-
lative Gain (NDCG).

As for the Precision and Recall metrics, the Precision metric aims to answer how many
recommended items align with the users’ preferences. The Recall metric examines the ratio
of items of interest for users that have been correctly identified from the item set (Shani and
Gunawardana, 2011). In addition, a cutoff N is commonly applied to calculate Precision and
Recall by focusing on the top-N items. Hence, we can calculate the Precision@N or Recall@N
that examine the top-N recommendations accordingly. However, it is important to evaluate
a ranking-based recommendation model according to the suggested items in different ranking
positions. Different from the Precision and Recall metrics, the MAP, MRR, and NDCG metrics
focus on the ranking of items.

1. MAP: The definition of MAP relies on the calculation of Average Precision (AP) over
each user. Moreover, AP is equal to the average of the precisions at the ranking positions
of the users’ every preferred items (Yilmaz et al., 2008). After having the AP score for
every user, to calculate the MAP score, we can apply an average operation to the AP scores
of the target users to evaluate the performance of a recommendation approach.

2. MRR: The MRR metric evaluates a resulted ranking list of items according to when the
first relevant item is recommended, instead of focusing on many items. The MRR score is
calculated as follows:

MRR =
1
|U | ∑u∈U

1
ranku

(2.3)
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where ranku is the rank of user u’s first preferred item that is recommended. In this thesis,
instead of solely identifying the users’ most preferred item, we aim to conduct a com-
prehensive evaluations of our proposed recommendation approaches across all possible
interacted items. Therefore, the MRR metric does not fit our requirements and will not be
considered.

3. NDCG: To calculate the NDCG scores with a threshold N, NDCG first summing the rel-
evance scores of items from the beginning to position N (i.e. Cumulative Gain). Then,
the NDCG metric applies a discount function (e.g. a log function) over the cumulative
gains to put different weights on the recommendations at different ranking positions (i.e.
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)). In the end, to address the DCG scores in different
scales with different number of ranked items, the DCG scores are normalised by compar-
ing to the ideal DCG scores. We refer the reader to Järvelin and Kekäläinen (2002) for a
detailed description of the NDCG metric.

Thus far, we have discussed five popular evaluation metrics (i.e. Precision, Recall, MAP,
MRR and NDCG) in examining the performances of ranking-based approaches. In this thesis,
we adopt the Precision, Recall, MAP and NDCG metrics to evaluate our proposed ranking-based
recommenders. Note that the MRR metric is not considered since MRR specifically evaluates
if the first preferred item is recommended. However, we aim to evaluate the recommendation
techniques in this thesis by focusing on many items (e.g. the top 10 ranked items).

In particular, as we mentioned in Section 2.2.1, compared with the rating prediction task,
the ranking-based recommendation better aligns with the user-item interaction behaviours and
focuses on users’ top-preferred items. Therefore, in this thesis, we aim to propose recommen-
dation approaches that effectively address the ranking-based recommendation task. In the next
Section, we turn to the exploration of various classic Collaborative Filtering (CF)-based recom-
mendation approaches in the literature.

2.3 Classical Collaborative Filtering Models

In Section 2.2, we discussed the two main recommendation tasks in the literature. In the fol-
lowing, we explore the classic and typical recommendation approaches that leverage the users’
historical interactions to estimate the users’ preferences on unseen items. In particular, since the
collaborative filtering technique is the most commonly applied in developing recommendation
models, we explore the classic CF approaches in the section.
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Measures Equations Example Study

Cosine Similarity cos(u,v) =
∑

i∈Juv
rui·rvi√

∑
i∈Ju

r2
ui ∑

j∈Jv
r2

v j

Billsus and Pazzani (2000)

Pearson Correlation PC(u,v) =
∑

u∈Ui j
(rui−r̄i)(ru j−r̄ j)√

∑
u∈Ui j

(rui−r̄i)2 ∑
u∈Ui j

(ru j−r̄ j)2 Deshpande and Karypis (2004)

Adjusted Cosine Similarity AC(u,v) =
∑

u∈Ui j
(rui−r̄u)(ru j−r̄u)√

∑
u∈Ui j

(rui−r̄u)2 ∑
u∈Ui j

(ru j−r̄u)2 Sarwar et al. (2001)

Mean Squared Difference MSD(u,v) = |Ju,v|
∑

i∈Juv
(rui−rvi)2 Shardanand and Maes (1995)

Spearman Rank Correlation SRC(u,v) =
∑

i∈Juv
(kui−k̄u)(kvi−k̄v)√

∑
i∈Juv

(kui−k̄u)2 ∑
i∈Juv

(kvi−k̄v)2
O’Mahony et al. (2003)

Frequency-Weighted Pearson Correlation FWPC(u,v) =
∑

i∈Juv
λi(rui−r̄u)(rvi−r̄v)√

∑
i∈Juv

λi(rui−r̄u)2 ∑
i∈Juv

λi(rv j−r̄v)2
Breese et al. (1998)

Item-based Weighted Pearson Correlation iWPC(u,v) =
∑

i∈Juv
wi j(rui−r̄u)(rvi−r̄v)√

∑
i∈Juv

wi j(rui−r̄u)2 ∑
i∈Juv

wi j(rv j−r̄v)2
Baltrunas and Ricci (2009)

Table 2.1: Similarity measures for neighbourhood user identification. u and v are two target
users, and J indicates the set of items both users u and v have rated. k refers to the rank of the
corresponding item according to its rating score.

Collaborative filtering (CF)-based recommenders rely on the interaction pattern proximity
between users or between items to make predictions of the items of interest (Ekstrand et al.,
2011). In particular, by examining the similarity between users or between items, the collabo-
rative filtering recommendation approaches can be classified into user-based CF and item-based
CF models, respectively. User-based CF models base the prediction of the users’ preferences
on modelling users’ similarity in giving close rating scores or presenting similar interaction fre-
quencies to a shared item set. On the contrary, item-based CF approaches examine if two items
have been rated similarly by a shared group of users to estimate if these users will exhibit sim-
ilar opinions to a group of similar items. In the rest of this section, we discuss the approaches
applied in user-based CF models. The item-based CF approaches can be similarly developed.
In particular, the CF models have been commonly divided into memory and model-based CF
approaches (Bobadilla et al., 2013), which differ at the use of the input data and the techniques
to estimate the users’ preferences. In the following, we start with the discussion of the memory-
based CF techniques and then explore the model-based CF models in the literature.
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2.3.1 Memory-based Methods

Memory-based collaborative filtering is also known as the neighbourhood-based CF model,
which intuitively predicts the users’ preferences according to the tastes of their like-minded
users. In particular, it identifies the users’ neighbourhoods according to the similarity between
their historical feedback on items, which examines if they display similar interests on items.
Therefore, a memory-based collaborative filtering model needs to address two main challenges:
(1) selectivelyusing effective similarity measures and (2) identifying like-minded users. To ad-
dress the first challenge, the cosine similarity and the Pearson Correlation are the two most
classic approaches used in the CF-based models to calculate users’/items’ similarity. In ad-
dition, some other cosine similarity and Pearson correlation-variants have also been proposed
and applied to the CF-based techniques. In Table 2.1, we summarise representative similarity
measures from the literature. Next, for the second challenge, it is also vital to effectively and
efficiently leverage the calculated similarity between users to estimate the preferences of target
users. To address this challenge, for a given user, some filtering approaches (e.g. Top-N filtering)
have been applied to their neighbours (i.e. the similar users) and identify the most similar users
to them for the preference estimation. For example, the Top-N filtering (Du et al., 2021), the
threshold filtering (BL, 2019) and the negative filtering (Ning et al., 2015) approaches. After
applying specific similarity metrics and pre-filtering similar users accordingly, we obtain the
users’ neighbourhoods so as to predict the missing rating values of the target users on unseen
items. A commonly used technique (Do et al., 2010; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009) to compute
the missing rating values is to use the following equation:

rui = r̂u +
∑

k
v=1(rvi− r̂v)sim(u,v)

∑
k
v=1 |sim(u,v)|

(2.4)

where u is the target user and this approach compares their rating behaviours to a set of like-
minded users v.

However, the memory-based techniques, which directly use the user-item interaction data,
suffer from the data sparsity as well as the scalability problems (Gong et al., 2009) in making
good recommendations. Therefore, many studies turned to developing model-based recommen-
dation approaches, which address the problems generated by the memory-based recommenda-
tion approaches and further investigate the relationships between user/item-related information
and the items of interest for the given users.
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2.3.2 Model-based Collaborative Filtering

A model-based recommendation model aims to build an effective recommender upon the ob-
servation of the historical user-item interactions as well as the users’ preferences and items’
attributes (Do et al., 2010). In the following, we discuss the earlier machine learning tech-
niques – before the emergence of deep learning discussed in Section 2.4 – which are commonly
applied in recommendation studies to develop collaborative filtering approaches. We refer to
these approaches as classical CF models. In the recommendation literature, there are many
machine learning techniques that have been applied (e.g. clustering, classification and matrix
factorisation approaches (Do et al., 2010)). The clustering model-based approaches rely on the
similarity between users or items to make recommendations, similar to the memory-based rec-
ommenders. However, instead of identifying like-minded users (namely neighbourhoods), the
clustering model-based techniques aggregate users/items into different groups and assume that
users within the same group share a similar taste on items or that items in one group present
similar features (Ungar and Foster, 1998). Two main used types of clustering techniques are the
hierarchical (Zhang et al., 1996; Guha et al., 2000; Karypis et al., 1999) and partitional (Mac-
Queen et al., 1967; Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2009; Ng and Han, 2002) clustering approaches
that build a hierarchical structure of user cluster or divide users into k-clusters without any hi-
erarchical connection. On the other hand, classification-based CF models leverage tailor-made
classifiers to predict the users’ preferences on predefined classes. Next, the classification-based
CF models use these classes to infer users’ preferences on items. Two commonly used classifica-
tion techniques in developing classification-based CF models are support vector machines (Xia
et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2015b) and naive Bayes classifiers (Zhang, 2004; Miyahara and Paz-
zani, 2002).

Among the classical CF models, the matrix factorisation technique is the most commonly
used technique in implementing the CF models. The classic matrix factorisation (Koren et al.,
2009) first projects users and items to a joint latent factor space and then leverages the inner
products as a similarity measure to model user-item interactions. Formally speaking, with a
matrix Rm×n as in Figure 2.1, which encapsulates user feedback on items, matrix factorisation
approximates Rm×n with the product of two lower dimensional matrices, P∈ Rm×d for users and
Q ∈ Rn×d for items, where d is the dimensionality of the joint latent factor space. Hence, the
users’ preference estimation can be calculated as follows:

ru,i = pT
u qi (2.5)
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where pu and qi are the latent factors of user u and item i. However, so far, it is not intro-
duced how to calculate the latent factors P and Q of the users and items. In the literature, a
classical solution is to compute the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix Rm×n

to obtain factorised latent factors (i.e. Rm×n ≈ Pm×k×Dk×k×Qk×n, where D is a non-negative
diagonal matrix and k indicates the size of latent factors). However, SVD is undefined when
applied to incomplete matrices, which is common for the user-item interaction matrix R in the
recommendation scenario.

Therefore, it is common to apply both the linear system-based matrix factorisation (i.e.
Rm×n ≈ Pm×k×Qk×n) – such as the LU decomposition (Bartels and Golub, 1969) – and reg-
ularisation techniques on the set of known user-item interactions to generate the latent factors
pu and qi (Koren et al., 2009; Koren, 2009). The resulting latent factors can be optimised via
minimising a regularised loss, which is defined as follows:

min
q∗,p∗ ∑

(u,i)∈R
(ru,i− pT

u qi)
2 +λ (||qi||2F + ||pu||2F) (2.6)

where ru,i are the available ratings in the matrix Rm×n and || · ||2F denotes the Frobenius norm of
a given matrix. In particular, λ is a parameter that controls the regularisation.

Then, to minimise the loss, which is calculated by Equation (2.6), the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) (Saad, 1998) is frequently applied to identify a local minimum for such a loss
function. Before applying SGD, we need to calculate the current prediction error:

eu,i = ru,i− pT
u qi (2.7)

Then, we can leverage the SGD technique to update the users’ and items’ latent factors as
follows:

qi← qi + γ(eu,i · pu−λ ·qi)

pu← pu + γ(eu,i ·qi−λ · pu)
(2.8)

where γ denotes the step size in updating the parameters. However, the classical MF technique
still focuses on predicting the missing rating values. To extend the classical MF model to address
the ranking-based recommendation task, many studies (Pessiot et al., 2007; Rendle et al., 2009)
have turned to investigating and developing effective ranking-based learning schemes to enhance
the matrix factorisation approach when making recommendations. In particular, among them,
the Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR) (Rendle et al., 2009) is one of the most widely used
model learning scheme, which follows a pairwise ranking setup for model training. In particular,
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BPR aims to give higher ranks to the users’ interacted items than their unseen items according
to the calculated preference scores. Hence, BPR creates a corresponding training data: Ds :
U× I× I:

Ds := {(u, i, j)|i ∈ I+u ∧ j ∈ I \ I+u } (2.9)

where (u, i, j) indicates that user u prefers item i over item j and I+u is the set of user u’s interacted
items. In particular, for each user u, BPR aggregates their interacted items i ∈ I+ and uniformly
samples their unseen items j ∈ I \ I+u to constitute a set of training triples (u, i, j) ∈ Ds.

Hence, the objective function of BPR can be formulated as follows:

J (Θ) = argmax
Θ

∑
(u,i, j)∈Ds

ln(σ(r̂u,i− r̂u, j))−λΘ||Θ||2F (2.10)

where σ(·) is the logistic function: σ(x) := 1
1+e−x and the last part of the objective function is

the regularisation term that is used to avoid overfitting. Afterwards, similar to the classic matrix
factorisation technique, BPR also adopts stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for model training.
A general optimisation process of applying SGD to update the model parameter Θ is as follows:

Θ←Θ+α(σ(r̂u,i− r̂u, j) ·
∂

∂Θ
(r̂u,i− r̂u, j)+λΘΘ) (2.11)

where α is the learning rate, which controls the step size of updating the parameter Θ. In this
thesis, we also consider the MF technique with the BPR learning scheme as one of the important
classical baseline approaches to show the performances of our proposed models.

Thus far, we have shown the implementation of memory-based collaborative filtering ap-
proaches with representative shallow learning-based machine learning techniques: clustering,
classification, and matrix factorisation models. These approaches have been widely applied to
develop recommendation techniques. However, it is difficult for these approaches to generat-
ing effective representations of users’ preferences and items’ attributes, especially with sparse
auxiliary data (Wang et al., 2015a). Meanwhile, in recent years, deep learning has been shown
to be effective in modelling complex relationships among data inputs and generating effective
representations when applied to many research fields. A considerable amount of literature has
been dedicated to deep learning-based recommendation systems. Therefore, in the next sec-
tion, we describe various typical deep learning techniques that were used to develop effective
collaborative filtering-based models.
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Figure 2.3: The basic architecture of a MLP model.

2.4 Neural Networks and Their Application to Collaborative
Filtering

Different from the classic machine learning techniques, deep learning approaches aim to capture
the higher level features within the data input (Deng and Yu, 2014). In particular, as explained
by Bengio et al. (2013), deep learning methods are:

"Those approaches that are formed by the composition of multiple non-linear transforma-
tions, with the goal of yielding more abstract – and ultimately more useful – representa-
tions."

In the recommendation literature, deep learning techniques have assisted many recommen-
dation approaches in effectively capturing the users’ preferences on items. In the following,
we describe various representative neural architectures in the literature. In particular, we dis-
cuss the Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) and the attention mechanism as typical neural models.

2.4.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

MLP is a feed-forward neural network model, which is also referred to as a basic neural network
(NN). Figure 2.3 presents a basic structure of a MLP model. From the figure, we can see that
an MLP model comprises at least three layers of nodes, which are the input, hidden and out-
put layers. In particular, by incorporating multiple hidden layers and activation functions, the
MLP model applies a non-linear transformation of the input data to extract features and generate
abstractive as well as hierarchical representations for the recommendation task. Moreover, intu-
itively, the MLP model builds upon the single-layer perceptron network (Taud and Mas, 2018),
which computes the output according to the summation of the input data and can be formulated
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as follows:
ŷ = σ(Wx+b) (2.12)

where the input data x is weighted by a randomly initialised vector W and adjusted by a bias term
b. In particular, one of several activation functions (e.g. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)), σ(·),
can be applied to introduce non-linearity into the neural network (Sharma and Sharma, 2017).
Then, after stacking multiple single-layer perceptron networks, a MLP model can be described
as follows:

ŷ = aL(WL(...a1(W1x+b))+bL)) (2.13)

where L indicates the depth of the corresponding MLP model. However, a MLP is not simply
a duplicated set of single-layer perceptrons. A MLP can indicate a convex region to distinguish
inputs in a higher dimensional space (Lippmann, 1987). Therefore, the MLP model is capable
of dealing with complex data modelling and prediction tasks.

To train an MLP model, in the literature, the back-propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al.,
1986) is the most commonly used technique (Cilimkovic, 2015). We further divide the back-
propagation algorithms into two stages (Rojas, 1996): 1) feed-forward and 2) back-propagation.
At the first stage, by comparing the calculated and the expected output, the model produces
an error signal for every node within the hidden layers. Next, at the second stage, the model
calculates the weights within each neural layer via first passing the error signals backwards
according to the local gradient and then updating the weights like in the discussed Stochastic
Gradient descent in Section 2.3.2,. The model then repeats these two stages until it converges.

In the literature, many recommendation models adopted the MLP technique to model the
user-item interactions and estimate the users’ preferences on items. For example, Neural Col-
laborative Filtering (NCF) (He et al., 2017) proposed a dual MLP network to model the user-
item interactions. Its score function, which predicts the users’ preferences on items is defined as
follows:

r̂u,i = σout(σx(...σ1(PT vU
u ,Q

T vI
i )) (2.14)

where σout and σx indicate the activation functions for generating the output from the x-th neu-
ral layer. In particular, P ∈ Rm×d and Q ∈ Rn×d are the factorised latent vectors of users and
items and vu and vi are the one-hot identifier of user u and item i, respectively. Then, NCF ap-
plies a weighted square loss or binary cross-entropy loss to address the prediction of the users’
explicit or implicit feedback (He et al., 2017). In the literature, the MLP model has also been
combined with various machine learning techniques to develop recommendation models (e.g.
the matrix factorisation technique (Dziugaite and Roy, 2015; Xue et al., 2017) and the factori-
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Figure 2.4: A basic CNN architecture (top) and visual illustration of the convolutional layer
(bottom).

sation machine (Guo et al., 2017a; Lian et al., 2018b) that introduced by Rendle (2010)). Many
studies have also proposed recommendation model by stacking the MLP layers differently and
creating different architectures (Chen et al., 2017a; Covington et al., 2016). For example, the
Wide&Deep learning model (Cheng et al., 2016), which separately uses both the single-layer and
multilayer perceptrons to memorise the direct feature from input data and generate abstract rep-
resentations (Cheng et al., 2016). However, to capture a complex data structure of the user-item
interactions, a MLP model needs to be sufficiently complex with a large number of parameters,
which makes it difficult in learning the desired target function (Rendle et al., 2020). To address
such difficulty, different neural models have been proposed and applied to model complex data,
such as the Convolutional Neural Networks that we discuss in the next Section.

2.4.2 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

Similar to MLP, the CNNs model is another type of feed-forward networks and was initially
developed with local sensitive neurons to model the grid-structured inputs (Liu et al., 2015). We
can regard CNNs as a regularised version of MLP. CNNs introduce the filter scheme with smaller
patterns to address pattern recognition. The use of the filter scheme reduces the complexity of
the MLP model. The architecture of basic CNNs comprises five main components (O’Shea and
Nash, 2015): 1) the input layer; 2) the convolutional layer; 3) the pooling layer; 4) the fully
connected layer; and 5) the output layer. The input layer feeds the data input to the model.
The convolutional layer applies multiplications of a set of weights (i.e. kernels or filters) to a
restricted area (i.e. receptive field) of the previous layer. In Figure 2.4, we draw the convolutional
layer with an arbitrary input and an kernel. In particular, by calculating the receptive field, the
CNN model can identify the dependent relationships among local information. Next, the pooling

layer down-samples a given input to further reduce the number of parameters within a neural
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network model. Then, the fully-connected layer functions similarly to the MLP model, which
learns the given input to generate general and abstract representations. In the end, the output

layer makes the prediction based upon the calculated feature vectors from the previous layers.
As for the learning and model training technique, the back-propagation and stochastic gradient
descent strategies are also the most commonly applied approaches to update the parameters of a
CNN model (Wang et al., 2017b; Zheng et al., 2019; Dogo et al., 2018).

Therefore, by considering the space efficiency and the ability to capture the surrounding
features, many studies (Wang et al., 2019b; Yan et al., 2019; You et al., 2019) integrated CNNs
to the vanilla collaborative filtering (CF) model. CASER (Tang and Wang, 2018) converted
the users’ sequential interactions with items into a 2-dimensional latent space. In particular,
CASER leveraged the convolutional filter to capture the sequential patterns and any skipping
behaviour in user-item interactions. Another example, ConvMF (He et al., 2018), introduced
the convolutional filter to the NCF model to further identify higher-order correlations between
the features within the user-item interaction latent vectors. However, even though CNNs-based
approaches can capture the correlations between features in a higher dimensional view, CNNs
suffer from the difficulty in modelling data exhibiting some specific patterns. For example, it is
challenging for CNNs to capture long-term recurrent patterns in user-item interactions (Xu et al.,
2019), like when users repeatedly visit a venue within a time period. The traditional CNNs-based
techniques also do not consider the temporal information among user activities (Mao et al.,
2018), such as session-based user-item interactions. However, much of the recommendation
literature, e.g. (Kang and McAuley, 2018; Chen et al., 2018d; Liu et al., 2016), emphasized the
importance of modelling the users’ sequential behaviours to predict accurate recommendations.
Therefore, to address the above concern, we discuss the recurrent neural network, which learns
the interactions between users and items in a sequential manner.

2.4.3 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

Other than the MLP and CNN techniques, in the recommendation literature, the Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNNs) are effective in capturing the users’ dynamic preferences and modelling a
sequential interaction context. In the following, we first discuss the architecture of RNNs and
their variants as well as the use of RNNs in recommendation systems with example approaches.

RNNs comprise three main components: the input, hidden and output layers. In particular,
a feed-forward network calculates different weights for each node of the network. However,
differently from the feed-forward network, RNNs share the parameters across the neural layers
of the network by introducing the hidden state mechanism. The hidden state is a representation
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<latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit>

tanh<latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="RgQFrgPP09G9wiNkCBnzA2EsptM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQhJL0oseiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XLSr9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0ijYEb/nlVdKqVT236t3XyvWbPI4CnMIZXIAHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AEoUY0J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RgQFrgPP09G9wiNkCBnzA2EsptM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQhJL0oseiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XLSr9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0ijYEb/nlVdKqVT236t3XyvWbPI4CnMIZXIAHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AEoUY0J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RgQFrgPP09G9wiNkCBnzA2EsptM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQhJL0oseiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XLSr9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0ijYEb/nlVdKqVT236t3XyvWbPI4CnMIZXIAHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AEoUY0J</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RgQFrgPP09G9wiNkCBnzA2EsptM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQhJL0oseiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XLSr9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0ijYEb/nlVdKqVT236t3XyvWbPI4CnMIZXIAHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AEoUY0J</latexit>

tanh<latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit>

ht�1
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<latexit sha1_base64="t9B4EODZCL6/+dG92/wFcaFSUB8=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJBRNoyHbZwobtttmdmpCG3+DFg8Z49Qd589+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TJJpxn2WyEQ/htRwKRT3UaDkj6nmNA4l74aT27nffeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSXx8PsD6o1tyGuwBZJ15BalCgPah+9YcJy2KukElqTM9zUwxyqlEwyWeVfmZ4StmEjnjPUkVjboJ8ceyMXFhlSKJE21JIFurviZzGxkzj0HbGFMdm1ZuL/3m9DKPrIBcqzZArtlwUZZJgQuafk6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2n4oNwVt9eZ10mg3PbXj3zVrrpoijDGdwDpfgwRW04A7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wcRCI4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t9B4EODZCL6/+dG92/wFcaFSUB8=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJBRNoyHbZwobtttmdmpCG3+DFg8Z49Qd589+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TJJpxn2WyEQ/htRwKRT3UaDkj6nmNA4l74aT27nffeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSXx8PsD6o1tyGuwBZJ15BalCgPah+9YcJy2KukElqTM9zUwxyqlEwyWeVfmZ4StmEjnjPUkVjboJ8ceyMXFhlSKJE21JIFurviZzGxkzj0HbGFMdm1ZuL/3m9DKPrIBcqzZArtlwUZZJgQuafk6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2n4oNwVt9eZ10mg3PbXj3zVrrpoijDGdwDpfgwRW04A7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wcRCI4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t9B4EODZCL6/+dG92/wFcaFSUB8=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJBRNoyHbZwobtttmdmpCG3+DFg8Z49Qd589+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TJJpxn2WyEQ/htRwKRT3UaDkj6nmNA4l74aT27nffeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSXx8PsD6o1tyGuwBZJ15BalCgPah+9YcJy2KukElqTM9zUwxyqlEwyWeVfmZ4StmEjnjPUkVjboJ8ceyMXFhlSKJE21JIFurviZzGxkzj0HbGFMdm1ZuL/3m9DKPrIBcqzZArtlwUZZJgQuafk6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2n4oNwVt9eZ10mg3PbXj3zVrrpoijDGdwDpfgwRW04A7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wcRCI4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t9B4EODZCL6/+dG92/wFcaFSUB8=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJBRNoyHbZwobtttmdmpCG3+DFg8Z49Qd589+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TJJpxn2WyEQ/htRwKRT3UaDkj6nmNA4l74aT27nffeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSXx8PsD6o1tyGuwBZJ15BalCgPah+9YcJy2KukElqTM9zUwxyqlEwyWeVfmZ4StmEjnjPUkVjboJ8ceyMXFhlSKJE21JIFurviZzGxkzj0HbGFMdm1ZuL/3m9DKPrIBcqzZArtlwUZZJgQuafk6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2n4oNwVt9eZ10mg3PbXj3zVrrpoijDGdwDpfgwRW04A7a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wcRCI4t</latexit>

(a) LSTM

ht�1
<latexit sha1_base64="epsqdKDSBianVk6w7t32LjVNO/Y=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiLYGO7SaBm0sYxgPiQ5wt5mL1mye3fszgnhyK+wsVDE1p9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUkS8iQIl7ySaUxVI3g7GtzO//cS1EXH0gJOE+4oOIxEKRtFKj5VRP8NLb1rpl8pu1Z2DrBIvJ2XI0eiXvnqDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOTTYi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6tMiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLILHsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMCaz78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1HRhuAtv7xKWrWq51a9+1q5fpPHUYBTOIML8OAK6nAHDWgCAwXP8ApvjnZenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucPtA+Pqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="epsqdKDSBianVk6w7t32LjVNO/Y=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiLYGO7SaBm0sYxgPiQ5wt5mL1mye3fszgnhyK+wsVDE1p9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUkS8iQIl7ySaUxVI3g7GtzO//cS1EXH0gJOE+4oOIxEKRtFKj5VRP8NLb1rpl8pu1Z2DrBIvJ2XI0eiXvnqDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOTTYi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6tMiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLILHsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMCaz78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1HRhuAtv7xKWrWq51a9+1q5fpPHUYBTOIML8OAK6nAHDWgCAwXP8ApvjnZenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucPtA+Pqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="epsqdKDSBianVk6w7t32LjVNO/Y=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiLYGO7SaBm0sYxgPiQ5wt5mL1mye3fszgnhyK+wsVDE1p9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUkS8iQIl7ySaUxVI3g7GtzO//cS1EXH0gJOE+4oOIxEKRtFKj5VRP8NLb1rpl8pu1Z2DrBIvJ2XI0eiXvnqDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOTTYi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6tMiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLILHsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMCaz78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1HRhuAtv7xKWrWq51a9+1q5fpPHUYBTOIML8OAK6nAHDWgCAwXP8ApvjnZenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucPtA+Pqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="epsqdKDSBianVk6w7t32LjVNO/Y=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiLYGO7SaBm0sYxgPiQ5wt5mL1mye3fszgnhyK+wsVDE1p9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUkS8iQIl7ySaUxVI3g7GtzO//cS1EXH0gJOE+4oOIxEKRtFKj5VRP8NLb1rpl8pu1Z2DrBIvJ2XI0eiXvnqDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOTTYi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6tMiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLILHsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMCaz78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1HRhuAtv7xKWrWq51a9+1q5fpPHUYBTOIML8OAK6nAHDWgCAwXP8ApvjnZenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucPtA+Pqw==</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Pw93xf3yPjN1reTO/PBEPJdRxA=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunJFc+BE2Fhpj6++x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSp/o0yHBWHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68Ttr1mufWvPt6pXGTx1GEMziHS/DgChpwB01oAYMJPMMrvDmJ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP++Zj0k=</latexit>

ht
<latexit sha1_base64="M29jcrcnvfz2GotEahtG7433b2U=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnUyzHBeHZYrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbErHvG+pohE3frY8d06urDIiYaxtKSRL9fdERiNjZlFgOyOKE7PuLcT/vH6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLQpTSTAmi9/JSGjOUM4soUwLeythE6opQ5tQyYbgrb+8STr1mufWvId6pXmbx1GEC7iEa/CgAU24hxa0gcEUnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPH9cJjzk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M29jcrcnvfz2GotEahtG7433b2U=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnUyzHBeHZYrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbErHvG+pohE3frY8d06urDIiYaxtKSRL9fdERiNjZlFgOyOKE7PuLcT/vH6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLQpTSTAmi9/JSGjOUM4soUwLeythE6opQ5tQyYbgrb+8STr1mufWvId6pXmbx1GEC7iEa/CgAU24hxa0gcEUnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPH9cJjzk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M29jcrcnvfz2GotEahtG7433b2U=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnUyzHBeHZYrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbErHvG+pohE3frY8d06urDIiYaxtKSRL9fdERiNjZlFgOyOKE7PuLcT/vH6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLQpTSTAmi9/JSGjOUM4soUwLeythE6opQ5tQyYbgrb+8STr1mufWvId6pXmbx1GEC7iEa/CgAU24hxa0gcEUnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPH9cJjzk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M29jcrcnvfz2GotEahtG7433b2U=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnUyzHBeHZYrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbErHvG+pohE3frY8d06urDIiYaxtKSRL9fdERiNjZlFgOyOKE7PuLcT/vH6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLQpTSTAmi9/JSGjOUM4soUwLeythE6opQ5tQyYbgrb+8STr1mufWvId6pXmbx1GEC7iEa/CgAU24hxa0gcEUnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPH9cJjzk=</latexit>

yt
<latexit sha1_base64="hTzA6O/x1UJ2BfM4WfDPlYjQdPY=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJgAk0ZLtsYcN22+xOTZqGH+HFg8Z49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TZxqxjsslrF+DKjhUijeQYGSPyaa0yiQvBdMb+d+74lrI2L1gFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXj0b5jirD6s1t+EuQNaJV5AaFGgPq1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/ZxqFEzyWWWQGp5QNqVj3rdU0YgbP1+cOyMXVhmRMNa2FJKF+nsip5ExWRTYzojixKx6c/E/r59ieO3nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HcyEpozlJkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSbfZ8NyGd9+stW6KOMpwBudwCR5cQQvuoA0dYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB/Eij0o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hTzA6O/x1UJ2BfM4WfDPlYjQdPY=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJgAk0ZLtsYcN22+xOTZqGH+HFg8Z49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TZxqxjsslrF+DKjhUijeQYGSPyaa0yiQvBdMb+d+74lrI2L1gFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXj0b5jirD6s1t+EuQNaJV5AaFGgPq1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/ZxqFEzyWWWQGp5QNqVj3rdU0YgbP1+cOyMXVhmRMNa2FJKF+nsip5ExWRTYzojixKx6c/E/r59ieO3nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HcyEpozlJkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSbfZ8NyGd9+stW6KOMpwBudwCR5cQQvuoA0dYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB/Eij0o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hTzA6O/x1UJ2BfM4WfDPlYjQdPY=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJgAk0ZLtsYcN22+xOTZqGH+HFg8Z49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TZxqxjsslrF+DKjhUijeQYGSPyaa0yiQvBdMb+d+74lrI2L1gFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXj0b5jirD6s1t+EuQNaJV5AaFGgPq1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/ZxqFEzyWWWQGp5QNqVj3rdU0YgbP1+cOyMXVhmRMNa2FJKF+nsip5ExWRTYzojixKx6c/E/r59ieO3nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HcyEpozlJkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSbfZ8NyGd9+stW6KOMpwBudwCR5cQQvuoA0dYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB/Eij0o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hTzA6O/x1UJ2BfM4WfDPlYjQdPY=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiR68YiJgAk0ZLtsYcN22+xOTZqGH+HFg8Z49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TZxqxjsslrF+DKjhUijeQYGSPyaa0yiQvBdMb+d+74lrI2L1gFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXj0b5jirD6s1t+EuQNaJV5AaFGgPq1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/ZxqFEzyWWWQGp5QNqVj3rdU0YgbP1+cOyMXVhmRMNa2FJKF+nsip5ExWRTYzojixKx6c/E/r59ieO3nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HcyEpozlJkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSbfZ8NyGd9+stW6KOMpwBudwCR5cQQvuoA0dYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzB/Eij0o=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+wPnq5mfo5j9NMc0te1uWUaQEUA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4Irtc9Ej04hETeSSwIbPDLEyYxzoza0I2/IQXDxrj1d/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uruihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45O2UakmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2iKRcRpJ5rczv3OE9WGKflgpwkNBR5JFjOCrZO61b5hI4Grg3LFr/kLoHUS5KQCOZqD8ld/qEgqqLSEY2N6gZ/YMMPaMsLprNRPDU0wmeAR7TkqsaAmzBb3ztCFU4YoVtqVtGih/p7IsDBmKiLXKbAdm1VvLv7n9VIbX4cZk0lqqSTLRXHKkVVo/jwaMk2J5VNHMNHM3YrIGGtMrIuo5EIIVl9eJ+16LfBrwX290rjJ4yjCGZzDJQRwBQ24gya0gACHZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPH1Y1j30=</latexit>

tanh<latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8TD+l13RKjO6h3ISRotc5pO9Xw=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLIk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vcvunAm58CNsLDTG1t9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3rmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mdwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilbnWAVE2qw3LFrblLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bnzsmVVUYkjLUthWSp/p7IaGTMLApsZ0RxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrRWEqCcZk8TsZCc0ZypkllGlhbyVsQjVlaBMq2RC89Zc3Sade89ya91CvNG/zOIpwAZdwDR40oAn30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A5QCjw0=</latexit>

1- ⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit>

⇥<latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o/TztkgjxWN4eKNCgAhptEPqjkA=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXsrfswYa9vXN3zoRc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSKQw6LrfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSt9pHEXFTHZQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGeponaLny3unZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieO1nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/HkyFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0EZUsiF4qy+vk3a95rk1775eadzkcRThDM7hEjy4ggbcQRNawEDCM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD3ASj44=</latexit> +
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(b) GRU

Figure 2.5: The recurrent Unit of LSTM and GRU networks.

of previous inputs up to the current time step. At first, RNNs initialise the hidden state h0.
Then, each hidden layer (i.e. recurrent unit Rt) takes the data Xt and the hidden state ht−1 of
the previous time steps as input. Next, RNNs generate a corresponding output yt as well as the
hidden state ht . Formally speaking, as explained by Elman (1990), the hidden state ht and the
output yt are calculated as follows:

ht = σh(XtWh +Uhht−1 +bh) (2.15)

yt = σy(Wyht +by) (2.16)

where Wh, Uh and Wy are coefficients and bh and by are the used bias terms. The predictions
also leverage σh and σy, which are two activation functions. In particular, to train RNNs, the
basic backpropagation algorithm is applied at each step (i.e. the backpropagation through time
algorithm (Werbos, 1990)) to update the gradients, which is formulated as follows:

∂LT

∂W
=

T

∑
t=1

∂LT

∂W
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t

(2.17)

Therefore, by leveraging the hidden states, RNNs can model the input data with varying
lengths and learn to memorize the historical information. Given these advantages, many studies
have adopted RNNs for the development of recommendation systems (Wu et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2014a). However, along with the increasing size of the user-item interactions, there are
longer sequences that a RNN model has to learn, which leads to two common problems (Bengio
et al., 1994): vanishing gradient and exploding gradient. Due to these two problems, the gradient
will become zero or infinite exponentially fast (Bengio et al., 1994). To address the exploding
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gradient problem, the gradient clipping approach (i.e. clip(g,θ) = g ·max(1, θ

||g||) ) is commonly
applied in the literature. Note that, g is the gradient and θ is the hyperparameter. To alleviate the
gradient vanishing problem when training the RNN model, two RNN-variants, Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), have been proposed accordingly. The first
of which, LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), was devised to deal with the long-term
dependency problem. In particular, LSTM introduced a cell state and a gating mechanism to the
recurrent unit to enable a recurrent neural network with a constant error flow via an unchanged
cell state. In Figure 2.5a, we present a recurrent unit of LSTM. Figure 2.5a shows that the
calculation of a hidden state ht relies on not only both input xt and the previous hidden state ht−1,
but also on the previous cell state ct−1. We detail the calculation of the hidden state ht as follows:

ft = σg(Wf xt +U f ht−1 +b f )

it = σg(Wixt +Uiht−1 +bi)

ot = σg(Woxt +Uoht−1 +bo)

c̃t = σc(Wcxt +Ucht−1 +bc)

ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t

ht = ot ◦σh(ct)

(2.18)

where W , U , and b are associated parameters and ◦ indicates the element-wise product. The cell
state ct−1 is the ‘memory’ of the network that saves important information during the sequence
modelling. Meanwhile, ft , it and ot refer to the forget gate, input gate and output gate, respec-
tively. These gates decide how much information we keep from the previous states (forget gate),
which values to update (input gate) and what to output (output gate) (Gers et al., 2000).

On the other hand, the other RNNs-variant, GRU (Cho et al., 2014) can be regarded as
a simplified version of LSTM. In Figure 2.5b, we depict the recurrent unit of a GRU model.
According to the figure, we can see that a GRU does not include the cell states and also has
fewer gates than the recurrent unit of LSTM. In particular, for the recurrent unit of a GRU
model, the calculation of the hidden states can be formulated as follows:

zt = σg(Wzxt +Uzht−1 +bz)

rt = σg(Wrxt +Urht−1 +br)

ĥt = φh(Whxt +Uh(rt ◦ht−1)+bh)

ht = (1− zt)◦ht−1 + zt ◦ ĥt

(2.19)
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where W , U and b are the model’s parameters like the ones in vanilla-RNN and LSTM. As for
the applied gate mechanism, GRU differs from LSTM by leveraging fewer gates and merely
uses the update gate (zt) and reset gate (rt). The reset gate rt decides how much information to
keep from the previous state while the update gate zt determines the extend to which the previous
hidden state ht−1 and the newly calculated hidden state ĥt can be leveraged (Cho et al., 2014).
In particular, we compare the recurrent unit of GRU with the recurrent unit of LSTM and ob-
serve that GRU is a lighter model than LSTM and can also alleviate the burden of memory cost.
Therefore, in the recommendation literature, the GRU technique has been widely applied, espe-
cially when dealing with session-based or sequential recommendations (Bharadhwaj et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018a; Hidasi et al., 2015). For example, to address session-based recommendation,
GRU4Rec (Hidasi et al., 2015) applied the GRU technique to model the users’ sequential item-
click behaviour and predict users’ preferred items to interact next. Similarly, Chu et al. (2017)
also considered GRU to address users sequential behaviour. However, they emphasised the im-
pact of the users’ recent interactions on the users’ future behaviours and limit the sequence to
a small constant value. Moreover, GRU has also been frequently integrated with other machine
learning techniques (e.g. variational inference (Broderick et al., 2013; Song et al., 2019) and
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) (Bharadhwaj et al., 2018)) to propose effective recom-
mendation systems. An example is RecGAN (Bharadhwaj et al., 2018), which is implemented
by combining GRU with GAN. In particular, it constructed the generator and discriminator by
utilising two individual GRU models. The generator predicts the users’ ratings on items, while
the discriminator judges if the generated ratings align with the true rating distribution. Thus far,
we have discussed three types of neural models (namely MLP, CNNs and RNNs). However,
recently, many studies argued that it is difficult for these techniques to effectively identify the
important parts of the input that contribute to the recommendations. Next section, we discuss
the attention mechanism, which was proposed to address the above challenge.

2.4.4 Attention Mechanism

Different from the introduced neural models above, the attention mechanism-based recommen-
dation models aims at selectively considering the most relevant information (Vaswani et al.,
2017) instead of the whole input, to make practical recommendations. The attention mecha-
nism is a function that calculates the dynamic weights of different parts of the input in deciding
the corresponding output (e.g. the representation vector of users’ preferences). Many studies
commonly used one of three approaches to implement the attention mechanism (i.e. additive,
dot-product and multi-head attention). In particular, to explain these three mechanisms, we
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assume that we aim to model a sequence of items that have been interacted by a given user.
We denote such a sequence as S = {i0, i1, ..., im} and each unique item is represented by a corre-
sponding one-hot embedding vector. Then, we apply the attention mechanism over the sequence
S and learn a representation vector to indicate the users’ preferences. For the additive mecha-

nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015), the weight a of each item that contributes to the generation of the

output O with a weighted sum (i.e. O =
m
∑
j=1

a jS j). For each of the weight a j, it is computed by:

a j =
exp[ f (S j)]

m
∑

k=1
exp[ f (Sk)]

(2.20)

where f (·) is a feed-forward neural network that is applied over each of the item latent vector.
Next, the dot-product and the multi-head attention mechanisms involve another group of notions
(i.e. query Q, key K, value V ). The query Q is the target, the key K is the source, and the attention
weights are applied to the value V . In our assumed user-item interaction scenario, the query Q

is the output O. Both key K and value V are the input, namely the item sequence S. Then, we
formulate the calculation of weights via a dot-product attention as follows:

W (Q,K,V ) = so f tmax(
QK√

dk
)V (2.21)

where dk is the dimension of K. On the other hand, the multi-head attention mechanism argues
that learning information from different representations (i.e. multi-heads) can improve the mod-
els’ performances (Vaswani et al., 2017). We also formulate the multi-head attention mechanism
as follows:

MultiHead(Q,K,V ) = [h1⊕ ...⊕hn]W O

where hi =W (QW Q
i ,KW K

i ,VWV
i )

(2.22)

and W Q
i , W K

i , WV
i and WO indicate the learned parameter metrics that project the representations

into different variants.
By leveraging the additive, dot-product and multi-head attention mechanisms above and

introducing customised or optimised variants, many studies have proposed attention mechanism-
based CF approaches, to examine the relationships between the users’ historical interacted items
and the unseen items, and have shown state-of-the-art performances (Fu et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,
2018; Lv et al., 2020). Zhou et al. (2018) also argued that the attention mechanism is capable of
dynamically capturing the users’ behaviours.

In particular, a typical application of the dot-product attention mechanism (or self-attention)
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is to the latent semantic spaces, where it models the users’ behaviours to build an individual
behaviour representation. It is also common for attention mechanisms to be adopted to learn
the importance of user/item features. For example, the ACF model (Chen et al., 2017b) applied
the attention mechanism on the users’ historical items to identify which items and which parts
of the items features make effective user representations. Therefore, given the effectiveness of
the attention mechanism in identifying helpful information and generating individual represen-
tations, in Chapters 5, 7, and 8, we adopt and leverage the attention mechanism to enhance the
models’ recommendation performances.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have provided a comprehensive overview of the recommendation systems in
the literature. We illustrated two commonly investigated recommendation tasks: rating predic-
tion and ranking-based recommendation tasks. In particular, we have discussed that it is more
practical to recommend a list of users’ top-preferred items than predicting the ratings of users’
unseen items. Therefore, in this thesis, we aim to develop effective ranking-based recommenda-
tion approaches.

Next, we also explored various collaborative filtering techniques, which are the most com-
monly used approaches to build recommendation models. In particular, we discussed the memory-
based CF (Section 2.3.1), classical model-based CF (Section 2.3.2) and recent neural CF mod-
els(Section 2.4). We shown that the recent neural models, such as the introduced MLP, CNNs,
RNNs and the attention mechanisms, are more effective techniques than memory-based and
classical CF models to develop practical recommendation approaches. Therefore, in this thesis,
our proposed recommendation framework will take the recent neural models into account to
model the features from user-item interactions, reviews as well as their associated properties, so
as to develop effective recommendation techniques. However, thus far, we have not discussed
how the existing recommendation techniques leveraged the reviews and their associated proper-
ties to make recommendations. In the next chapter, we explore the existing work that related to
the main contributions of this thesis, which is the use of reviews as well as reviews’ associated
properties to build effective recommendation techniques.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

As we previously discussed in Chapter 2, in this thesis, we aim to develop top-n ranking-based
recommendation models and base our models’ architectures on deep learning techniques. How-
ever, recall that in Section 1.4, different from the recommendation approaches in the literature,
the main contributions of this thesis are based on the use of reviews as well as their various
associated properties, such as sentiment and helpfulness, to address recommendation tasks.

Therefore, to distinguish our main contributions from the existing work, in this chapter, we
explore the recommendation techniques in the literature that consider the review text as input to
identify the users’ interests and estimate their preferences on target items (Section 3.1). Next,
since we also aim to use the reviews’ associated features / characteristics in the development of
the recommendation approaches, we also discuss, in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the related works
that leveraged various review properties in recommendation tasks. In particular, we focus on
discussing the reviews’ sentiment, timing and helpfulness, which are the typical and commonly
used features in various review-based recommendation scenarios (such as those exemplified by
the Amazon and Yelp datasets). On the other hand, in this thesis, we argue that reviews are
not equally useful to different users and users are likely to selectively use reviews exhibiting
different properties. Therefore, next, to learn to model the users’ behaviour, we explore the
studies that investigated the users’ behaviour when interacting with online data. In particular,
we describe two typical user behaviour modelling strategies in the literature (i.e. user conscious
and unconscious behaviour modelling). We detail the outline of this chapter as follows:

• Section 3.1 explores many review-based recommendation approaches. Moreover, we first
use a representative review-based recommendation model (i.e. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al.,
2017)) to discuss the use of review text in a deep learning-based recommendation model.
We show that a review-based recommender commonly comprises three components: (1)
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textual content modelling; (2) user/item feature learning; and (3) users’ preferences pre-
diction. Then, we compare the differences among the existing review-based recommen-
dation approaches based on these three components. We also identify the limitations of
these approaches.

• Section 3.2 discusses the recommendation approaches that take the review sentiment infor-
mation into account. In particular, we group these review sentiment-based recommenders
into two categories: the studies that leveraged the (1) sentiment orientation and (2) aspect-
level sentiment analysis. We compare the differences between the approaches from these
two classes and identify their limitations.

• In Section 3.3, we explore the recommendation studies that used the review timing infor-
mation. To compare the differences among such approaches, we also categorise them into
(1) sequential recommenders and (2) Context-aware recommendation approaches. Then,
we identify the limitations of these existing approaches.

• In Section 3.4, we discuss how the review helpfulness has been used in addressing the
recommendation task. In particular, we show that existing review helpfulness-based rec-
ommenders relied on the use of a learned review helpfulness classifier. Therefore, we also
summarise the available review features that have been leveraged to train review helpful-
ness classifiers. Then, we illustrate the limitations of the existing review helpfulness-based
approaches.

• Section 3.5 explores two types of users’ behaviour modelling techniques, namely the mod-
elling of the users’ conscious and unconscious behaviour. We show how the modelling of
the users’ behaviour has been leveraged in the recommendation literature. In particular,
we show that the users’ adoption of information, the modelling of a type of users’ uncon-
scious behaviour, can be used to address the estimation of users’ preferences on different
types of reviews.

• Section 3.6 gives the concluding remarks for this chapter.

3.1 Review-based Recommendation Models

In this thesis, we aim to develop an effective review-based recommendation framework. The
main objective of applying a recommendation model is to recommend items that the users might
be interested in, based on the observed users’ behaviour and a designed technique to estimate
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of the DeepCoNN model. Figure adopted from (Zheng et al., 2017).

the users’ preferences. The users’ posted reviews encapsulate rich semantic information, such as
a possible explanation of the users’ preferences or a description of specific item attributes (Chen
et al., 2015). Therefore, many recommendation models, especially the content-based recommen-
dation approaches, leveraged the reviews data to create user/item representations and to address
the recommendation task (Chen et al., 2020; He et al., 2015; Almahairi et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2019a; Ni et al., 2019). In particular, many review-based approaches based their recommenda-
tions on the semantic similarity between the review content of users and items (Zheng et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2018b), which encodes additional relationships among the users and items.
Indeed, the posted reviews by users are valuable in modelling the interactions among users and
items from a textual semantic perspective. However, we argue that the existing review-based
recommendation techniques ignored the reviews’ associated properties (e.g. the reviews’ senti-
ment, length and age) in measuring the usefulness of reviews. In particular, recall the discussion
of the users’ adoption of information framework in Section 1.2. Users present distinct prefer-
ences in using different types of information as per the corresponding information properties
while selecting their preferred items. Consequently, differently from the existing recommen-
dation techniques, we introduce these review properties to the review-based recommendation
model for improved recommendation performances. In the following, we discuss many typical
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and representative review-based recommendation techniques to show how to encode the review
data, so as to learn the users’ preferences and the items’ attributes for recommendations.

To illustrate the use of review text in a deep learning-based recommendation model, we use
the DeepCoNN model (Zheng et al., 2017) as an example, which is a representative review-based
recommendation model in the literature. We also consider DeepCoNN as a possible baseline to
compare to our proposed recommendation framework, so as to show the performances of our
proposed review-based recommendation approaches. DeepCoNN was built upon the semantic
similarity between the review content of the corresponding user-item pairs. We present the ar-
chitecture of the DeepCoNN model in Figure 3.1. The DeepCoNN model was devised to tackle
the prediction of ratings that users might give to their unseen items (namely the rating prediction
task discussed in Section 2.2.1). As for a given user-item pair, DeepCoNN aggregates reviews
and concatenates them into individual ‘documents’ du and di for the user u and item i, respec-
tively. Then, it models these documents to learn the users’ preferences and items’ attributes.
Next, DeepCoNN applies a popular word embedding technique (i.e. word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013)) to project the text of reviews into the latent space. We formulate this process as follows:

V1:l = θ(d1)⊕θ(d2)⊕θ(d3)⊕ ...⊕θ(dl) (3.1)

where V1:l is the resulting latent vector of reviews and dk refers to the kth word within the doc-
ument d and l is the cutoff for defining the max number of l words. Then, DeepCoNN applies
convolution, which we have introduced in Section 2.4, to the latent vectors of review documents.
Next, the resulting feature vectors are fed into a fully connected layer to make user/item rep-
resentation vectors. After modelling the review document via a series of neural networks, for
a user-item pair (u, i), DeepCoNN calculates a corresponding feature vector pair (xu,xi). To
address the prediction of ratings that users would give to the corresponding items, DeepCoNN
uses a factorisation machine (Rendle, 2012) to implement the prediction layer that estimates the
users’ ratings on the target items. We formulate the factorisation machine as follows:

r̂ = ŵ0 +
|ẑ|
∑
j=1

ŵ j ẑ j +
|ẑ|
∑
j=1

|ẑ|
∑

k= j+1
〈v̂ j, v̂k〉ẑ j ẑk (3.2)

where ẑ is given by concatenating the calculated representation vectors (i.e. (xu⊕ xi)). The first
summand ŵ0 is the global bias. Within the second summand, ŵ j linearly learns the weight of
variable ẑ at index j. After that, the third summand captures the second order interactions within
the feature vector ẑ and 〈v̂ j, v̂k〉= ∑

|ẑ|
f=1 v̂ j, f v̂k, f .
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In summary, a commonly seen review-based recommendation approach involves three main
components: 1) textual content modelling (e.g. the use of word embeddings in DeepCoNN);
2) the feature learning of the users/items; 3) the prediction of the users’ preferences on items.
Many studies have proposed to develop practical review-based recommendation approaches by
varying the implementation of the above three components.
1. Textual Content Modelling

The textual content modelling process focuses on extracting valuable information from the
review text to help estimating the users’ preferences on items. We group the commonly applied
techniques into two families, i.e. the aspect-level and review-level modelling approaches. The
first of which captures the users’ fine-grained preferences based on the extracted or learned
review aspects (Guan et al., 2019; Baral et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018b). Indeed, a review
expresses users’ preferences on different factors. For instance, "The pizzas are so fresh, the staff

is lovely, service is fast and they’re so well priced." implies a positive feedback on the food,
service and price of a corresponding pizza restaurant. We divide the review aspect modelling
into two sequential stages: aspect extraction and aspect-level estimation of users’ preferences.
As for the aspect extraction, several language rules, sequence labelling techniques, and external
corpora/toolkits have been used in the literature. For example, Baral et al. (2018) used the term
frequency of nouns as well as the dependency parsing (Manning et al., 2014); Zhang et al.
(2010) leveraged the conditional random field algorithm; Zhang et al. (2014c) used the public
sentiment corpora MPQA1 and HowNet;2 the use of toolkit opinion parser (Qiu et al., 2011)
in (Bauman et al., 2017); Xu et al. (2021) and Guan et al. (2019) made use of the sentires
toolkit (Zhang et al., 2014b). For the recommendation models that used these techniques, their
performances highly relied on the used linguistic rules and the usefulness of the used toolkits.
However, with the growing volume of reviews, it is difficult for the rule-based approaches and
classic toolkits to model the infrequent features (Jin et al., 2009).

Meanwhile, to address the above limitation, related works developed abstractive review as-
pects to model the users’ fine-grained preferences. For example, ALFM (Cheng et al., 2018b)
defined review aspects via topic modelling and regarded the probability distribution of topics
as ‘aspects’. Similarly, Cheng et al. (2018a) proposed a review-based recommendation model,
A3NCF that fused the topic vectors and embedding vectors to define ‘aspects’. However, these
abstract ‘aspects’ are not the items’ aspects (e.g. service, food flavour of a restaurant). They
are the different distributions of the lexical terms in reviews, which still lack of effective way to
identify users’ preferences from reviews.

1http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/corpora/
2http://www.keenage.com/
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On the other hand, another approach to model the textual content consists in review-level
techniques, which are commonly implemented via embedding techniques. One-hot embed-
dings, word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) techniques are three
widely used approaches that encode review text into latent space (Dong et al., 2020; Tay et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2019a). Then, the recommendation models use the produced embedding vec-
tors as input to model the information within the review text. However, the above solutions are
limited in providing static embedding of review text with weak semantic interpretability (Qiu
et al., 2020). Along with the development of natural language processing (NLP) and deep learn-
ing techniques, some studies proposed contextual pre-trained embedding techniques, such as
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), to address the aforementioned con-
cern. For example, inspired by the Cloze task (Taylor, 1953), BERT introduced a ‘masked
language model’ (MLM) as the pre-training objective to learn the contextual pre-trained embed-
dings of text. Hence, the contextual embedding techniques allow models to capture the semantic
information within the review text effectively and are growingly popular in the recommendation
field (Zhang et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2021; Shamir et al., 2021).

Compared with the previous textual content modelling technique, namely the review aspect-
level modelling, both aspect-level and review-level techniques have pros and cons. As for the
aspect-level modelling of the review content, the model can learn fine-grained user preferences
on different aspects of a given item. However, the effectiveness of the resulting review-based
recommendation models highly rely on the use of the review aspect extraction strategies and
the quality of the extracted review aspects. In particular, using a specific review aspect set may
also lower the generalisability of a recommendation system. For example, the aspects extracted
from reviews on restaurants are different from the aspects that are included in book reviews.
However, differently, the embedding techniques can leverage the pre-trained language models
and the semantic proximity between lexical terms to effective extract valuable information from
the review text (Şenel et al., 2018). Therefore, this thesis will consistently use the embedding
techniques to convert review text into latent vectors and pass them as input to our proposed
recommendation models.
2. User/item Feature Learning

After modelling the textual content of reviews, a review-based recommendation model needs
to learn users’ or items’ features from the learned textual content of reviews. For example, recall
from the description of the DeepCoNN model, it implements the feature learning of users and
items from review embeddings via a convolution operation, then uses a max-pooling operation
followed by a fully connected layer. However, there are alternative approaches in addressing
the feature learning task in the recommendation literature. Indeed, many studies have been
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devoted to optimising feature learning to develop effective recommendation models. For exam-
ple, Hyun et al. (2018) applied a two-staged convolution operation to the review data to make
rating predictions. The first stage extracts feature vectors from each review, and then the second
stage extracts the features from the learned vectors through convolution operators to provide
user/item representation vectors.

Moreover, since the review text can be understood as a sequence of characters or words, Sun
et al. (2020b) applied a pre-trained LSTM model to the word embedding vectors of reviews and
used the last hidden state as the representation of the input review. Then, Sun et al. (2020b)
fused the review representation vector with the user/item embeddings and passed it to MLP
layers to make rating predictions. However, these studies ignored the fact that the quality and
usefulness of the reviews markedly vary with the increasing number of users and the available
reviews they posted online (Chen et al., 2018b).

Therefore, many studies started investigating the different usefulness of reviews and how it
contributes to the improvement of models’ recommendation performances. For example, Chen
et al. (2018b) applied an attention mechanism to estimate the usefulness of different reviews.
Then, Chen et al. (2018b) concatenated the weighted review embeddings with the one-hot em-
bedding vectors of users/items as the feature vectors that encode the users’ preferences and
items’ attributes. Recently, the attention mechanism has been adopted in other recommendation
studies to model the review input (Liu et al., 2020a, 2019c; Cheng et al., 2018a). For instance, Li
et al. (2019a) introduced a recommendation model (called RNS), which includes a sequence of
convolution operators applied over the users’ posted reviews on their recently interacted items.
Then, RNS uses two consecutive attention layers to model the learned feature vectors in order to
build the representation vector of the users’ recent preferences. Some studies also considered the
attention mechanism to examine the usefulness of the review content over distinct granularity
levels: Tay et al. (2018) applied attention to identify the valuable review input via modelling at
word and review levels; Xing et al. (2019) investigated the distinct impacts of parts of the review
content at word and sentence levels on the model’s rating prediction performance.

However, we argue that a limitation of the classic attention mechanism when applied to
model the review input is that it captures the usefulness of reviews by relying on historical data,
which often does not generalise to reviews that are unseen by the trained model with infrequent
features (Veličković et al., 2018). To address the above concern and produce better user/item fea-
tures, as we discussed in Chapter 1.3, we propose a recommendation framework that leverages
the reviews’ associated properties to model the usefulness of reviews, so as to make accurate
recommendations. In particular, to show the performances of our review property-based recom-
mendation framework, we also compare our proposed approaches to the attention mechanism-
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based recommendation techniques, e.g. (Chen et al., 2018b). We detail the description of it in
the next chapter.
3. User Preferences Prediction

Thus far, we have discussed the various widely used techniques in learning the review data
and generating the features of users/items. In the following, we explore the related works in
the literature that considered different techniques of estimating the users’ preferences on items
by leveraging the learned user/item features. Essentially, we regard most preference estimation
approaches as a similarity measurement between the feature vectors of users and items. In
particular, we review the approaches that have been applied in the literature to examine the
users’ preferences and items.

First, recall the description of the example recommender (namely DeepCoNN). It used the
factorisation machine (Equation (3.2)) to model the user and item feature vectors to address the
rating prediction. The factorisation machine has been widely applied (Guo et al., 2017a; Tay
et al., 2018; Baral et al., 2018) to address the score prediction problem – either the ranking or
rating scores – because of its ability in modelling the complex relationships in the data input.

On the other hand, together with the development of the deep learning techniques, many
studies have devised various neural networks to implement a non-linear projection of the learned
user/item features to address the users’ preference estimation. For example, Tang and Wang
(2018) and Li et al. (2017) built multiple fully-connected hidden layers to non-linearly transform
the learned feature vectors and then used a regression function to generate the score for ranking
or rating the items. However, as argued by Rendle et al. (2020), learning an effective multi-
layer perceptron function to model the complex relationships in the data requires a huge number
of parameters to learn and using enormous training data to obtain the target function. Instead,
the dot product function is more efficient in dealing with the similarity measurement between a
given user and item to predict the users’ preferences on items (Rendle et al., 2020).

As a consequence, the dot product, or in general the inner-product, has become the top
choice when considering an approach to make the users’ preference estimation upon the avail-
able user/item feature vectors (Shi et al., 2018; Hyun et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018b; Chin
et al., 2018). We are aware that there are some other distinct approaches (e.g. element-wise
product (Chen et al., 2018b), cosine similarity (Zhu et al., 2019) and customised sigmoid func-
tion (Li et al., 2019b)) in the literature to calculate the distance between the user and item fea-
tures. However, in this thesis, we use the dot-product function to calculate the scores of users’
preferences on items, so as to address the ranking-based recommendation task, since it is the
most commonly used function.

On the other hand, according to the above discussions, we found that many review-based
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recommendation models were designated to address the classic rating prediction task when deal-
ing with the users’ preference prediction. These recommendation models include many widely
cited approaches, such as DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017), NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b) and
D-Attn (Seo et al., 2017), all of which provide baselines with which any new review-based
recommendation approaches ought to be compared against.

Recall from the thesis statement in Section 1.3, our proposed recommendation models need
to accurately infer the reviews’ associated properties from reviews. Then, to show the effective-
ness of the inferred reviews’ properties when applied to the recommendation approaches, we
first compare our models to the existing review-based recommendation baselines in addressing
the rating prediction task. Next, after aggregating the reviews’ associated properties, we aim to
develop effective ranking-based recommendation approaches.

Thus far, we have explored many review-based recommendation approaches in the literature.
In particular, we showed the advantages of modelling review data via embedding techniques, us-
ing attention mechanisms and the dot product function on top of it. Attention mechanisms have
been widely applied in the field to deal with review modelling and user/item feature generation.
However, arguably, the classic attention mechanisms rely on the historical trained data and have
a difficulty in capturing the usefulness of unseen reviews with infrequent features. To address
such a limitation, in this thesis, we propose to leverage the reviews’ associated properties to
better estimate the usefulness of reviews to predict the users’ preferences on items. In particular,
to show that we correctly infer the reviews’ associated properties, we compare our proposed
approaches that encode the inferred reviews’ properties to the existing well-cited baseline ap-
proaches in addressing the rating prediction task.

Moreover, in the following, we explore the recommendation approaches that considered the
reviews’ associated properties or characteristics as side information to model the users’ prefer-
ences and items’ attributes.

Recall that in Chapter 1, we call a ‘review property’ a characteristic attribute of the reviews.
In Figure 3.2, we show some possible review properties of an example review. The example
shows a recent review (30/03/2020) that briefly discusses (in 90 words) a user’s positive opinion
(rating 5 and positive sentiment) regarding their experience of interacting with a given item.
Many other customers also consider this review helpful (14 helpful votes). Several studies,
such as (Wang et al., 2018c; Sahoo et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2021), have recognised the value
of reviews’ associated properties in modelling data to capture the users’ preferences on items.
In the following sections (i.e. Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4), we explore the related works that
used review sentiment, time and helpfulness, which are commonly used, to show the existing
techniques of applying review properties into the development of recommendation approaches.
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An example review:
Rating: 5

Length (# words): 90
Timestamp: 30/09/2020

Sentiment: Positive
Helpfulness votes: 14

Possible review properties:

Figure 3.2: Review property examples.

3.2 Using Review Sentiment in Recommendation

The review sentiment encodes a user’s view or opinion towards a specific experience of their
interaction with an item. In particular, the review sentiment tells a positive sentiment if the
users’ real experiences align with the users’ ideal expectations. Otherwise, it shows a negative
opinion. For example, for a review of having dinner in a restaurant, users might evaluate various
aspects of their experience, including the environment, the service, the offered food in the menu,
the price, the served food and beverages, etc. Then, within the corresponding review, the user
may express their personal experience by telling the level of their satisfaction (i.e. sentiment) on
some focused aspects of the restaurant. Therefore, it is vital to identify the sentiment of reviews
to capture the users’ preferences. In the recommendation literature, many studies (Ziani et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018c; Yun et al., 2018) have devoted themselves to leveraging the sentiment
of reviews to develop approaches in making customised recommendations for users. Note that,
since users’ explicit ratings also present users’ sentiment regarding their interaction experience
with items, in this thesis, we include the users’ explicit ratings as a type of sentiment information
within the users’ posted reviews.

There are many sentiment analysis strategies in the literature that have been applied to iden-
tify the users’ opinions within reviews. We categorise these strategies into (1) overall sentiment
orientation and (2) aspect-level sentiment. The overall sentiment orientation indicates an aver-
aged or summarised users’ opinions towards a given item. On the other hand, the aspect-level
sentiment gives a fine-grained description of the users’ view about various extracted aspects of
a given item (e.g. the service quality of a restaurant and the sound quality of a CD product).

(1) Sentiment orientation-based approaches
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We start with a brief overview of the existing sentiment analysis tools. Following (Medhat
et al., 2014), we group the sentiment analysis approaches into two categories: (1) lexicon-based
approaches and (2) machine learning techniques. The first of which are based on a set of pre-
aggregated sentiment lexicons or sentiment terms and then they use statistical or semantic meth-
ods to calculate the sentiment orientation of a given text. The second type of sentiment analysis
approaches, namely machine learning techniques, involves various learning algorithms to model
the features within a text to identify its associated sentiment.

Lexicon-based approaches considered various available resources to support the analysis of
the sentiment orientation of a given text (e.g. WordNet (Miller, 1995) and thesaurus (Moham-
mad et al., 2009) ). For example, Yang et al. (2013) took the NTLK toolkit (Bird, 2006) and Sen-
tiWordNet3.0 (Baccianella et al., 2010) into account to model the users’ posted tips (i.e. a brief
users’ feedback in few sentences) to learn and extract the users’ historical preferences on items.
In particular, the learned sentiment scores are further adopted to build the user-item preference
matrix as input to a matrix factorisation model to make rating predictions. Similarly, Kumar
et al. (2020) applied a lexicon and a rule-based sentiment analysis tool (i.e. VADER (Hutto and
Gilbert, 2014)) to classify the sentiment ratings of tweets – a type of microblogging data with-
out associated ratings – on a scale of 0-10. In particular, they leveraged the learned sentiment
scores to calculate the similarity between items. Wang et al. (2018a) developed a location-based
recommendation system, which considered the NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon dic-
tionary (Mohammad et al., 2013) to analyse geotagged tweets to extract the users’ emotions on
green spaces. By analysing the sentiment of tweets, the system captures a general reputation
of a given geographical region. The resulting system allows users to obtain personalised rec-
ommendations of green spaces in real-time and interactively. However, similar to the review
text modelling approaches that we introduced in Section 3.1, the main limitation of the lexicon-
based techniques is their weak generalisability. Indeed, they based their sentiment analysis on
available toolkits or previously learned knowledge, making it difficult to learn from infrequent
features to estimate users’ sentiments accurately.

On the other hand, different from the lexicon-based approaches, machine learning-based
techniques automatically extract valuable information from the review text to predict users’ sen-
timents. In particular, machine learning-based approaches have grown rapidly in conducting
effective sentiment analysis. The common applied machine learning techniques are Bayesian
methods (Kang et al., 2012; Ortigosa-Hernández et al., 2012), linear classifiers (e.g. support
vector machine (Joachims, 1996; Li and Li, 2013)) and deep learning techniques (Gao et al.,
2019; Dang et al., 2021). For example, Ziani et al. (2017) used the Support Vector Machine
with a set of extracted features (e.g. number of positive words, number of negative words, and
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number of adverbs) to learn the sentiment information within reviews. Then, Ziani et al. (2017)
addressed the users’ preference estimation by considering the opinions of the users’ neighbours.
Such opinions are presented with the sentiment polarity scores of neighbours’ associated reviews
and calculated by the learned SVM. In particular, with the advances in machine learning, it has
been shown that the machine learning-based approaches can provide leading performances in
sentiment analysis (Gao et al., 2019). For instance, Dang et al. (2021) introduced a state-of-
the-art rating prediction model by leveraging a pre-trained BERT model to initialise the text
embeddings and built a sequence of neural networks (i.e. CNN and LSTM networks) on top to
estimate the sentiment orientation of a given text. In particular, the rating prediction is made
by enriching a CF model with the learned sentiment scores from reviews enrich the rating data.
According to the discussions above, the machine learning-based techniques (e.g. the CNNs
model and the pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) model) can effectively predict the senti-
ment orientation of a given review text. However, in the recommendation literature, no study
leverage the learned sentiment information to estimate the usefulness of reviews. In this thesis,
we aim to fill this gap by weighting the usefulness of reviews according to the learned sentiment
orientation of reviews.

(2) Aspect-level sentiment analysis
Apart from the sentiment orientation-based approaches, many recommendation models (Da’u

and Salim, 2019; Yun et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017) emphasised the usefulness of aspect-level
sentiment analysis to obtain fine-grained user opinions on items as well as effective and explain-
able recommendation results. For example, Da’u and Salim (2019) proposed a sentiment-aware
recommendation model (called SDRA), which assumes that each review comprises two compo-
nents: 1) m aspect topics and 2) k sentiment topics with positive and negative polarities. There-
fore, by applying the topic modelling technique and the fully connected neural network, SDRA
can obtain the aspect and sentiment aware representation latent vectors for both users and items.
Then, SDRA feeds the learned representation vectors into a factorisation machine to compute
users’ preferences on unseen items. In particular, many studies also leveraged more recent deep
learning techniques to model the fine-grained sentiment expressed by users in review texts (Baral
et al., 2018). For example, Baral et al. (2018) proposed a recommendation model (i.e. ReEL)
which devised a CNN-based sentence-aspect classifier to extract the users’ opinions on relevant
aspects (e.g. food flavour, environment, and service) within review sentences. By aggregating
the learned features from the aspect-aware modelling of reviews and other contextual features,
ReEL made comprehensive estimations of the users’ preferences over items. Aspect-aware sen-
timent analysis approaches are effective in providing explainable recommendation results (He
et al., 2015; Baral et al., 2018). We agree that aspect-aware sentiment analysis could effectively
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estimate the fine-grained users’ preferences on different aspects of items. However, it isn’t easy
to obtain the ground truth of users’ sentiment on item aspects (Huang et al., 2020). Therefore,
it is challenging to estimate the usefulness of reviews according to the aspect-aware sentiment
analysis of reviews.

In summary, we categorised the sentiment analysis into sentiment orientation-based and
aspect-level sentiment analysis approaches. The sentiment orientation-based techniques can
effectively identify the overall sentiment polarity compared to the aspect-level sentiment analy-
sis approaches. In particular, it is challenging to estimate the reviews’ fine-grained aspect-level
sentiment accurately. Therefore, in this thesis, we consider the learned sentiment polarities as a
type of valuable side information. However, in the recommendation literature, such learned sen-
timent polarities of reviews have not been considered in measuring the usefulness of reviews to
enhance the recommendation performance. Moreover, given the high performances of machine
learning techniques in sentiment analysis, in this thesis, we use the machine learning-based ap-
proaches to model the overall sentiment expressed by users in the review text, so as to estimate
the usefulness of reviews.

3.3 Using Review Timing in Recommendation

Aside from the review sentiment discussed in the previous section, many studies have widely
considered the review timing property. As shown in Figure 3.2, a given review has an associated
timestamp that indicates when the review was posted. In particular, this review timing also
points out to the approximate time of the user-item interactions. The review timing has been
used as an essential information, in the literature, to model the users’ behaviour while interacting
with items. Indeed, many studies have devised various techniques to use the review timing in
different manners. In particular, for the review timing-aware recommendation approaches in
the literature, we propose to classify those existing approaches into sequential recommenders
and context-aware recommenders. The sequential recommenders emphasise the modelling of
the users’ recurrent and sequential behaviour while interacting with items. On the other hand,
the context-aware approaches add the review timing as side information to the other available
data input, which allows a model to be aware of when the interaction happened and users’ latest
preferences.

(1) Sequential Recommenders
Recall that in Section 2.1, an effective recommendation model aims to correctly predict the

users’ preferences on their unseen items. This indicates a potential temporal linkage between
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the users’ historical interactions and the users’ future behaviour. In particular, a recommen-
dation model can identify the sequential pattern within the user-item interaction data by lever-
aging the review timing. Therefore, various sequential recommendation techniques have been
proposed, which use time, based on the learned sequential pattern from the user-item interac-
tions. The early contributions (Sahoo et al., 2012; Rendle et al., 2010; Kanagal et al., 2012)
to sequential recommendation mainly started with the use of Markov Chains (Gagniuc, 2017),
which is a stochastic model that predicts the probability of the event that will happen next solely
based on the previous event. An example model is Factorizing Personalised Markov Chains
(FPMC) (Rendle et al., 2010). FPMC calculates the probability of the next item that the user is
going to visit by considering the Markov chains technique defined as follows:

p(i ∈ Bt |Bt−1) :=
1
|Bt−1| ∑

l∈Bt−1

p(i ∈ Bt |l ∈ Bt−1) (3.3)

In the above definition, FPMC introduces the notion of basket when modelling of the se-
quential interactions between users and items. A basket B refers to a set of items at a time t.
Therefore, FPMC predicts if an item will be interacted in the next basket given the previous
set of interacted items (i.e. Bt−1). In particular, to avoid independent modelling of transitions,
FPMC also adopts the factorization model to capture the transition probability between the pre-
viously interacted with and the next items for the given users. This improvement extends the
basic Markov Chains from focusing on the most recent interaction to considering the impact of
the users’ long-term interactions. In particular, to better learn from the users’ historical inter-
actions, a higher-order Markov chain has been proposed and implemented to learn the users’
preferences (Kanagal et al., 2012; Zhang and Nasraoui, 2007).

Markov Chains-based techniques underline the importance of capturing the transition be-
tween the users’ sequential interactions. They have also been shown to be effective when ap-
plied to model users’ sequential behaviour. However, a Markov chain still highly relies on its
assumption that the next state is determined only by the current state. Many studies have also
extended the basic Markov Chains to a higher-order version or leveraged the factorisation model
like FPMC (Rendle et al., 2010) to address the above limitation. However, the Markov Chain-
based approaches can still only model the local sequential behaviours between users’ adjacent
actions, without learning a global information from user-item interaction sequences (Liu et al.,
2018b). Therefore, to better address the above concern, the next generation of sequential recom-
menders started to incorporate the recurrent neural networks (RNNs), a neural network model
capable of processing data input in variable length. Compared with the Markov Chain-based
techniques, a main advantage of a RNNs model is its ability to ‘memorise’ (Sherstinsky, 2020).
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Indeed, we provided a detailed description of RNNs and their commonly used variants in Sec-
tion 2.4. In the literature, the RNNs and their variants have been widely used to address the
pattern recognition of the users’ sequential behaviour and predict their next item of interest (Yu
et al., 2016; Villatel et al., 2018; Devooght and Bersini, 2017). For example, Yu et al. (2016)
devised a RNNs-based sequential recommendation model (i.e. DREAM) to capture the users’
dynamic preferences over time. RNNs calculate a representation (i.e. the hidden state) of the
users’ preferences after modelling each data input in a sequence, as follows:

hu
t = f (X ·bu

t +R ·hu
t−1) (3.4)

where X · bu
t calculates the representation of the users’ current interest based on the learned

feature from session bu
t . X is a transition matrix to convert the representation of sessions into

the users’ interest. In particular, hu
t−1 is the learned user’s preferences from the previous inter-

actions. Therefore, by leveraging the learned dynamic representations, DREAM estimates the
users’ favoured items at each time and predicts their future preferences. However, it is difficult
for an RNNs-based recommendation model to model the long term dependency among the user-
item interactions due to the introduced gradient vanishing and exploding problem in Section 2.4.
In the literature, the RNNs-variants (i.e. LSTM and GRU) have been commonly used in sequen-
tial recommenders (Hidasi et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017) to address this limitation. However, in
the literature, it has been discussed that it is also difficult for these techniques to identify the use-
ful user-item interactions in a sequence. Therefore, recently, the attention mechanisms (Vaswani
et al., 2017) have been commonly applied to combine with the RNNs-based models to capture
the critical hidden states in a sequence. AttRNN (Chen and Li, 2019) is an example, which ap-
plies the dot-product attention mechanism over the learned hidden states to calculate the updated
latent vectors of the users’ dynamic preferences. The corresponding function is:

ou
t = f (W [hu

t ,c
u
t ]) (3.5)

where cu
t is obtained by applying the dot-product mechanism (Equation (2.21)) over the corre-

sponding hidden state (i.e. hu
t ). Similarly, Zeng et al. (2019) also applied the dot-product mech-

anism as well as a position encoder over the GRU-processed sequential data input to enhance
the representation of the users’ preferences.

Among these RNNs-based and attention mechanism-based techniques, most leveraged the
review timing as ground truth to order the user-item interactions in a sequence. However, these
approaches did not consider the review timing as a factor in measuring the usefulness of the data
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input from user-item interactions (e.g. the users’ posted reviews). On the other hand, there is
another group of common review timing-based approaches, which leverage the review timing is
also an essential contextual factor to estimate the users’ preferences on items.

(2) Context-aware Recommenders
The context of user-item interactions plays an important role for a recommendation system

in modelling the users’ preferences. In particular, the review timing is one of the most commonly
used contextual factors to estimate the users’ preferences and to make effective personalised rec-
ommendations. However, different from the sequential recommenders mainly based on a set of
techniques, various techniques have been proposed to encode the review timing into modelling
the users’ preferences. For example, Manotumruksa et al. (2018) proposed to encode the review
timing via the one-hot embedding technique and used the learned latent vector as input to learn
the users’ preferences at a given time step. In particular, in the literature, the recommenda-
tion studies not only used the review timing to index the user-item interactions in different time
steps, but also used it to model the user-item interactions in different manners. For example, Ye
et al. (2020) investigated two temporal patterns: (1) absolution time pattern and (2) relative time
pattern. The first captures temporal impact at a certain time point, while the relative time pat-
tern investigates how the time interval between interactions influences two interactions. For the
absolute time pattern, Ye et al. (2020) adopted an embedding technique, like that of of (Man-
otumruksa et al., 2018) to transform the temporal value t into latent vectors φt . However, Ye
et al. (2020) mapped the temporal embedding into a pre-defined set of latent groups to avoid
distinct granularity of bucketization. Note that bucketization is the operation that discretises
continuous variables into discrete values. On the other hand, the relative time pattern modelling
relies on the computed embeddings of time steps from the first stage. Then, Ye et al. (2020)
leveraged the subtracted latent vectors of two steps to represent the corresponding time interval
(i.e. ∆φt,t+1 = φt+1−φt). Another example of leveraging the review timing as context is (Wang
et al., 2020a), which proposed a temporal kernel function to encode the temporal dynamics of
different relations (e.g. complementary and substitutional items) between the interacted items as
well as to manage the impact of the previous relational items.

Thus far, we have discussed two main families of review timing-aware recommendation
studies: sequential recommenders and context-aware recommendation systems. The context-
aware recommendation approaches – such as (Ye et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020a) – have con-
sidered the review timing to differ the impact of the users’ recent and old interactions with items
to the estimation of the users’ preferences on items. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no review timing-aware recommendation approaches in the literature that connect the
review timing to the usefulness of reviews. Recall that, in this thesis, we aim to model the
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personalised usefulness of reviews via the use of different review properties – including the re-
view timing – to better capture the users’ preferences and make effective recommendations. In
particular, to show the benefits of our proposed techniques, we also compare them to the re-
cent review timing-aware approaches, such as DREAM (Yu et al., 2016) and CASER (Tang and
Wang, 2018). Aside from both the sentiment and temporal properties, existing recommendation
studies also considered the review helpfulness, which has been frequently used to examine the
usefulness of reviews (Kim et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2010). In the next section, we explore the use
of review helpfulness in the development of recommendation approaches.

3.4 Using Review Helpfulness in Recommendation

As shown in Figure 3.2, reviews can have associated helpful votes to indicate their helpfulness
to other users in making decisions. However, the helpfulness of reviews has not seen much
coverage in the literature for developing recommendation models. Indeed, some recommen-
dation approaches leveraged the review helpfulness to model the quality of reviews to develop
review-based recommendation approaches (Li et al., 2021a; Liu et al., 2021). For example, Li
et al. (2021a) argued for the importance of excluding unhelpful/noisy reviews to learn the users’
preferences as well as the items’ attributes from reviews. Therefore, the contributions of (Li
et al., 2021a) are twofold. First, Li et al. (2021a) constructed a review helpfulness classifier to
divide reviews into two classes (i.e. helpful and unhelpful reviews). At the second stage, Li
et al. (2021a) kept only the helpful reviews and used them to model the user-item interactions
within a recommendation system. On the other hand, Liu et al. (2021) proposed a multi-task
learning framework, DARMH, to deal with the rating prediction as well as the review helpful-
ness classification tasks. As for the rating prediction task, DARMH used the helpfulness scores
of reviews to measure the importance of reviews to address the rating prediction task. The ex-
perimental results have shown that by varying the ratio of helpful reviews, DARMH exhibited
different rating prediction performances with a wide margin. In particular, DARMH can obtain
a lower rating prediction error rate with more helpful reviews.

According to the example studies (Liu et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021a), we see that the use of
the reviews’ helpfulness highly relies on the ground truth of reviews’ helpful votes and an accu-
rate review helpfulness classifier. Indeed, both Liu et al. (2021) and Li et al. (2021a) analysed
the helpfulness of reviews via a trained review helpfulness classifier on the available reviews’
helpful votes. However, the use of the reviews’ helpfulness property commonly suffers from a
widely discussed challenge: sparse review helpfulness ratings (Tang et al., 2013; Moghaddam
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et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2017). Therefore, in the literature, various review helpfulness clas-
sification models have been proposed by leveraging different review features (such as review
length, percentage of nouns). Specifically, we classify such prior studies into five categories
with varying features, including structural features, lexical features, syntactic features, metadata
features, and contextual features.

1. Structural Features: These features capture the structure and formatting of the users’
comments. Many studies consider structural features as strong features in detecting helpful
reviews. Liu et al. (2007) and Lu et al. (2010) leveraged the average sentence length and the
number of sentences; Kim et al. (2006) explored the effectiveness of the length of comments, the
percentage of question sentences and the number of exclamation marks. In general, these studies
agree that the length of the reviews is one of the most effective features in review helpfulness
classification.

2. Lexical Features: Lexical features analyse the words used in the comments. Both Kim
et al. (2006) and Tsur and Rappoport (2009) used the TF-IDF score of each word and each
bigram as features. Moreover, many deep learning approaches use word embedding for word
representations. Word embedding-based approaches have been adopted by Chen et al. (2018a,
2016) and have been shown to have a better expressiveness than other hand-crafted features.

3. Syntactic Features: These features capture the linguistic properties of the users’ com-
ments. Kim et al. (2006) investigated the effectiveness of different syntactic tokens including the
percentage of nouns, the percentage of verbs, the percentage of adjectives and the percentage
of adverbs. In addition, sentiment words were considered by Yang et al. (2015), who obtained
significant improvements compared to using simple lexical features.

4. Metadata Features: These features focus on the relationship between review helpfulness
and user ratings. Both Kim et al. (2006) and Huang et al. (2015) found a positive correlation
between review helpfulness rating and review star ratings.

5. Contextual Features These features mainly focus on the review behaviour of review
writers as well as the connection between the review writer and readers. Huang et al. (2015)
investigated the historical review helpfulness ratings of the review writers and Lu et al. (2010)
studied the influence of the connection between the review writers and readers on the review
helpfulness ratings. They concluded that the contextual features contribute to enhance the ac-
curacy of the review helpfulness classification. However, these contextual features are harder to
obtain than the other previous types of features.

In Chapter 6, we further investigate the development of effective review helpfulness classi-
fiers to alleviate the sparsity of review helpfulness labels. In particular, we use some represen-
tative features from the aforementioned listed feature sets (e.g. structural and lexical features)
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and apply them to classic and state-of-the-art classification models (e.g. support vector machine,
CNN/BERT-based classifier). Then, we use the proposed classifier to predict the helpfulness
labels of reviews as input to a recommendation approach.

In summary, we showed that the helpfulness of reviews had been merely investigated in the
literature while developing recommendation approaches. In particular, the existing work that
took the reviews’ helpfulness into account mainly focused on the helpful reviews and ignored
the unhelpful reviews, which could result in an information loss and a biased estimation of
the users’ preferences (Li et al., 2021b). On the other hand, the existing review helpfulness
classification approaches also suffer from the limitation of sparse review helpfulness ratings.
Therefore, in comparison to the existing recommendation approaches, this thesis aims to address
the challenge of using the sparse ratings to correctly estimate the reviews’ helpfulness, which is
then applied to weight the usefulness of reviews for developing recommendation models.

Thus far, we have discussed three commonly available properties of reviews. These proper-
ties can be found in several public recommendation datasets. According to the discussed related
work in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, it has been shown that by incorporating the reviews’ associated
properties, such as review sentiment, timing and helpfulness, recommendation approaches can
improve their performances in making accurate recommendations. These review properties al-
low models to capture the usefulness of reviews, the information quality, and the users’ dynamic
preferences etc.

However, as we can see from the above discussion, most of the existing contributions lever-
aged one specific property of reviews at a time and ignored the impact of taking various other
properties of reviews into the development of recommendation approaches. Therefore, it is still
unclear: (1) how to use multiple review properties in an end-to-end recommendation frame-
work and (2) how to learn the users’ preferences and model the users’ interactions with reviews
exhibiting different properties for a recommendation model.

Recall that in Chapter 1, the contributions of this thesis are motivated by an existing user
behaviour modelling framework (i.e. the users’ adoption of information framework). Therefore,
in the following, we explore many user behaviour modelling strategies in the literature that
modelled the users’ behaviour while interacting with the review data and items.

3.5 User Behaviour Modelling

It is fundamentally vital for a recommendation system to discover and model the users’ be-
haviour while interacting with the items, so as to identify the items of interest (Beheshti et al.,
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2020). Therefore, in the literature, many studies have been devoted to investigating the users’ be-
haviour patterns to guide the data mining and contribute to learning the users’ decision-making
process. In particular, in the following, we classify the commonly used users’ behaviour pat-
terns in the recommendation literature into two classes: 1) conscious behaviour patterns and 2)
unconscious behaviour patterns.

Users’ conscious behaviours are responses given by the users when these users are aware
of their made judgements (Boag, 2017). In other words, users are aware of the answers they
are offering, and the attitude to value of items can be measured directly by a self-report (Hong
et al., 2021). To model the conscious behaviour patterns, we need to capture the users’ conscious
responses and examine how they can contribute to the development of recommendation systems.
Various types of users’ conscious responses have been used in the recommendation literature.
For example, the users’ ratings and reviews are two commonly seen responses, where users are
aware that they are making judgement about the value of an item. These two types of conscious
responses have been leveraged as input to develop recommendation systems to predict the users’
preferences (Wang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2021; He et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014b), and
have been discussed in Sections 2.3 and 3.1. However, as discussed in (Hong et al., 2021), the
conscious responses of users are likely to be incorrect, inconsistent or even false reactions.

Different from the conscious responses, the users’ unconscious behaviour patterns are ex-
tracted from the users’ behaviour without conscious awareness, which is less likely to be falsely
reported by a given user. As for the unconscious behaviour patterns, they capture the users’
unconscious biases while they are interacting with items (Hahn et al., 2014). As a consequence,
many studies have developed their recommendation models based on the users’ unconscious be-
haviour patterns. For example, the users’ social connections (Fan et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020a;
Zhou et al., 2020b; Liu et al., 2020c) have shown to play a vital role in the users’ decision making
process (Sinha et al., 2001). Indeed, users tend to present similar preferences on items with their
friends (Ma et al., 2008). Another example is the users’ browsing behaviours, such as the users’
browsing history, clicked items and the time spent on the information of different items, which
have been frequently used in the development of many recommendation systems (Ou et al.,
2021; Velàsquez and Palade, 2007; Garcin et al., 2013). However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no existing recommendation approach investigating the users’ unconscious behaviour
of interacting with online reviews, which is essential to develop our proposed recommendation
framework to make accurate recommendations. Note that many types of users’ unconscious
behaviours are also noisy to be used in developing the corresponding techniques. For example,
the effectiveness of click models, which estimate the probability of clicking documents by users
in the information retrieval domain, has been shown to be influenced by various types of pre-
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sentation bias (e.g. position-bias) (Craswell et al., 2008; Yue et al., 2010). Nevertheless, many
studies still consider the users’ unconscious behaviours as an invaluable source of information,
such as using the click logs as relevant signals linking queries and documents (Craswell et al.,
2008). Therefore, it is vital to introduce appropriate techniques to leverage such users’ uncon-
scious behaviours and avoid the possible included biases. In this thesis, instead of focusing on
predicting the exact types of online reviews users would like to interact with, we aim to leverage
and model the users’ distinct preferences in using reviews exhibiting different properties (i.e. the
users’ unconscious behaviour) for the down-stream personalised recommendations.

On the other hand, in the literature, the users’ adoption of information framework is another
technique that models users unconscious behaviour, when interacting with online information,
such as the online reviews. Indeed, the information adoption concerns how consumers modify
their behaviour by making use of the suggestions made in online reviews (Sussman and Siegal,
2003; Filieri and McLeay, 2014). The communication routes and the customers’ involvement in
a consumer opinion sharing website might persuade a customer to visit a particular destination or
purchase a specific product (Tang et al., 2012). A number of user studies have examined various
properties of reviews that influence the users’ adoption of information (Chan and Ngai, 2011;
Filieri and McLeay, 2014; Wu and Shaffer, 1987; Qahri-Saremi and Montazemi, 2019; Cheung
et al., 2012). These studies observed that the properties of reviews are correlated to the level of
the users’ adoption of the information in those reviews – indeed, such correlations are important
motivations for our present work. For example, Filieri and McLeay (2014) used the Elabora-
tion Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo, 2012) to connect the factors and properties
of reviews (e.g. review length, review timing, review credibility) to the users’ adoption of in-
formation. In particular, some users would prefer to process information about a product that
simply has a good overall rating. On the other hand, some other users would consider in-depth
information to make decisions (e.g. review accuracy, review timeliness). Furthermore, Sussman
and Siegal (2003) considered the information usefulness as a mediator between the exploration
of information and the information adoption by users and showed a strong linkage between the
usefulness of the information and the users’ decision making.

Recall from Section 1.3, in this thesis, we argue that, by leveraging the users’ preferences in
relation to the reviews’ properties, a review-based recommendation model can obtain improved
recommendation effectiveness. The use of review properties provides additional insights about
the users’ information processing behaviour and their personalised preferences on the items’
attributes as conveyed by the reviews’ properties. In particular, as we discussed above, the
users’ adoption of information framework also argues that users tend to consider different types
of reviews to support their choices. However, no existing study has explored the application
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of the users’ adoption of information in the recommendation domain. Therefore, we aim
at developing an effective ranking-based recommendation framework that builds on top of the
users’ adoption of information framework.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we first discussed the various review-based recommendation studies accord-
ing to their differences in textual content modelling, user/item feature learning, and the users’
preferences prediction (Section 3.1) . We compared the existing recommendation models that
modelled the users’ preferences in different ways. In particular, we concluded that, according
to the comparison between different review-based recommendation techniques, we leverage the
embedding techniques to model the review text in this thesis. Then, we propose to leverage
the reviews’ associated properties to model the usefulness of reviews. Next, we consider apply-
ing the dot-product function to the learned user/item features to predict the users’ preferences
on items in addressing the ranking-based recommendation task. Moreover, we also explored
the application of various commonly used review properties in the recommendation literature
(Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). In particular, we concluded that it is still unclear how to leverage re-
views’ associated properties to identify the usefulness of reviews to different users. Furthermore,
to build connections between the reviews’ associated properties and the usefulness of reviews,
we explored the users’ behaviour modelling techniques in the recommendation literature (Sec-
tion 3.5). We showed the benefits of capturing the users’ unconscious patterns compared to the
conscious ones. In particular, among the users’ unconscious patterns, the users’ adoption of
information framework agrees with our argument that users tend to consider different types of
reviews to support their choices. Therefore, this thesis aims to develop an effective recommen-
dation framework to make effective recommendations on top of the users’ adoption of informa-
tion framework. In the next chapter, we describe our proposed recommendation framework and
discuss the challenges to address within each framework component.
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Chapter 4

A Review-based Recommendation
Framework

4.1 Introduction

Recall from Section 1.1 that this thesis aims to leverage reviews, as well as their associated prop-
erties to develop effective review-based recommendation systems. Indeed, as we mentioned in
Chapter 3.1, reviews posted by users have played an important role when estimating the users’
preferences on items. In particular, in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we have shown that many stud-
ies considered the reviews’ associated properties to improve the performances of existing recom-
mendation models (e.g. the timing property of the reviews is used in sequential recommendation
systems (Ye et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020a)). However, to the best of our knowledge, no study
in the literature took the reviews’ associated properties into account to tailor the estimation of
the usefulness of reviews according to the users’ preferences. To fill the above research gap,
in this chapter, we propose a review-based recommendation framework, which consists of four
main components: (1) data preparation, (2) review property extraction, (3) review property en-
coding and (4) user preference estimation. For each of these four components, we describe its
functionality and how it contributes to estimating the users’ preferences on items effectively.

In the rest of this chapter, we first state the problem we are addressing in this thesis in Sec-
tion 4.2, which is to propose a ranking-based recommendation framework that leverages both
reviews and their associated properties. The main goals of developing a review-based recom-
mendation framework that leverages review properties are: (1) to capture the users’ preferences
towards reviews exhibiting different properties; and (2) to accurately learn the users’ prefer-
ences and items’ attributes within the selected reviews, so as to improve the performances of
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recommendation models in ranking the users’ preferred items in the top. Next, in Section 4.3,
we discuss how the behaviour of users interacting with different types of reviews and their prop-
erties exhibit users’ preferences. After that, to summarise the available review properties in the
the public review datasets (e.g. the Amazon and Yelp datasets), in Section 4.4, we propose a
taxonomy of review properties that we consider in this thesis. Next, to leverage the reviews as
well as the introduced taxonomy of review properties in recommendation approaches, we pro-
pose a review-based recommendation framework. In particular, in Section 4.5, we provide an
overview of the proposed recommendation framework and illustrate the functionality of each of
its components in a stepwise manner. Finally, in Section 4.6, we discuss the main challenges of
the proposed recommendation framework and the tackled research questions.

4.2 Problem Statement

As denoted in Chapter 1, in this thesis, we aim to develop top-n ranking-based recommendation
models and base our models’ architectures on deep learning algorithms. In particular, we aim to
leverage the users’ posted reviews and their associated reviews as additional information to the
user-item interactions, so as to better learn the users’ preferences on items.

First, we describe the problem statement of the ranking-based recommendation task that we
aim to address in this thesis. As we discussed in Section 2.2.2, a ranking-based recommendation
model aims to rank items for users according to their preferences effectively. A recommendation
task involves connecting two key entity types, namely: the set of users U = {u1,u2, ...,uN} with
size N and the set of items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} with size M.

To address the ranking-based recommendation task, we aim to estimate the users’ prefer-
ences on items accurately so that we rank the items that a given user might find the most
interesting in higher ranks by estimating the users’ preferences. In particular, we denote the
users’ interacted items as i+ ∈ I+ and their unseen items as i− ∈ I−. We expect that an effective
ranking-based recommendation model can learn the users’ preferences, which, in turn accurately
rank the interacted items higher than the unseen ones.

In this thesis, we investigate the use of the reviews as well as their associated properties to
develop an end-to-end review-based recommendation framework. Each user u or item i has an
associated set of reviews, e.g. posted by that user, Cu, or posted on that item, Ci. Furthermore,
the reviews of a user or associated to an item can be described using k review properties P =

{P1,P2, ...,Pk}. For example, to capture the preferences of user u for a given property P1, we
estimate the corresponding review property scores for each review in the review set of user u,
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i.e. P1,u = {p1,1, p1,2, ..., p1,|Cu|}, where p1,t is the property score of the tth review of user u. For
example, for the length (or time) property, the score will correspond to the length of the review
(or its time resp.). These scores could be computed for any property, provided that the property
values are mapped into scalars in the range of [0, 1] using an adequate function.

Indeed, for the length property, a longer review will have its length property score closer
to 1 than other shorter reviews. Hence, the property scores depict the usefulness of reviews.
In other words, the computed review property scores enable the modelling of the reviews from
different perspectives and examine the relationship between the review usefulness and the review
properties. In particular, according to the discussed users’ adoption of information framework
in Section 3.5, different users prefer to use different types reviews (i.e. different properties) to
examine the items’ attributes, so as to decide the items they will interact with. Therefore, in the
next section, we discuss the interactions between users and reviews to explain the use of review
properties in a review-based recommendation framework.

4.3 Users’ Interactions with Reviews

As we stated in Section 4.2, we aim to address a ranking-based recommendation task. A recom-
mendation model has to comprehensively learn the users’ preferences on items to make accurate
recommendations. In the literature, many recommendation studies (Manotumruksa et al., 2018;
Massimo and Ricci, 2018; Nepal et al., 2012) have shown that it is important to learn the users’
behaviour when interacting with items to learn and estimate the users’ preferences. In this the-
sis, we argue that users tend to selectively use reviews exhibiting different properties to identify
their preferred items’ attributes and decide which items to interact with. In particular, the in-
formation overload results in an enormous amount of reviews online (Sun et al., 2019). As
a consequence, there is a need for users to browse and choose their preferred reviews to use
according to specific criteria. For example, recall that in Section 3.5, the users’ adoption of
information framework (Sussman and Siegal, 2003; Filieri and McLeay, 2014) has shown that
many users selectively use reviews according to their preferred review properties (e.g. overall
star ratings and recency) when deciding which items to interact with. Moreover, many platforms
have also been aware of such users’ behaviour when users selectively use reviews according to
various review properties. For example, in Figure 4.1, we present two groups of reviews on
the Yelp website1 as examples. In particular, these two groups of reviews are about one restau-
rant. Each group contains the top-ranked reviews sorted by some specific review properties (i.e.

1Yelp website: https://www.yelp.com/
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User A
Temecula, CA

We were visiting and they were able to squeeze us in for dinner. My 
husband and I loved the atmosphere as well as the food! It was super cozy
inside but also had some traditional tea room .… (48 words left).

52794
3/1/2020

User B
Elgin, United Kingdom

Been here a couple times and it hasn't disappointed. Very good food and 
drink selection along with friendly staff and reasonable prices. It's got 
everything from the healthy to the traditional battered fish and chips.

11242
2/25/2020

User C
Houston, TX

This was our first night in Scotland, and thanks to our fellow Yelp'ers we 
made this place our first meal. It did not disappoint. The place is just so 
cute (for lack of a better word). I started with the .… (63 words left).

17432532
12/14/2019

(a) Reviews sorted by recency.

User D
Glasgow, United Kingdom

I went here after the sparkling reviews on here and was terribly disappoint
-ed. I'm a huge fan of the blind pig and thought it would have some of the 
same charm - it really didn’t. Nowhere to move.… (48 words left).

111719
1/10/2011

User E
Los Angeles, CA

Me and my friend had the steak pie. Very bland. Used half a shaker of salt 
and pepper on it. Not much help. My friend had a drink that was made by 
the waitress., also mediocre. The waitress was kind of … (14 words left)

0878
8/21/2017

User F
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Could be a great place but staffed by some poser college types working 
thoer first jobs as they shared, with the "I am so cool to be working here 
vibe" that it kind of kills the place.... plus it is a new .… (39 words left).

148
11/1/2015

(b) Reviews sorted by lowest rating first.

Figure 4.1: Reviews sorted by different properties on the Yelp website.

recency and lowest rating first, respectively). The Yelp website allows users to choose from
various review properties, including the two properties above, to rank reviews. Note that, for the
reviews in Figure 4.1, to avoid privacy concerns, after aggregating the information within the
collected reviews, we have anonymized the corresponding reviewers by removing their names
as well as the profile pictures.

For the example reviews in Figure 4.1, we present two groups of the top-ranked reviews that
are sorted by two different associated properties (namely the recency and lowest rating first),
respectively. The first (Figure 4.1a) shows the three most recent reviews. These three reviews
describe the recent features and attributes of the corresponding item (i.e. a restaurant in this
context). On the other hand, the reviews within the second group in Figure 4.1b have the lowest
ratings among all posted reviews. These low rating-based reviews discuss the negative points
of the corresponding item. For example, user D mentioned that the restaurant is too crowded
to stay in, and user E complained about the flavour of the food. In particular, by summarising
the information in these two groups of reviews (i.e. the most recent and lowest rated reviews),
we can identify the recent features of the given item and its negative points. These examples
indicate that users can easily capture comprehensive features about items without exploring all
the reviews by focusing on reviews exhibiting different properties. Suppose a recommendation
system can estimate the users’ preferences using different types of reviews. In that case, the
recommendation model can focus on leveraging the reviews that it deemed to be useful to model
the features of items to make accurate recommendations. In addition, according to the users’
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Review Summary

Review 
Text

Review 
Images

Review 
Helpful Votes

Review 
Ratings Review Date

Figure 4.2: An example review on the Amazon website. For privacy reason, we anonymize the
user’s personal information.

adoption of information framework (Petty and Cacioppo, 2012), different types of users tend to
consider reviews with different associated properties to support their choice about which items
to interact with. Therefore, we argue that it is essential for a recommendation model to identify
and estimate the users’ preferences towards using various review properties. However, thus far,
we have not discussed the commonly available properties of reviews that we can use to capture
the users’ preferences on different types of reviews. Therefore, in the next section, we first
summarise review properties in public review datasets. After that, we summarise those review
properties by proposing a taxonomy of review properties that we will use in this thesis.

4.4 A Taxonomy of Review Properties

According to the discussion in Section 4.3, the reviews’ associated properties play an important
role in the process of users deciding which reviews to consider to examine the items’ attributes as
well as which items to interact with. However, thus far, for simplicity, we only briefly discussed
examples of the use of the reviews’ associated properties in the users’ interactions with online
reviews. In this section, we propose a taxonomy of review properties that are commonly seen
on various platforms and highlight their differences.

First, we present a review collected from the Amazon website,2 an e-commerce site, in Fig-
ure 4.2 as an example to illustrate the associated properties of a given review. This review

2https://www.amazon.com
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Public Datasets Available Review Attributes

Yelp Review ID, User ID, Business ID, Ratings, Date, Review Text,
Helpful, Funny, Cool

Amazon User ID, Product ID, User Name, Helpful, Review Text, Ratings,
Summary, Review Time

TripAdvisor Review Text, Ratings
IMDB Review Text, Binary Sentiment Class
Airbnb Review ID, User ID, User Name, Review Text, Review Date

Table 4.1: Available attributes of reviews within the existing pubic datasets.

describes a user’s experience of purchasing a product from the Amazon website. The presented
review contains many attributes, including the reviewer’s personal information (i.e. profile im-
age and name), a rating (4 out of 5), a review summary, the review date (15 April 2019), the
review text, the images, and the number of helpful votes from other users (2116 for this review).
We can derive various reviews’ associated properties that describe the attributes or character-
istics of the given reviews from the available information above. One example is the review
sentiment extracted from the users’ ratings or classified according to the review text. Another
example is the length of reviews calculated by counting the number of tokens within the review
text. However, the representations of reviews vary across different websites. For example, the
review summary in the Amazon reviews is not shown in the Yelp reviews. Moreover, many
public review datasets have been aggregated from different websites (e.g. Yelp and Amazon)
with different available review attributes. To compare the review attributes available for use in
order to derive the reviews’ associated properties, we gather the attributes of reviews within five
existing public review datasets in Table 4.1, including Yelp,3 Amazon,4 TripAdvisor,5 IMDB6

and Airbnb.7

According to the aggregated review attributes in Table 4.1, the review text is commonly
available in most review datasets. However, aside from the review text, each review dataset
comprises different available review attributes. For example, the TripAdvisor dataset has both
the review text and the users’ ratings, while the IMDB dataset has the review text and the senti-
ment classes (e.g. 1 or -1 that indicate a positive or a negative opinion). Nevertheless, we still can
extract properties of reviews from the available attributes of reviews to estimate the users’ pref-
erences on different types of reviews. For instance, by using the IMDB dataset, we can extract

3https://www.yelp.com/dataset
4https://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
5https://www.kaggle.com/andrewmvd/trip-advisor-hotel-reviews
6https://www.kaggle.com/lakshmi25npathi/imdb-dataset-of-50k-movie-reviews
7https://www.kaggle.com/airbnb/seattle
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Review Property Categories Examples of Review Properties

Lexical Review Length, Percentage of Nouns, Percentage of Verbs,
Percentage of Adjectives

Sentiment Users’ Ratings, Binary Sentiment Class,
Sentiment Scores Calculated by a Learned Classifier

Helpfulness Helpfulness Votes, Helpfulness Scores
Calculated by a Learned Classifier

Event-based Review Timing, Review Location

Table 4.2: Example properties in different review property categories.

the review length and the percentage of nouns, verbs and adjectives from the review text. We
can also extract the review sentiment property from the sentiment class attribute. Next, based on
the aggregated attributes of reviews in Table 4.1, we propose a new taxonomy of review proper-
ties that we can extract from the reviews and group review properties into four classes (namely
the lexical, sentiment, helpfulness and event classes). In particular, in Table 4.2, we present the
possible review properties that we can extract from the reviews’ attributes. We describe such a
taxonomy of review properties as follows:

1. Lexical: The lexical class of the reviews’ properties relies on the lexical analysis (Paice,
2018) of reviews, which first converts the reviews into a sequence of textual strings (i.e.
lexical terms). Next, we investigate the associated meaning of the generated lexical terms.
The lexical class of the reviews’ properties reflects the characteristics of given reviews
according to the extracted lexical terms from the reviews’ text. For example, the number
of lexical terms within a given review (i.e. the review length in Table 4.2), which shows if
a review is likely to contain sufficient useful information. In this thesis, we use the review
length property as a representative instance of the lexical class of review properties, since
it has been commonly used in the literature to identify the usefulness of reviews (Kim
et al., 2006; Korfiatis et al., 2012).

2. Sentiment: The sentiment class of the reviews’ properties reflects the users’ opinions,
attitudes and emotions expressed in reviews. The reviews’ sentiment property can be
generated by applying a sentiment analysis technique to the review text or calculated ac-
cording to the users’ ratings. Therefore, the review sentiment property can help other users
to quickly identify a positive or negative opinions from the corresponding reviews. In this
category, we use both the users’ ratings and the sentiment scores calculated by a learned
classifier in our proposed review-based recommendation framework. As we can see in
Table 4.1, the users’ ratings are commonly available in many review datasets (i.e. in the
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Yelp, Amazon and TripAdvisor datasets), but not always (e.g. there are no users’ ratings
in IMDB and Airbnb datasets). To address the missing sentiment property, we leverage
the sentiment scores calculated by a learned classifier on the reviews’ text to estimate the
sentiment property of reviews.

3. Helpfulness: The helpfulness class of the reviews’ properties indicates the helpfulness
level of a given review to other users. In particular, this helpfulness level of a review re-
lies on the number of helpful votes given by other reviewers to the corresponding review.
The helpfulness class of the reviews’ properties can be estimated either according to the
reviews’ helpful votes or by applying a machine learning model to the reviews’ text (Lee
et al., 2018b). In this thesis, we consider both of these alternatives to indicate the helpful-
ness of reviews. The reason is similar to the discussion of the sentiment property. Indeed,
the reviews’ helpful votes are not commonly available. Therefore, we leverage the help-
fulness scores estimated through a classifier (i.e. the confidence of a review text being
helpful judged by a classifier) on the reviews’ text to estimate the helpfulness of reviews.

4. Event-based: The event-based class of the reviews’ properties describes the contextual
factors of the users’ experience when interacting with items. For example, the event-based
class of the reviews’ properties can be related to the time and location of when and where
the review was posted. A recommendation system can identify the time and location of the
reviews by leveraging this type of properties to make more accurate recommendations. For
example, to recommend local restaurants to a given user, a recommender needs to examine
the reviews that were posted locally. In comparison to the reviews’ location attribute, the
review’s timestamp is more frequently included in the public review datasets. Therefore,
in this thesis, we use the review age property, extracted from the reviews’ timestamp,
which indicating if a review was recently posted, as a representative instance of the event-
based class of review properties.

In summary, we have discussed four categories of review properties (namely the lexical,
sentiment, helpfulness and event-based classes). In this thesis, we use six representative review
properties as instances of these four categories, including the reviews’ length, age, ratings, the
sentiment scores calculated by a learned classifier, the helpful votes and the helpful scores calcu-
lated through a learned classifier. Next, we describe our proposed review-based recommendation
framework that leverages these four types of review properties to estimate the users’ preferences
of using various review properties to examine the items’ attributes. Then, based on the learned
items’ features, the recommendation framework estimates the users’ preferences on items.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the Review Property-based Recommendation Framework.

4.5 Framework Overview

This thesis aims to leverage different types of the reviews’ associated properties to effectively
identify the users’ preferred reviews that exhibit specific review properties and estimate the
users’ preferences on items accordingly. Consequently, we propose a review-based recommen-
dation framework to address the corresponding research task introduced in Section 2.2. In Fig-
ure 4.3, we present our proposed review-based recommendation framework, which comprises
four main components: (1) data collection; (2) review property extraction; (3) review property
encoding; and (4) user preference estimation. We link these four components in a sequential
order. In Figure 4.3, each dashed box corresponds to a single component. From the first com-
ponent to the last one, we start by collecting the interaction data of users and items and their
associated reviews. Then, we conduct the review property extraction process and encode the
obtained review properties in the learned review features. Next, based on the obtained data, we
leverage the users’ preferences on various review properties to rank the predicted users’ pre-
ferred items in the top. In the following, we illustrate the functionality of each component and
formalise its input and output, respectively.

• Data Collection: As we mentioned above, our proposed framework aims to address
the recommendation task by leveraging the reviews as well as their associated proper-
ties. Therefore, there is a need to aggregate the data to prepare the required information
and evaluate the proposed approaches. The collected data should comprise a set of users
U = {u1,u2, ...,uM} and items I = {i1, i2, ..., iN}, where M and N refer to the number of
the users and items within the collected datasets. Moreover, we should also collect the
user-item interactions RM×N between users U and items I to learn and estimate the users’
preferences on items. In particular, since we are addressing a review-based recommenda-
tion task, the users’ and items’ associated reviews CU and CI are also important elements
to be aggregated in the data collection step. Note that, in this thesis, we address the data
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collection by using a number of existing public datasets, i.e. the Amazon and Yelp datasets
in Table 4.1, which have sufficient review data to extract review properties, to examine the
performances of our proposed approach and to avoid possible concerns in collecting new
data (e.g. transgressing the data sharing protocols or the user privacy issue). After this
stage, we aim to have the review datasets comprise the identification information of users,
items, their associated reviews and the interaction records between users and items.

• Review Property Extraction: At this stage, we use the aggregated data, namely {U, I,R,C}
from the previous stage (i.e. the data collection stage) as input to conduct the review prop-
erty extraction process. In particular, a given review c, like the one in Figure 4.2, has
various associated review properties. Each property describes a characteristic of a given
review. For example, the sentiment property refers to the sentiment expressed within the
text of review or the associated rating. However, the reviews’ associated properties are
shown in different formats within the aggregated data. For example, the time and loca-
tion of when and where the review was posted are encapsulated in timestamp and city
name formats. To effectively leverage the review property data, we propose to convert the
reviews’ associated properties into digital values as follows:

pc = fp(c, p) (4.1)

where pc is the review property score that describes the property p of review c. In particu-
lar, fp(.) calculates the property scores of reviews and can be implemented by a mapping
function or a machine learning model. Note that some specific review properties, such as
the location and categorical properties, cannot be easily transferred into a singular value.
Therefore, in dealing with such types of review properties, we need to introduce carefully
designed and tailored mapping functions. The main rule is that such a mapping function
can effectively generate values capable of reflecting the corresponding review property.
For example, the resulting value can be in a singular form, ranging from 0 to 1, measuring
the extent of the corresponding property encoded in a given review. Meanwhile, the re-
sulting value can also be in a binary or other categorical forms, showing whether a review
exhibits a particular property.

Afterwards, for reviews within the review set C, we have a set of the reviews’ associated
properties P that describe reviews (e.g. the reviews’ sentiments and the reviews’ helpful-
ness).

• Review Property Encoding: Recall from Section 4.2 that, in this thesis, we aim to ad-
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dress the estimation of the users’ preferences towards using reviews exhibiting different
properties so as to improve the personalised recommendation outcomes. As a conse-
quence, our proposed recommendation framework needs to model the users’ behaviour in
using reviews that exhibit different properties. In particular, our proposed framework first
learns an initial feature representation Xc of a given review c. After that, for a given review
property p, it integrates the calculated review property score pc to generate a variant of the
review’s feature representation (i.e. Xc,p). This process can be described by the following
equation:

Xc,p = fe(Xc, pc) (4.2)

where fe is the used review property encoding technique. Afterwards, this review prop-
erty encoding stage outputs the reviews’ various representations XC,P according to the
considered reviews’ associated properties.

• User Preference Estimation: With the aggregated data and the reviews’ feature repre-
sentations that are encoded with various reviews’ properties, the primary function of this
stage is to estimate the users’ preference on items by considering reviews exhibiting dif-
ferent properties. Essentially, for a given user, the proposed recommendation framework
first identifies their preferred type of reviews to examine the attributes of items and then it
predicts which items need to be ranked higher than others according to the learned users’
preferences. We formally describe this process as follows:

R̂u,i = fr(u, i, fc(u,c,P,Xu,Xi)) (4.3)

where fc(.) identifies the users’ preferences on reviews’ exhibiting different properties. In
particular, given a pair of user and item (i.e. u and i) as well as a set of review properties
P, fc(.) calculates personalised weights of different review properties in P and encodes
such weights to the review representations Xu and Xi (i.e. the representation of the users’
and items’ associated reviews). For example, if a user prefers using recent reviews, fc(.)

is likely to apply a higher weight to the timeliness property of reviews for the resulting
review representation. Afterwards, fr(.) estimates the users’ preferences in interacting
with different items.

Once these four stages have been completed, our review-based recommendation framework
can effectively identify the users’ preferences on their preferred types of reviews exhibiting dif-
ferent properties. Then, the recommendation framework can leverage the learned knowledge
to support the estimation of the users’ preferences on items. However, it is essential for our
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proposed recommendation framework to address some corresponding challenges to achieve this
target. Therefore, in the following, we describe the main challenges within the proposed recom-
mendation framework and the corresponding main research questions.

4.6 Challenges Within the Framework

After describing the functionality of each component of our review property-based recommen-
dation framework, we now discuss the main challenges within this framework and their associ-
ated research questions. In particular, in Section 4.6.1, we discuss the availability of the review
attributes within a number of existing public datasets. We also describe the research questions
we aim to answer in the process of addressing the reviews’ attributes availability challenge. In
Section 4.6.2, we describe the challenge of estimating the users’ preferred review properties and
apply these users’ preferences to recommendation approaches. Similarly, we also describe the
corresponding research questions.

4.6.1 Availability of Review Attributes

In this thesis, one of the main targets of our proposed recommendation framework is to ef-
fectively estimate the users’ preferences towards reviews exhibiting various review properties.
Recall that in Section 4.4, we proposed a taxonomy of review properties that categorise the
properties into lexical, sentiment, helpfulness and event-based classes.

However, in practice, some reviews’ attributes are not available in the review datasets to
extract the corresponding review properties. For example, the TripAdvisor dataset in Table 4.1
contains only the review text and rating, which makes it difficult to estimate both the helpful-
ness and event-based classes of the review properties. Consequently, one of the main challenges
within the framework is the availability of the reviews’ attributes to extract various review prop-
erties.

An intuitive way to address the availability of the review attributes is to conduct additional
data collection, as required, to ensure that the framework has sufficient review attributes to ex-
tract the corresponding review properties. However, most of the current review datasets contain
anonymised review data due to privacy concerns. As a consequence, it is difficult to address the
problem of the missing reviews’ attributes by augmenting the reviews’ associated attributes.

On the other hand, according to the available review attributes within Table 4.1, we observe
that, for all the datasets, the review text is commonly available to be used. Therefore, instead
of using the corresponding review attributes to directly extract the properties of reviews, we
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propose to develop machine learning approaches that leverage the review text to estimate the
missing properties of reviews. For example, in a given dataset, some of the reviews may have
the required review attributes but not the rest. Therefore, we leverage the review text and the
available review attributes (e.g. sentiment class or helpful votes) as input to train classifiers and
then predict the review properties of reviews. For example, by using the users’ ratings and
mapping them into binary labels, we can train a binary sentiment classifier on the reviews’ text
to estimate the sentiment property of reviews.

In particular, the availability of review attributes challenge affects the effectiveness of the
developed classifiers and the quality of the generated review properties. In particular, the data
containing the reviews’ attributes is frequently limited, imprecise and unbalanced (Chan et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2018a). For example, the class distribution of the sentiment labels is com-
monly imbalanced in the review datasets (i.e. a review dataset frequently has more positive
reviews than negative ones) (Chan et al., 2020). The helpfulness labels of the reviews are also
often limited, and it is common that the review datasets lack sufficient helpfulness labels to build
good review helpfulness estimators (Chen et al., 2018a).

In Chapter 5, we perform two consecutive studies to examine the quality of generating the
sentiment property of reviews by using various machine learning models. In particular, we
leverage the resulting estimated sentiment property by proposing a sentiment property encod-
ing mechanism (i.e. a sentiment attention mechanism) in a novel recommendation model (i.e.
denoted by SentiAttn). Moreover, recall from Section 3.1 that many widely cited review-based
recommendation approaches are designed to address the rating prediction task. Therefore, to
evaluate the effectiveness of using the extracted and estimated sentiment property of reviews in
a recommendation model, we compare the performance of our proposed SentiAttn model with
various review-based recommendation approaches (e.g. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) and
NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b)) in addressing the rating prediction task. In particular, our investi-
gation aims to answer the following research questions: (i) Can the estimated sentiment property
of reviews sufficiently capture the users’ preferences so as to replace the users’ ratings for the
purposes of effective item recommendation? (ii) Does the SentiAttn model that encodes the
sentiment property of reviews outperform existing review-based recommendation approaches?

Next, similar to the sentiment property, the helpfulness property is also not commonly avail-
able in several existing public review datasets (e.g. the TripAdvisor and IMDB datasets in Ta-
ble 4.1). Therefore, in Chapter 6, we propose a novel binary review helpfulness classification
correction approach, called the Negative Confidence-aware Weakly Supervised (NCWS) ap-
proach, to improve the prediction accuracy of the helpfulness property of reviews and examine
the effectiveness of applying the predicted helpfulness properties of reviews to address the rating
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prediction task. In particular, our investigation aims to answer the following research questions:
(i) Can our proposed NCWS approach improve the performances other classification approaches
(i.e. the SVM, CNNs and BERT-based classifiers) on all used datasets (i.e. the Yelp and Amazon
datasets)? (ii) Does the learned helpfulness of reviews by using our proposed NCWS approach
benefit an existing state-of-the-art review-based rating prediction model (i.e. DeepCoNN (Zheng
et al., 2017)) with a higher accuracy?

In Chapters 5 and 6, we will introduce the sentiment and helpfulness classifiers we are going
to apply to estimate the often missing sentiment and helpfulness properties of reviews. These
chapters address the availability of the reviews’ attributes and prepare the review properties to be
used in our proposed review-based recommendation framework. However, several challenges
remain when we aim to predict the users’ preferences when using different review properties
and recommending items to users.

4.6.2 Estimation of Users’ Preferences

Aside from the availability of the reviews’ attributes, we need to address others main chal-
lenges in our proposed framework. These challenges are twofold. First, we need to investigate
how to identify the users’ preferred review properties. Second, we also need to integrate the
learned users’ preferences on the types of reviews within the recommendation approaches to
make effective recommendations. Recall that, in Section 3.5, according to the users’ adoption
of information framework, different users show different interests in using the various reviews’
associated properties to examine the usefulness of reviews. Even though this users’ adoption
of information framework has been well-cited (Sussman and Siegal, 2003; Petty and Cacioppo,
2012; Filieri and McLeay, 2014), it has not yet been considered within a recommender to sup-
port the estimation of the users’ preferences on items. Consequently, it is still unclear how to
effectively integrate the estimation of the users’ preferred review properties into a review-based
recommendation model. Therefore, in Chapters 7 and 8, we will investigate the approaches to
address this research gap, which effectively estimate the users’ preferences on review properties
and then predict the users’ preferences on items accordingly.

To propose effective techniques, we are aware of that there is a big difference between the
available number of items and the reviews’ associated properties. Indeed, many datasets contain
enormous quantities of items. However, there are much fewer available properties to describe
reviews. Therefore, some existing approaches used to rank the users’ preferred items are not
applicable to address the users’ preferred review properties. For example, the classic Bayesian
Personalised Ranking (BPR) approach (Rendle et al., 2009) leverages the pairwise comparison
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of the users’ preferences on two items (i.e. one interacted item and one non-observed item)
for training. However, in the interactions between users and the available reviews’ associated
properties, there is no ground truth indicating if one review property is preferred by a user than
another review property. This limitation makes the usual traditional methods (e.g. the BPR
learning) inapplicable for estimating the users’ preferred review properties. Consequently, we
need to propose new customised approaches to estimate the users’ preferences on the reviews’
properties. In addition, it is essential that the proposed recommendation techniques can effec-
tively leverage the learned users’ preferences on the reviews’ properties, so as to improve the
performances of recommendation approaches.

To address the introduced challenges, in Chapters 7 and 8, we propose two individual end-
to-end recommendation models. These two models instantiate our proposed review-based rec-
ommendation framework by first estimating the users’ preferences on various review properties
and then on the items of interest.

In particular, in Chapter 7, we introduce a novel review-based recommendation model, called
RPRM, which estimates the users’ preferences on the review properties via an attention mech-
anism. This study focuses on answering the following research questions: (i) Which review
properties are the most effective when examining the usefulness of reviews to make ranking-
based recommendations? (ii) Can RPRM, which leverages various review properties outperform
the existing strong recommendation approaches (e.g. CASER, JRL and DeepCoNN) on the two
used datasets (i.e. the Yelp and Amazon datasets)?

On the other hand, in Chapter 8, we leverage the bandit algorithm, a commonly used ap-
proach to model the users’ choices of using different review properties (Xu et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2010; Cañamares et al., 2019), in a novel multi-task learning-based recommendation model,
called BanditProp, to estimate the users’ preferences on various review properties. In particular,
BanditProp explores various existing bandit search algorithms and proposes novel neural con-
textual bandit algorithms (i.e. ConvBandit) to learn the users’ choices in using different types of
reviews. In Chapter 8, we aim to answer the following research questions: (i) Can the Bandit-
Prop model that leverages both a multi-task framework and the bandit search algorithms outper-
form the RPRM model of Chapter 7, which uses the attention mechanism? (ii) Can our proposed
ConvBandit algorithm outperform other well-known bandit search algorithms (e.g. the greedy
search (Kuleshov and Precup, 2000) and UCB search (Kaufmann et al., 2012) algorithms) when
applied to the BanditProp model?

Both RPRM and BanditProp instantiate our proposed review-based recommendation frame-
work. In Chapters 7 and 8, we will experimentally validate the effectiveness of these two dif-
ferent approaches when modelling the users’ preferences on using different types of reviews to
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improve the performances of recommendation models.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter first stated the problem we are addressing in this thesis. Next, in Section 4.3, we
discussed the users’ behaviour when interacting with reviews, which illustrates the necessity of
identifying the usefulness of reviews according to their various associated properties. Then, in
Section 4.4, we presented a novel taxonomy of review properties, which categorizes the reviews’
associated properties into four classes. We also discussed the six review properties that we will
use in this thesis. To leverage reviews and their associated review properties, in Section 4.5,
we presented a novel review-based recommendation framework that considers the users’ prefer-
ences on various review properties and items. This recommendation framework comprises four
components. In particular, we discussed the functionality of each component within the recom-
mendation framework. Moreover, in Section 4.6, we described the challenges of implementing
the recommendation framework as well as the research questions we aim to answer so as to
address the discussed challenges. Next, starting from Chapter 5, we discuss the studies we will
be conducting to address the challenges we have identified and presented.
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Chapter 5

Sentiment Property Extraction and
Integration

5.1 Introduction

In our thesis statement (see Section 1.3), we postulated that we can obtain an enhanced rec-
ommendation performance by leveraging the available properties of reviews posted by users.
Therefore, in Chapter 4, we proposed a review-based recommendation framework, which com-
prises four main components leveraging reviews to estimate the users’ preferences on items.
Moreover, as argued in Section 4.6 regarding the implementation of the proposed recommenda-
tion framework, we need to address various sub-tasks and challenges within the four main com-
ponents. In particular, recall from the discussion in Section 4.6.1, that some review attributes
are not readily available in the review datasets to extract the corresponding review properties,
e.g. the reviews’ sentiment and helpfulness properties.

Indeed, according to the description in Section 4.5, the functionality of the second compo-
nent of our proposed review-based recommendation framework is to extract the reviews’ asso-
ciated properties from the output of the data collection stage. Moreover, given the proposed
taxonomy of review properties in Section 4.4, we focus on extracting four categories of review
properties (namely the lexical, sentiment, helpfulness and event-based classes). Each category
of review properties implies a specific characteristic of the given reviews. Moreover, the extrac-
tion of each property could be addressed by leveraging the corresponding attributes of reviews
(e.g. the users’ ratings or the use of review text to extract the review sentiment property). In this
chapter, we focus on the extraction of the sentiment property as well as tackling the possible
unavailability of the required reviews’ attributes. As we described in Section 4.4, the senti-
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ment property includes the users’ ratings (Pang and Lee, 2005) or extracted from the review
text (Fang and Zhan, 2015) as both encapsulate the users’ preferences towards the items. How-
ever, the users’ ratings are not always available in the public datasets (e.g. the Airbnb data in
Table 4.1). As a consequence, many studies in the literature proposed various sentiment classi-
fiers to estimate the sentiment property of the reviews. However, to the best of our knowledge,
we found no study in the literature that investigated whether the use of the sentiment informa-
tion of the review text can be a reliable surrogate for the explicit ratings. On the other hand,
it is also unclear if the use of the extracted sentiment property can support the identification of
the reviews’ usefulness, so as to improve the recommenders’ performances. Therefore, in this
chapter, we conduct two consecutive studies. The first study examines the reliability of using the
sentiment information as a surrogate for the users’ ratings when addressing a ranking-based rec-
ommendation task. The second study aims at improving the rating prediction performances of
recommenders by leveraging the extracted sentiment property from the reviews. The remainder
of this chapter is structured as follows:

• Section 5.2 presents the first study, which investigates whether the sentiment information
from the review text can be an effective surrogate for the users’ ratings when addressing a
ranking-based recommendation task.

• Section 5.3 provides the details of the second study, which leverages the sentiment prop-
erty of the reviews within a review-based rating prediction approach to estimate the users’
preferences towards items.

• Section 5.4 summarises insights gained from our conducted studies in this chapter.

5.2 Comparison of Sentiment Analysis and Ratings in Ranking-
based Recommendation

Recall from Section 1.1 that many recommendation systems (Manotumruksa et al., 2016a; Lian
et al., 2018a) have been proposed to address the data overload problem on e-commerce websites
and Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN). These systems automatically suggest items for
users to interact with based on the users’ profiles and interaction histories. In particular, the
users’ ratings of items are widely used in various recommendation systems to elicit the users’
preferences, including in collaborative filtering systems (Schafer et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2014),
Matrix Factorization (MF) approaches (Koren et al., 2009) and more recent advanced recom-
mendation approaches (Wang et al., 2021b; Zhao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020c).
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However, the user ratings, a type of the reviews’ sentiment property, are not always available
in public review datasets (e.g. the Airbnb dataset in Table 4.1). Moreover, the user ratings are
not always effective in representing the users’ preferences. For example, it has been reported
that users have distinct and inconsistent rating behaviour (Hu and Pu, 2013) and find it difficult
to provide accurate feedback on the items when faced with selecting among multi-rating val-
ues (Cosley et al., 2003). Several previous studies aimed to assess the impact of the users’ loca-
tion (Hu and Pu, 2013), their personal and situational characteristics (Knijnenburg et al., 2012),
and the nature of rating scales available to users on the quality of the users’ ratings (Cosley et al.,
2003).

On the other hand, sentiment analysis is a widely used technique to gauge the users’ opinions
and attitudes, for instance towards products and venues, from the textual user reviews (Han
et al., 2011). Sentiment analysis not only predicts the polarity of user opinions (e.g. positive vs.
negative) but can also provide a summary of the users’ opinions of an item from their review
text (i.e. we call this the sentiment property of reviews) (Han et al., 2011; López Barbosa et al.,
2015). In fact, sentiment analysis has been adopted by many studies to adjust user ratings or
provide extra features to enhance the performance of recommendation systems (Yang et al.,
2013; Gurini et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017a).

The integration of sentiment analysis into recommendation systems is still limited to ad-
justing the users’ ratings to overcome their inconsistency. Instead, Lak and Turetken (2014)
substituted the user’ ratings with sentiment analysis but concluded that sentiment analysis was
insufficient to replace the ratings in their experiments. Since then, sentiment analysis has seen
a lot of attention in the literature cumulating in the development of advanced effective neural
networks-based sentiment analysis of long and short texts (Kim, 2014; Baziotis et al., 2017). In-
deed, previous sentiment analysis approaches mainly relied on human-crafted sentiment dictio-
naries (Mohammad et al., 2013; Kiritchenko et al., 2014), which are not necessarily sufficiently
effective on the wide variety of words used in LBSNs (Baziotis et al., 2017).

Therefore, in this section, we argue that it is possible to replace the users’ ratings by leverag-
ing state-of-the-art sentiment analysers on the users’ posted review text, thereby increasing the
consistency of the user’s preferences when making recommendations, as well as addressing the
missing data of the explicit ratings in some existing review datasets (e.g. the IMDB and the Ama-
zon datasets in Table 4.1). We integrate the obtained users’ preference scores through sentiment
analysis into the widely used MF, a classical model-based CF recommender (see Section 2.3.2),
and GeoSoCa multi feature-based recommendation models (Zhang and Chow, 2015). The rest
of this section is structured as follows. In Section 5.2.1, we describe the GeoSoCa model and
the rating substitution strategy. Section 5.2.2 describes the sentiment analysis techniques that
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we deploy. After that, we detail the setup for our experiments (Section 5.2.3). Then, in Sec-
tion 5.2.4, we present our obtained results for evaluating the effectiveness of substituting ratings
with sentiment scores.

5.2.1 Recommendation Model and Rating Substitution Strategy

In this section, we first recall the ranking-based recommendation problem that we discussed in
Section 2.2.2, and the used notations (Section 5.2.1.1). Then, we introduce the two models (i.e.
MF and GeoSoCa) that we use to evaluate the ability of sentiment analysis in capturing user
preferences as a surrogate to user ratings. Finally, in Section 5.2.1.3, we describe the rating
substitution strategy which we apply to MF and GeoSoCa.

5.2.1.1 Problem Statement

As we discussed in Section 2.2.2, the ranking-based recommendation task aims to rank highly
items that users would like to interact with, based on the users’ previous interactions and other
sources of information. For instance, recall the introduced notations in Section 4.2, where given
a set of users U and a set of items I (of size M and N, respectively), we encode the users’
historical ratings in a matrix R ∈ RM×N , where entries ru,i ∈ R can represent the previous item
ratings (1..5) of user u ∈ U of items i ∈ I. Item recommendation can then be described to
accurately estimate the value ru,i for an item that the user has not previously interacted with, or
to rank highly items that they would very likely interact with.

5.2.1.2 Ranking-based Recommendation Approaches

In this work, we examine the behaviour of two recommendation approaches, namely MF and
GeoSoCa, and how they perform when we change the definition of ru,i.

Matrix Factorization (MF). Recall the discussion of MF in Section 2.3.2. MF is a classic
recommendation approach, which has been adopted by many recommendation model studies
as a baseline (Lian et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016a; He et al., 2016). MF adopts singular value
decomposition to learn latent semantic vectors pu and qi for user u and item i (discussed in
Section 2.3.2), respectively on known ratings ru,i ∈ R.

GeoSoCa. GeoSoCa (Zhang and Chow, 2015) is a popular venue recommendation ap-
proach. Venues are a specific type of items. Compared to MF, it encompasses three additional
important sources of information in making improved recommendation, namely geography, so-
cial and item category (i.e. denoted by ‘Geo’, ‘So’ and ‘Ca’, respectively) information. Since
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then, it has been frequently used and discussed in various studies (Manotumruksa et al., 2016a;
Zhao et al., 2017, 2016b). The geographical and social influence features use the geographical
distance and the users’ social connections to measure the influence of different venues on users,
respectively. The categorical influence estimates the users’ preferences distribution over cate-
gories of venues (restaurants, bars, etc.). In particular, popcat,i indicates the popularity of venue
i∈ I, which belongs to category cat ∈Cat, where Cat denotes all venue categories. In computing
all these three additional features, GeoSoCa makes use of the users’ ratings to estimate the prob-
ability of user u visiting venue i (Zhang and Chow, 2015). Note that, following Zhang and Chow
(2015), in our experiments, we also deploy both GeoSoCa and its components individually, i.e.
Geo, So and Ca.

5.2.1.3 Rating Substitution Strategy

As argued in Section 5.2, the advent of accurate sentiment analysis approaches offers new oppor-
tunities for more refined recommendations. In particular, since the resulting sentiment classifiers
can be formulated in a probabilistic manner, we assume that the users’ preferences are indicated
by the classifier’s confidence, denoted as sentiment score su,i. This score captures the classifier
confidence in a review text of user u on item i being positive. Indeed, our work examines if
the sentiment score, su,i, can effectively replace the rating ru,i as an indicator of the users’ pref-
erences. We now describe our adaptations of MF and GeoSoCa. In MF, the sentiment-based
MF approach replaces user ratings on items, ru,i ∈ R, with sentiment scores su,i. In contrast, for
GeoSoCa, we consider the substitution strategy on each component: In the geographical and
social influence features, we replace the users’ ratings ru,i ∈ R with su,i ∈ R. Moreover, differ-
ent from the previous two features, in the categorical influence feature, we not only replace the
users’ ratings ru,i ∈ R with su,i, but we also modify the venue category popularity, popcat,i, as
follows:

popcat,i = ∑
u∈U

su,i (5.1)

Therefore, we evaluate the ability of the sentiment scores to accurately capture the overall item
popularity. In the next section, we discuss the sentiment classification approaches that we apply
to calculate su,i.

5.2.2 Sentiment Classification Approaches

In this work, we classify the sentiment analysis approaches into three types, including dictionary-
based, learned, and deep-learned approaches. We apply four approaches that represent all of the
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Dataset Name Number of Reviews
Training 600,000
Testing 200,000

Table 5.1: Dataset Summary for Sentiment Classification Usage

three categories, as well as a Random (Rand) classifier that matches the class distribution in its
predictions, as an additional baseline.

1. SentiWordNet-based Classifier (SWN). The SentiWordNet-based classification approach,
a dictionary-based technique, has been developed following the approach proposed by Guerini
et al. (2013), which used the updated SentiWordNet3.0 dictionary (Baccianella et al.,
2010). In addition, we use the ‘geometric’ weighting strategy that considers the word
frequency to compute the prior polarity of each sentiment lexicon. The sentiment score is
obtained by averaging the sentiment scores of words in each review text.

2. SVM-based Classifier (SVM). An SVM-based classifier is a representative learned sen-
timent classification model, which is optimised by learning and training on the available
features. Following the experimental setup of Pang et al. (2002), we deploy an SVM-
based classifier, which is a widely used classification technique (Moraes et al., 2013; Liu
et al., 2013), using the labelled word frequency vector for each review, trained using a
linear kernel.

3. CNN-based Classifier (CNN). We use a CNN-based classifier (Kim, 2014), a frequently
used deep learning technique, for sentiment classification. We refer to Section 2.4.2 for
the description of the CNN model. In addition, we also follow the ‘CNN-Static’ model
setup in (Kim, 2014), which reported a good performance without the need for tuning the
word embedding vectors.

4. LSTM-based Classifier (LSTM). We deploy an LSTM-based classifier (Baziotis et al.,
2017), which is another deep learning-based classification approach. This classifier ob-
tained the top performance in the sentiment classification competition in SemEval 2017.
We described the LSTM model in Section 2.4.3. In particular, we follow the experimental
model construction process and the configuration described by Baziotis et al. (2017).
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5.2.3 Experimental Setup

In the following, we evaluate the sentiment classification approaches compared to the corre-
sponding users’ ratings of these items. Thereafter, we examine the difference in item recom-
mendation effectiveness between models that leverage user ratings and those that use sentiment
scores instead. Therefore, our experiments aim at answering the following research questions:

• RQ 5.1: Which sentiment analysis approaches exhibit the highest performance for the
review sentiment classification?

• RQ 5.2: Can the sentiment scores, calculated by the top-performing sentiment classi-
fiers, sufficiently capture the users’ preferences so as to replace ratings for the purpose of
effective item recommendation?

To address these research questions, we perform two experiments using the Yelp Challenge
dataset Round 11 (Asghar, 2016). We use the Yelp dataset as it is a commonly available pub-
lic dataset that fulfils our experimental requirements, i.e. to include geographical, social and
category information, as well as user reviews.

5.2.3.1 Sentiment Classification

The statistics of the dataset extracted from Yelp for the sentiment classification experiments are
shown in Table 5.1. In Yelp, all ratings are given using a 5-star rating scale (1 is poor, 5 is
great). Following Koppel and Schler (2006), we label the polarity of each review according to
the user’s rating of the venue, which we regard as positive if the rating ≥ 4, and as negative
if rating ≤ 2. Note that some existing studies (Shi and Liang, 2015; Kouadri et al., 2020) also
mentioned that users frequently give inconsistent ratings. Indeed, some users tend to give high
ratings (e.g. 4 and 5) instead of lower ratings (e.g. 1 and 2), while others are more conservative
when giving high ratings. However, in this study, we simplify this problem setup by splitting
the positive and negative ratings with a frequently used threshold (Koppel and Schler, 2006;
Budhi et al., 2017), the rating 3, which is positioned in the middle of the given range (i.e. 1
to 5). Then we randomly select equal numbers of positive and negative reviews to construct
the training and testing datasets, which also avoids the class bias phenomena. Moreover, as
the CNN and LSTM approaches rely on trained word embedding models to model the review
text and calculate the latent vector representations of reviews (see Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3), we
use the remaining reviews (minus the reviews found in the Phoenix and Las Vegas city-based
Yelp datasets, discussed below) in the Yelp dataset to train a word embedding model using the
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Dataset #Users #Venues #Reviews Density
Phoenix 2,781 9,678 124,425 0.46%
Las Vegas 8,315 17,791 386,486 0.26%
Cross city 11,536 54,922 564,216 0.089%

Table 5.2: Datasets Summaries for the Venue Recommendation Task
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Figure 5.1: Ratings Distribution within the Datasets

GenSim tool (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010). For out-of-vocabulary words, we randomly initialise
the embedding vectors, as suggested by Yang et al. (2018b).

We vary the size of the training dataset, from 10,000 to 600,000 reviews, to examine the sta-
bility and accuracy of the sentiment classification approaches. We use a 5-fold cross-validation
setup on the training dataset before reporting the accuracy on the test datasets.

5.2.3.2 Recommendation Task

We use three subsets of the Yelp dataset to evaluate the performance differences between the
rating-based and sentiment-based recommendation models. Unless otherwise stated, the senti-
ment scores are generated after the classifiers have been trained on 600,000 reviews. 1 Table 5.2
shows the statistics of the three Yelp-based datasets we use to evaluate the recommendation
effectiveness. In particular, for generalisation purposes, we include two city-based datasets
(namely Phoenix and Las Vegas) following other recent works (Yuan et al., 2016; Guo et al.,
2017b), and one cross-city dataset. Indeed, we use these different Yelp subsets to obtain an
overall understanding of the recommendation models’ performances in different settings. To al-
leviate extreme sparseness, following Yuan et al. (2016), for each dataset, we remove users with

1As will be shown in Section 5.2.4, this is the best training setup in terms of sentiment classification accuracy.
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Figure 5.2: Reviews sorted by different properties on the Yelp website.

less than 20 reviews and items with less than 5 visits. Figure 5.1 shows the ratings distribution of
the three datasets. It is of note that for all three datasets, the number of positive reviews (ratings
4 & 5) outweighs the number of negative reviews (ratings 1 & 2) by quite a margin. Finally,
experiments are conducted using a 5-fold cross-validation on each dataset, and evaluated for
recommendation quality using Precision@5 & @10 and mean average precision (MAP).2

5.2.4 Results Analysis

We now present the experiments that address our two research questions, concerning the senti-
ment classification accuracy (Section 5.2.4.1) and the usefulness of sentiment classification as
an effective proxy for ratings in recommendation (Section 5.2.4.2).

5.2.4.1 RQ 5.1: Opinion Classification

Figure 5.2 presents the classification accuracy of our sentiment classification approaches de-
scribed in Section 5.2.2, while varying the amount of training review data. In particular, we
show the overall accuracy (Figure 5.2(a)) as well as the accuracy on the positive and negative
comments alone (Figure 5.2(b) & 5.2(c), respectively).

Figure 5.2(a) shows that our selected sentiment analysis approaches are divided into three
groups with different classification performances – SVM, CNN and LSTM all exhibit similar
top performances, followed by SWN with medium accuracy, and Rand with an (expected) low
accuracy. Among the highest performing group (SVM, CNN and LSTM), CNN is the highest
performer.

2The NDCG metric is not used since not all users will consistently use the rating scale (1-5).
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Next, we consider the accuracy of the classifiers separately on the positive and negative
classes. From Figures 5.2(b) & 5.2(c), we find that SVM, CNN and LSTM still provide a high
accuracy (≥ 0.9) for both classes, while LSTM varies in accuracy across the classes. Indeed,
LSTM surpasses CNN on the positive comments yet underperforms on the negative comments
(indicating a higher false positive rate). Finally, since SWN exhibits a high accuracy on the pos-
itive comments but a low accuracy on the negative comments, it is mostly identifying comments
as having a positive polarity and increases the likelihood of making false positive results.

Overall, in answer to research question RQ 5.1, we find that SVM, CNN and LSTM ex-
hibit a high sentiment classification accuracy, with CNN outperforming all other techniques in
terms of overall accuracy. In particular, LSTM performs better than SVM and CNN for positive
comments, while CNN is more accurate than the other classifiers for negative comments.

5.2.4.2 RQ 5.2: Sentiment Classification in the MF and GeoSoCa Models

We now consider if the sentiment scores generated from the classifiers evaluated in Section 5.2.4.1
can be used for effective recommendation by the MF and GeoSoCa models. All results are pre-
sented in Table 5.3. Each column denotes the evaluation metric on the corresponding datasets.
Each group of rows defines a particular recommendation approach: MF, GeoSoCa, or the latter’s
respective components (Geo, So, Ca). Each row in a group specifies the rating-based perfor-
mance or the sentiment scores-based performances from the corresponding applied sentiment
classification approaches. Finally, the rightmost column indicates the number of significant in-
creases and decreases compared to the rating-based (baseline) model in that group of rows.

On analysing the general trends between MF, Geo|So|Ca and GeoSoCa, we find that the
MF model exhibits a weak effectiveness for this ranking-based recommendation task. Indeed,
the observed performances for the combined GeoSoCa approach are markedly higher (0.0029
vs. 0.0223 MAP).3 Overall, the lower performance of MF is expected, as MF is intended as a
rating prediction approach, rather than a ranking approach, where the objective is to rank highly
the actual venues that the user visited. Using sentiment information shows some minor im-
provements, but none of the sentiment classifiers causes significant enhancements to this weak
rating-based MF baseline. We also observe that the Rand baseline can give weak but compa-
rable performances compared to other sentiment classification approaches. This observation is
mainly caused by how the sentiment scores are used in these recommendation approaches. In
the user-item interaction matrix R, due to the sparse interaction nature between users and items,
many values in such a matrix are zero. A positive value, even calculated by a random base-

3The low absolute MAP values on this dataset are in line with other papers, e.g. (Liu et al., 2017).
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Phoenix (*100) Las Vegas (*100) Cross-City (*100) Signf. #
P@5 P@10 MAP P@5 P@10 MAP P@5 P@10 MAP (↑ / ↓)

M
F

Rating 0.12 0.11 0.29 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.05 |
Rand 0.06 0.06 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.02 0 / 0
SWN 0.13 0.11 0.28 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.02 0.02 0.05 0 / 0
SVM 0.06 0.06 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.04 0 / 0
CNN 0.08 0.08 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.06 0 / 0

LSTM 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.06 0 / 0

G
eo

Rating 0.67 0.73 0.83 0.47 0.43 0.55 0.78 0.74 1.02 |
Rand 0.64 0.61 0.78 0.35 0.39 0.51 0.73 0.75 1.01 0 / 0
SWN 0.69 0.69 0.86 0.44 0.45 0.55 0.73 0.77 1.03 0 / 0
SVM 0.61 0.73 0.81 0.47 0.44 0.53 0.76 0.79 1.03 0 / 0
CNN 0.66 0.73 0.82 0.45 0.44 0.55 0.75 0.79 1.04 0 / 0

LSTM 0.67 0.75 0.84 0.45 0.45 0.55 0.75 0.78 1.04 0 / 0

So

Rating 3.38 2.88 1.95 2.81 2.36 1.76 2.97 2.61 1.53 |
Rand 2.52↓ 2.10↓ 1.14↓ 1.98↓ 1.76↓ 0.98↓ 2.07↓ 1.80↓ 0.77↓ 0 / 9
SWN 2.73↓ 2.36↓ 1.74↓ 2.15↓ 1.82↓ 1.36↓ 2.15↓ 1.89↓ 1.28↓ 0 / 9
SVM 3.34 2.27↓ 2.02 2.69 2.33 1.67 2.56↓ 2.15↓ 1.49 0/ 3
CNN 3.39 2.87 2.06 2.70 2.33 1.70 2.84 2.49 1.57 0/ 0

LSTM 3.43 2.89 2.16↑ 2.71 2.34 1.75 2.98 2.54 1.71 1/ 0

C
a

Rating 3.51 3.17 2.79 2.54 2.27 2.11 0.79 0.72 0.54 |
Rand 3.03↓ 2.83 2.57 2.35 2.16 1.98↓ 0.72 0.68 0.50 0/ 1
SWN 1.88↓ 2.14↓ 2.72 0.72↓ 0.85↓ 2.01↓ 0.49↓ 0.55↓ 0.54↓ 0/ 9
SVM 3.35 3.15 2.69 2.53 2.25 2.07 0.74 0.70 0.53 0/ 0
CNN 3.52 3.17 2.77 2.51 2.26 2.07 0.78 0.71 0.54 0/ 0

LSTM 3.50 3.15 2.78 2.56 2.26 2.10 0.78 0.72 0.55 0/ 0

G
eo

So
C

a

Rating 3.68 3.04 2.23 2.64 2.09 1.51 3.92 3.17 2.22 |
Rand 3.08↓ 2.57↓ 1.79↓ 2.44 2.03 1.47 3.59 2.97 2.06 0/ 3
SWN 1.32↓ 1.35↓ 1.39↓ 0.52↓ 0.58↓ 1.06↓ 1.83↓ 1.75↓ 1.44↓ 0/ 9
SVM 3.52 2.93 2.17 2.84 2.21 1.78↑ 3.68↓ 2.98↓ 2.06 1/ 2
CNN 3.62 2.90 2.18 2.86↑ 2.29 1.79↑ 3.71↓ 3.02↓ 2.09 2/ 2

LSTM 3.73 2.96 2.28 2.97↑ 2.38↑ 1.87↑ 3.96 3.21 2.15 3/ 0

Table 5.3: Recommendation performances of rating and sentiment-based approaches on three
datasets (reported evaluation measures are *100). Using the t-test, statistically significant in-
creases (resp. decreases) with respect to the corresponding rating-based baseline are indicated
by ↑ (resp. ↓).

line (i.e. rand), can still indicate a recorded interaction between a corresponding user-item pair.
Therefore, the comparable performances, when examined by the used P@5, P@10 and MAP
metrics, in the use of sentiment scores between the Rand baseline and others (i.e. SWN, SVM,
CNN and LSTM) are expected.

Next, we consider GeoSoCa and its components Geo|So|Ca for each dataset. For the geo-
graphical information, the rating and sentiment-based models provide statistically indistinguish-
able results (according to a paired t-test; p-value < 0.05), regardless of the sentiment classifi-
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cation approach used. Next, for the social influence model (i.e. So), the distinction among the
approaches is clear: SWN and Rand significantly degrade effectiveness compared to the rating-
based baseline in 9 cases; the learned approach (SVM) significantly degrades effectiveness in 3
cases (P@10 for Phoenix and P@5 & P@10 for Cross-City); on the other hand, the deep-learned
sentiment approaches (CNN and LSTM) are statistically indistinguishable from the correspond-
ing rating-based baseline (only one significant increase on P@10: 1.95 → 2.16). Indeed, it is
promising that the latest approaches (CNN and LSTM), which were shown to be the most effec-
tive sentiment classifiers in Section 5.2.4.1, also result in the recommendation models with the
highest effectiveness, suggesting that they could be a suitable proxy for user ratings.

For the categorical information (i.e. Ca), recall that our substitution strategy replaces not
only the users’ preferences but also the aggregated popularity of the category for that user, as per
Equation (5.1). On examining Table 5.3, the learned and deep learning sentiment approaches are
able to provide comparable performances to the corresponding rating-based baseline. The same
observation also holds with the social information-based model. Moreover, similar to the social
information-based model, the recommendation effectiveness also aligns with the performances
of sentiment classification, with CNN and LSTM providing the most effective results.

Finally, we consider the GeoSoCa model - where we observe that the combined use of the ge-
ographical, social and category features, when using the sentiment scores from CNN or LSTM,
could still provide performances that cannot be statistically distinguished from those based on
ratings (only 1 significant decrease). Moreover, in 5 cases there were actually significant in-
creases in effectiveness by deploying CNN or LSTM. Therefore, in answer to research question
RQ 5.2, we find that only the sentiment-based user preference scores from the state-of-the-art
deep learning-based sentiment classification approaches (i.e. CNN and LSTM) can provide sim-
ilar effectiveness to the rating-based models. This indicates that the learned sentiment informa-
tion (i.e. the reviews’ sentiment) can be a reliable surrogate for ratings as input to ranking-based
recommendation techniques.

In this section, we have explored the performances of various sentiment analysis approaches
at identifying the polarity of comments about items. In particular, we used the sentiment infor-
mation as a surrogate to the users’ explicit ratings for item recommendations. As we argued in
the thesis statement (see Section 1.3), by inferring the sentiment property of reviews, review-
based recommendation approaches can accurately estimate the users’ preferences and obtain
improved recommendation effectiveness. The experimental results of this study showed the ef-
fectiveness of the reviews’ sentiment, compared to the users’ explicit ratings, when applied to
recommendation approaches. However, it is still unclear if the sentiment property of reviews can
be effectively used to identify useful reviews, to improve the performances of review-based rec-
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ommendation models (e.g. the DeepCoNN model discussed in Section 3.1). As a consequence,
for the second study in the next section, we propose a new sentiment information-based attention
mechanism that helps to identify user reviews that are more likely to enhance the accuracy of a
review-based recommendation model.

5.3 Attention-based Sentiment Property Model for Rating Pre-
diction

In this section, we present a study that further examines the effectiveness of using sentiment anal-
ysis within a review-based recommendation model to address a recommendation task. In partic-
ular, we apply the results from the sentiment analysis to the rating prediction task, which is a type
of recommendation tasks and that has been frequently investigated by many well-cited review-
based recommendation approaches (e.g. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) and NARRE (Chen
et al., 2018b)). Indeed, as we discussed in Section 2.2, rating prediction is a classical rec-
ommendation task (Ricci et al., 2011), where the recommendation system aims to accurately
predict the user rating of an unseen item, so as to better estimate which items to recommend to
a user. The predictions are typically based on the existing ratings by users. The rating predic-
tion task remains a challenging and open problem. Indeed, the effectiveness of existing rating
prediction-based recommendation systems is still limited, suffering from various types of chal-
lenges, including accuracy, data sparsity and the cold-start problem (Davagdorj et al., 2020;
Zheng et al., 2017). Therefore, as we discussed in Section 3.1, many approaches have been
proposed to leverage user reviews (Manotumruksa et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2019d) – including
the sentiment of the reviews (Lei et al., 2016; McAuley and Leskovec, 2013) – to improve the
rating prediction accuracy. The users’ reviews can enrich both user and item representations,
while sentiment information is often useful for extracting the user preferences (Lei et al., 2016).
However, not all reviews are useful to enhance the rating prediction performance, since they
may convey varying actionable information about the users’ preferences (Chen et al., 2018b).
Recently, a number of approaches have made use of an attention mechanism to estimate the
usefulness of reviews (Chen et al., 2018b; Seo et al., 2017). This attention mechanism focuses
on the parts of review content that contribute to the rating prediction. While these existing
approaches demonstrate that the attention mechanism can improve the rating prediction perfor-
mance, they (i.e. the approaches of (Chen et al., 2018b; Seo et al., 2017)) do not leverage the
sentiment information actually captured by the reviews.

Given the effectiveness of sentiment information in extracting the users’ preferences, we
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hypothesise that sentiment information should also be used in estimating the usefulness of re-
views, so as to further improve the rating prediction performance. Indeed, reviews with a clear
polarised sentiment (i.e. positive or negative) typically convey richer information about items
and are more likely to influence the users’ decision making when interacting with the corre-
sponding items (Lei et al., 2016). In the literature, several approaches focused on leveraging the
sentiment information as an additional feature to address the rating prediction task (Hyun et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2019d), while ignoring the advantage of a potential correlation between the
sentiment polarity and the usefulness of reviews in the users’ decision making process. In this
section, we propose instead to directly leverage the sentiment scores of reviews (i.e. reviews’
sentiment property) to address the aforementioned limitation. Recall the definition of the senti-
ment score from Section 5.2.1.3. The sentiment score of a review is estimated as the probability
of the review having a clear positive or negative polarity as determined by a sentiment clas-
sifier. These sentiment scores are then used in a customised attention mechanism to identify
informative reviews with rich user preferences. Hence, our resulting SentiAttn model assumes
that reviews with clearly pronounced user preferences are useful for effective rating prediction.
In addition, SentiAttn adds another attention mechanism (i.e. global attention (Luong et al.,
2015)) to capture and model the importance of the parts of reviews that are likely to enhance
the rating prediction performances. On the other hand, previous works on neural architecture

search (Jiang et al., 2019b; Liu et al., 2019b) showed that fine-tuning the architecture of a neu-
ral model could have a marked positive impact on the model’s performance. To leverage the
advantage of fine-tuning the neural models’ architectures, in this study, we propose a strategy
where we first concatenate the users’ and items’ positive and negative reviews as input to Sen-
tiAttn, resulting in different SentiAttn architectures with various number of channels (e.g. if we
concatenate all reviews for both users and items, then this leads to a single channel-based Senti-
Attn model). Next, we fine tune the architecture variants of our proposed SentiAttn model with
different channel setups on the validation sets of two datasets from Yelp and Amazon, which
are the two commonly used review-datasets (Catherine and Cohen, 2016; Ni et al., 2019; Zheng
et al., 2017), so as to optimise the performances of SentiAttn on different datasets.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. In Section 5.3.1, we formally state the
problem addressed and describe our proposed SentiAttn model and its rationale, as well as the
proposed model architecture fine-tuning strategy to further enhance the model’s performance.
Section 5.3.2 introduces our research questions and describes our experimental setup. The ob-
tained results are presented and analysed in Section 5.3.3.
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Table 5.4: Review examples with sentiment information.

Positive and High Sentiment Score
Rating: 5
Sentiment Score: 0.9726
Category: grocery and gourmet good

Review 1: This beverage is so delicious. I would
like to order more in the future. I drink it to relax.

Positive but Low Sentiment Score
Rating: 5
Sentiment Score: 0.1783
Category: grocery and gourmet good

Review 2: My husband insists on making his own
yogurt and won’t use any other starter. This assures
the same consistency month after month.

5.3.1 The SentiAttn Model

In this section, we first recall the description of the rating prediction task introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2 and the notations used. Next, we illustrate the motivation of using sentiment information
to identify useful reviews and describe our proposed SentiAttn rating prediction model.

5.3.1.1 Task Definition

Recall from Section 2.2 that the rating prediction task aims to predict the ratings of unseen
items. Consider a set of users U and items I (of size M and N, respectively). We also have
the one-hot embedding vectors XU and XI , which map users and items to different randomly
initialised vectors. User ratings can be encoded in a rating matrix R∈ RM×N , where entries ru,i ∈
R represent the previously observed ratings with a range from 1 to 5. In the rating prediction
task, we aim to accurately predict the rating ru,i of an unseen item i for user u. Moreover, each
rating ru,i is associated with a textual review cu,i. In particular, different from the definition of
the sentiment scores of reviews in Section 5.2.1.3, which simply calculate the probability of a
review being positive, in this study, for each review cu,i, the sentiment score su,i indicates the
probability of the review being polarised, i.e. being strongly positive or strongly negative.

5.3.1.2 Review Sentiment Information Analysis

To motivate the use of sentiment information in identifying useful reviews, we provide two illus-
trative review examples in Table 5.4. These two reviews are both positive and 5 star-rated. How-
ever, when we compare these two reviews, Review 1 better conveys the user’s preferences, while
Review 2 simply describes a personal event, making it hard for the model to capture the user’s
preferences. Therefore, Review 1 is deemed more useful than Review 2. In particular, the senti-
ment scores of Reviews 1 and 2 mirror their usefulness difference (Review 1 is scored 0.9726 as
being strongly positive while Review 2 is scored 0.1783 only). Therefore, we propose to lever-
age the relationship between the sentiment scores and the usefulness of reviews in our proposed
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Figure 5.3: The architecture of our proposed SentiAttn model

SentiAttn model. Our model identifies useful reviews through the novel integration of sentiment
information within an attention mechanism to improve the rating prediction performance.

5.3.1.3 Model Architecture

Our SentiAttn model aims to encode the review usefulness information through their sentiment
scores. To achieve this, SentiAttn first uses a customised sentiment attention mechanism to
embed the review usefulness information. After that, it also integrates another global attention
mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) to capture the parts of reviews that are likely to enhance the
rating prediction performance. Figure 5.3 illustrates the architecture of SentiAttn, which consists
of eight layers from the input to the rating prediction layer, described further below:

• Input & Embedding Layers: In the input layer, users are represented by the reviews
they have posted for items while items are represented by the reviews given by users. In
particular, the input layer groups reviews into positive and negative reviews according to
their corresponding rating values. If the rating ru,i ≥ 4, the review cu,i is positive, else,
if the rating ru,i ≤ 2, the review cu,i is negative. A review cu,i with a rating of ru,i =

3 or with no provided rating is classified as positive or negative according to a CNN-
based binary sentiment classifier, which was experimentally validated to be an effective
sentiment classifier in Section 5.2.4.1.Therefore, our SentiAttn model can be divided into
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Figure 5.4: Architectures of the original SentiAttn four channels-based model and its variants
(i.e. one and two channels-based).

four parallel networks (i.e. four channels), which model the positive and negative reviews
for users and items.

The architecture of our SentiAttn model is flexible and can possibly have two additional
variants (i.e. one channel or two channels). As shown in Figure 5.4, instead of modelling
the polarised reviews for user and items individually, we can concatenate all the reviews
for the user or the item, resulting in a SentiAttn model variant with two channels. More-
over, if we further concatenate all the reviews of the user and the item together, we can ob-
tain the one channel SentiAttn variant. In particular, for each resulting channel, its review
modelling pipeline remains the same as each individual channel depicted in Figure 5.3. It
is of note that the one channel-based model variant can only be leveraged by a model that
uses a value mapping-based predictor (e.g. the factorisation machine and the multilayer
perceptron that we discussed in Section 3.1) and not an interaction-based predictor (e.g.
the dot product function), which needs at least two inputs. In particular, we investigate
which SentiAttn model variant exhibits the best performances on the used datasets. Next,
following (Chen et al., 2018b; Zheng et al., 2017), in the embedding layer, we convert
the reviews text into embedding vectors, denoted as X , which are then given as input to
the next layer. Note that such an embedding process and the computation of the reviews’
associated sentiment scores are the two most time-consuming stages of training SentiAttn.
To address efficiency issues, we pre-calculate the embedding vectors of reviews as well as
their sentiment scores – before the model training process – to significantly enhance the
efficiency of SentiAttn and make it faster to train.
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• Sentiment Attention Layer: In this layer, we customise a sentiment attention mecha-
nism to encode the usefulness of reviews. Our sentiment attention mechanism is inspired
by the dot-product attention function (Vaswani et al., 2017), which was discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.4. The dot-product attention function learns the importance (weight) of different
embedding vectors. Then, it multiplies the resulting weighting vectors with the initial
word embedding vectors to apply the attention mechanism. Unlike the dot-product atten-
tion function, our sentiment attention mechanism obtains the weighting vectors from the
sentiment scores of the reviews, which indicate the reviews being polarised, not simply
being positive like in Section 5.2.1.3.

First, the reviews have been labelled as positive or negative in the previous layer. After
that, we process these reviews with a given sentiment classifier and obtain the correspond-
ing probability of the positive reviews being positive or the negative reviews being nega-
tive (denoted as pu,i, which naturally ranges from 0 to 1). The corresponding sentiment
scores for the positive reviews are su,i = pu,i. Conversely, we use su,i = 1− pu,i for the
negative reviews. Hence, the sentiment score indicates the probability of a given review
being polarised (positive or negative), and a review is deemed more useful if its sentiment
score is closer to 1. Next, with a given review embedding vector X , and its sentiment score
vector S, the converted vector X ′ is calculated as follows:

X ′ = ((SXT )T ⊕X) (5.2)

where ⊕ is a residual connector.

• Convolutional Layer Our SentiAttn model applies the convolution operation, as in (Seo
et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017), on the latent vector X ′ with g neurons to generate feature
vectors for the next layer. Each neuron applies the convolution operation to a sliding
window t over latent vectors with width T . The convolution operation of neuron e is
obtained as follows:

ze = f (X ′1:T ∗Ke +be) (5.3)

where f (.) indicates an activation function to filter the output of the convolution operation,
∗ is the convolution operator of neuron e on the corresponding window of vectors and be

is a bias parameter (Kim et al., 2016). After applying the convolution operation, we apply
the max pooling function over the output feature vectors, denoted as Z, and obtain the
resulting vector o for each neuron (i.e. o = max(z1,z2, ...,zT−t+1

e )). Next, the outputs of
the g neurons are concatenated together into the latent vector Xc.
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• Global Attention Layer: Apart from the proposed sentiment attention layer above, we
also use the global attention mechanism from (Luong et al., 2015). Accordingly, we add
the global attention layer to SentiAttn to model the parts of review content that are likely
to contribute to enhancing the rating prediction performances.

In particular, the global attention mechanism considers all review embeddings as input
and calculates the global attention score vector G of the embedding input:

G = SoftMax(WgXc) (5.4)

The embedding input Xc is then further weighted by the global attention score vector G as
Xg = (GXT

c )T . In particular, after the global attention layer, we add another convolutional
layer, which is the same as the one above the sentiment attention layer, to process the
review embeddings. The outputs from the convolutional layer are used as the final latent
feature vectors for each channel.

• Concatenation & Prediction Layer: In the concatenation layer, we concatenate the
latent vectors from two groups of inputs: (1) the resulting latent feature vectors from the
last convolutional layers of the review modelling channels; (2) the one-hot embedding
vectors of each user and item. We refer to the concatenated vector as o.

Next, in the prediction layer, we use a two-order factorisation machine (Rendle, 2012)
as the rating predictor, which has the ability to capture the patterns inside of the data to
improve the model’s performance (Zhang et al., 2016). This predictor has also been widely
used in the literature to address the rating prediction task (Chen et al., 2018c; Rendle et al.,
2011; Cheng et al., 2014). Each predicted rating r̂u,i is calculated as follows:

r̂u,i = w0 +bu +bi +

( |o|
∑
j=1

w jo j

)
+

( |o|
∑
j=1

|o|
∑

k= j+1
o jokw j,k

)
(5.5)

This equation has five summands: w0 is the global bias parameter (Rendle, 2012); next, bu

and bi correspond to the bias parameters for user u and item i, respectively; in the fourth
summand, w j models the weight of the jth variable in o; the final summand models the
interactions between pairs of variable vectors o j and ok in o, weighted by a factorised
parameter w j,k ≈ 〈v j,vk〉 as in (Rendle, 2012). SentiAttn is trained by minimising the
prediction error between the true rating value ru,i and the predicted rating value r̂u,i with
the MSE function.
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5.3.2 Experimental Setup

We now examine the performance of SentiAttn through experiments on two real-world datasets,
in comparison to a number of classical and state-of-the-art rating prediction models. In particu-
lar, we further validate the performance of SentiAttn on the cold-start users (i.e. the users with
few interaction records). Therefore, we aim to address the following three research questions:

1. RQ 5.3: Which architecture variant of the SentiAttn model (based on 1, 2 or 4 channels)
performs the best on the two used datasets?

2. RQ 5.4: Does our SentiAttn model outperform other state-of-the-art models in addressing
the rating prediction task and how much does it benefit from (i) the proposed sentiment
attention mechanism and (ii) the global attention mechanism?

3. RQ 5.5: Does SentiAttn outperform the existing baselines when making rating predictions
for cold-start users?

5.3.2.1 Datasets

To perform our experiments, we use two real-world datasets: (i) a Yelp4 dataset, and (ii) an
Amazon Product dataset.5 This Yelp dataset contains a large number of user reviews on venues
located in Phoenix, USA. The Amazon dataset contains user reviews on products among six
categories.6 These two datasets have also been used in previous studies (McAuley and Leskovec,
2013; Seo et al., 2017) and the Yelp dataset variant, which includes users’ reviews on different
cities, has also been used in our previous study (see Section 5.2.3.1 and 5.2.3.2). The statistics
of these two datasets are provided in Table 5.5. Following a common setup (Chen et al., 2018b;
Zheng et al., 2017), these two datasets are randomly divided into 80% training, 10% validation
and 10% testing sets. Moreover, we denote those users with less than 5 reviews in the training
dataset as the cold-start users. Table 5.5 shows that the Yelp dataset is more sparse than the
Amazon dataset. This observation suggests that the data sparsity’s influence might be amplified
in a given model’s performance when experimenting with the Yelp dataset. Moreover, as per the
positive rating percentages in Table 5.5, it is of note that most user reviews are positive in both
datasets.

4https://kaggle.com/c/yelp-recsys-2013
5http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
6‘amazon instant video’, ‘automotive’, ‘grocery and gourmet food’, ‘musical instruments’, ‘office products’ and

‘patio lawn and garden’
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Table 5.5: Statistics of datasets.

Dataset Yelp Amazon
#Users 45,981 26,010

#Cold-start Users 33,306 7,874
#Items 11,537 16,514

#Reviews 229,907 285,644
% Density 0.043 0.066

% Positive ratings 67.88 81.24

5.3.2.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

We compare our SentiAttn model to the following five baselines, which are classical recommen-
dation approaches and widely cited review-based recommendation techniques. In particular, we
recall the description of MF from Section 2.3.2, and the DeepCoNN and NARRE models, which
have been illustrated in Section 3.1.

1. MF (Koren et al., 2009): MF is a widely used classical baseline, which characterises users
and items with their rating pattern-based latent vectors.

2. ConvMF (Kim et al., 2016): ConvMF extends the latent feature vectors in MF with the
embedding vector of reviews.

3. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017): DeepCoNN jointly models reviews to characterise users
and items with latent vectors. This approach has been widely used as a strong review-
based rating prediction model.

4. D-Attn (Seo et al., 2017): D-Attn is another review-based rating prediction model that in-
cludes two global and local attention mechanisms. D-Attn is another review-based rating
prediction model. It includes two global and local attention mechanisms, to improve the
explainability and rating prediction accuracy of a rating prediction model.

5. NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b): NARRE is a recent state-of-the-art attention-based rating
prediction model. It weights reviews with its learned review usefulness estimates through
the use of an attention mechanism.

Moreover, we examine the effectiveness of using our proposed sentiment attention mecha-
nism in comparison to three further baselines derived from our SentiAttn model as follows:
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• Basic: This variant removes both attention layers in the SentiAttn model, which results in
a further baseline to compare with.

• +Glb: This variant is constructed by adding the global attention layer only to the Basic

model.

• +Sent: This variant baseline integrates the sentiment attention layer to the Basic model.

As for the evaluation metrics, as we discussed in Section 2.2.1, we use Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to measure the performances of SentiAttn and
the baselines, which are the commonly used metrics to evaluate rating prediction models (Chen
et al., 2018b; Zheng et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2016). In particular, to examine the statistical
significance of the models’ performances, we leverage both the paired t-test, with a significance
level of p < 0.05, and the post-hoc Tukey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) (Sakai, 2018)
test at p < 0.05 to account for the multiple comparisons with the t-tests.7

5.3.2.3 Model Setting

In the input layer, we use an existing CNN-based binary sentiment classifier to group reviews
into positive and negative reviews, which we have shown to have a strong accuracy (> 95%) for
sentiment classification in Section 5.2.4.1. Other sentiment classifiers could have been used, but
the investigation of such classifiers is beyond the scope of this thesis. For the used CNN-based
binary sentiment classifier, we use the same experimental setup as in 5.2.3.1 and train it on
50,000 positive and 50,000 negative review instances that were sampled from a separate dataset,
namely the Yelp Challenge Round 12 dataset.8 Moreover, the classifier provides each review
with its probability pu,i of carrying a strong polarised sentiment, so as to generate a sentiment
score su,i in the sentiment attention layer, as explained in Section 5.3.1.3. Next, in the embed-
ding layer, we use the pre-trained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word embedding dictionary,9

similar to the experimental setup in Section 5.2.3.1, and map each word into an embedding
vector with 100 dimensions. In the convolutional layer, following Seo et al. (2017), we set the
kernel size to 100 and the activation function to ReLU. In particular, we use the Adam optimiser
with a 10−4 learning rate. Moreover, it is of note that, to answer RQ 5.3, which investigates
the performances of the considered SentiAttn architecture variants, we conduct experiments on

7Note that since RMSE is a non-linear aggregation of squared absolute error, a significance test cannot be
conducted with this metric.

8https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
9We also apply the pre-trained GloVe word embeddings within the baseline approaches, which ensures fair

performance comparisons between approaches.
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Figure 5.5: Performances of the SentiAttn model variants with different #channels on the vali-
dation sets.

the validation sets from the Yelp and Amazon datasets to select the best SentiAttn architecture
– thereby mimicking the use of the validation sets for model selection.

5.3.3 Experimental Results

Next, in this section, we report and analyse our obtained results to answer each research ques-
tion. In particular, in Section 5.3.3.1, we investigate the performance changes of our proposed
SentiAttn model when varying its architectures. Then, in Section 5.3.3.2, with the optimised
SentiAttn architecture, we examine its effectiveness in addressing the rating prediction task
when compared to five baseline approaches. Finally, we further validate the performance of
SentiAttn when applied to make rating predictions to cold-start users (Section 5.3.3.3).

5.3.3.1 RQ 5.3: Impact of Architecture Variants on Performances

We investigate which of the SentiAttn model architecture variants lead to the best rating predic-
tion performances. In Figure 5.5, we report the performances of the three considered architecture
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Table 5.6: Rating prediction accuracy; * denotes a significant differences in MAE with SentiAttn
(w/ both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method, p < 0.05).

All Users Cold-Start Users
Yelp Dataset Amazon Dataset Yelp Dataset Amazon Dataset

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
NMF 0.9866* 1.2630 0.8240* 1.0881 NMF 1.1690* 1.5025 0.9040* 1.1843
ConvMF 0.9748* 1.2329 0.7964* 1.0371 ConvMF 1.0785* 1.3812 0.8565* 1.1154
DeepCoNN 0.9247* 1.1885 0.7233* 0.9929 DeepCoNN 1.0462* 1.3506 0.7882* 1.0749
D-Attn 1.0040* 1.2106 0.8316* 1.0627 D-Attn 1.0154* 1.2394 0.8738* 1.1029
NARRE 0.9163* 1.1781 0.7065* 0.9783 NARRE 1.0289* 1.3481 0.7613* 1.0587
Basic 0.9084* 1.1769 0.7060* 0.9769 Basic 1.0003* 1.3602 0.7451* 1.0520
+Glb 0.8947 1.1734 0.6960 0.9723 +Glb 0.9867 1.3544 0.7253 1.0460
+Sent 0.8932 1.1476 0.6957 0.9685 +Sent 0.9817 1.2408 0.7190 1.0375
SentiAttn 0.8888 1.1463 0.6841 0.9668 SentiAttn 0.9736 1.2327 0.7090 1.0273

variants of our proposed SentiAttn model (namely the one, two and four channels-based Sen-
tiAttn architectures). Since we are using the MAE and RMSE error-based evaluation metrics,
the lower the metrics’ values, the higher is the model’s rating prediction performance. First, we
compare the performances of the SentiAttn variants on the Amazon dataset in Figure 5.5a and
Figure 5.5b. For both MAE and RMSE, the three variants show similar trends and performances
and are overall comparable. However, on the Yelp dataset, Figure 5.5c and Figure 5.5d show
that the SentiAttn model with one-channel consistently outperforms both the original SentiAttn
model with four channels and the two channels-based variant. These observed experimental re-
sults show different effectiveness of SentiAttn using various channel-based architectures when
conducting experiments on different datasets. In particular, in the literature (e.g. the models
in (Zheng et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2016)), the two channel-based architectures are the most com-
monly used. However, the two channel-based SentiAttn model gives the top performance on the
Amazon dataset but performs the second-best on the Yelp dataset. Such distinct performances
on different datasets indicate the necessity of fine-tuning the model architecture on a sample of
the target datasets when addressing the rating prediction task. Therefore, in answer to RQ 5.3,
we conclude that the one channel-based SentiAttn model performs the best on the Yelp dataset
but the three model variants perform similarly on the Amazon dataset. Based on these results,
we select the overall best variant model, namely the one channel-based SentiAttn model for the
remaining experiments.
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5.3.3.2 RQ 5.4: Comparison to the Baselines

Table 5.6 presents the prediction errors of both the rating prediction baseline models and Senti-
Attn. First, we consider the performance of our SentiAttn model in addressing the rating predic-
tion task. In the obtained results for both the Yelp and Amazon datasets, SentiAttn significantly
outperforms the baselines according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction
method. In particular, while D-Attn, NARRE and SentiAttn all use an attention mechanism to
weight reviews with their estimated usefulness, our SentiAttn model, which relies on a novel
sentiment attention and a global attention mechanism returns significantly smaller prediction
errors in comparison to competitive baselines on both the Yelp and Amazon datasets.

We also evaluate the usefulness of the global attention layer and the proposed sentiment
attention layer in SentiAttn by comparing the performances of SentiAttn with the Basic, +Glb,
and +Sent models (introduced in Section 5.3.2.2). Table 5.6 shows that SentiAttn significantly
outperforms (according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method, p <

0.05) the Basic model on both used datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of using
the attention mechanisms. Moreover, the results show that the sentiment attention mechanism
outperforms the global attention mechanism since it results in lower MAE and RMSE scores
(0.8932 vs. 0.8947 (MAE) and 1.1476 vs. 1.1734 (RMSE) for +Sent vs. +Glb in Table 5.6).
In particular, we observe that the sentiment attention mechanism is especially effective when
measured by the RMSE scores. Indeed, the +Sent model outperforms both the Basic model and
the +Glb model providing lower RMSE scores with wide margins on both used datasets. To
answer RQ 5.4, we conclude that the obtained results empirically validate the effectiveness of
our SentiAttn model in addressing the rating prediction task in comparison to strong baseline
models. The results also show the effectiveness of using the sentiment attention mechanism
– which weights the review input according to the corresponding review sentiment scores –
thereby outperforming the global attention mechanism.

5.3.3.3 RQ 5.5: Cold-Start Users

We now evaluate the rating prediction performance of SentiAttn on cold-start users. As intro-
duced in Section 5.3.2.1, we consider users in the training dataset with less than 5 reviews as
cold-start users. The right hand side of Table 5.6 provides the rating prediction performances of
SentiAttn and the various baseline models on both the Yelp and Amazon datasets for cold-start
users. The results show that our SentiAttn model obtains a good cold-start performance by sig-
nificantly outperforming all the strong baseline approaches from the literature on the Yelp and
Amazon datasets.
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Figure 5.6: Cold-start user rating prediction performance comparison (D-Attn vs. SentiAttn) on
the Yelp dataset.

Comparing the rating prediction results in Table 5.6 on the Yelp dataset, we note that as
expected from the statistics of this dataset, the rating prediction performances of all models
suffer from the cold-start problem. However, the cold-start problem appears to have only a
small negative influence on the D-Attn model. To investigate the reasons behind the relative
effectiveness of D-Attn in addressing the cold-start problem, we plot the predicted rating value
frequency distribution of the cold-start users on the Yelp dataset using both D-Attn and our
SentiAttn model in Figures 5.6b and 5.6c, respectively. These distributions are compared with
the target rating distribution in Figure 5.6a. In Figure 5.6b of the D-Attn model, the predicted
rating values shrink between around 3.55 and 3.80, which are all close to the average of the
target rating value (i.e. R = 3.7609). This distribution shows that the performance of D-Attn is
less reliable in distinguishing the actual user preferences. On the contrary, in Figure 5.6c, the
predicted rating value frequency distribution of our SentiAttn model ranges from 0 to 5 and its
shape better aligns with the actual rating distribution of the Yelp dataset in Figure 5.6a.

We also compare the impact of using two attention mechanisms (namely the sentiment and
global attention mechanisms) in addressing the cold-start problem. According to the results in
Table 5.6, our sentiment attention mechanism outperforms the global attention mechanism in
improving the rating prediction accuracy of the Basic model (e.g. 1.0003→ 0.9817 vs. 1.0003
→ 0.9867 on the Yelp dataset) and lowers the variances of the rating prediction errors with
a wider margin. For example, on the Yelp dataset, the Basic model benefits from using the
global attention mechanism and lowers the RMSE score from 1.3602 to 1.3544. However, when
applying the sentiment attention mechanism, the RMSE score of the Basic model is decreased
from 1.3602 to 1.2408, indicating a higher improvement than when applying the global attention
mechanism. Therefore, in answer to RQ 5.5, we find that our SentiAttn model is particularly
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effective for the cold-start users compared with the five strong baselines from the literature. Our
sentiment attention mechanism is also shown to be useful in improving the rating prediction
accuracy, especially lowering the variance of the rating prediction errors for cold-start users. In
particular, SentiAttn is more reliable than D-Attn in identifying user preferences, as illustrated
by the predicted rating distributions. Therefore, according to the discussed experimental results,
we have validated our proposed claim in our thesis statement (see Section 1.3), that by inferring
the sentiment information from reviews, we could significantly improve the performances of a
review-based recommendation approach.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we argued that the users’ explicit ratings, a type of sentiment property, is not al-
ways readily available in public review datasets. In particular, to leverage the sentiment property
in our proposed review-based recommendation framework, we proposed to estimate the reviews’
sentiment property by applying sentiment classifiers on the reviews. Moreover, we conducted
two consecutive studies to validate the effectiveness of the predicted sentiment property.

We first compared the learned sentiment scores to the ratings and then applied such scores to
our proposed review-based recommendation model (SentiAttn). In particular, we also examined
the performances of various sentiment analysis approaches at identifying the polarity of reviews.
We found that CNN outperforms other approaches in terms of overall accuracy, while LSTM
performs better in classifying positively labelled reviews (see Figure 5.2). Next we substituted
the users’ ratings with sentiment scores from state-of-the-art sentiment classification approaches
(i.e. CNN and LSTM) to address the ranking-based recommendation task. We found that the
resulting GeoSoCa-models were rarely significantly degraded with respect to the effectiveness
and were actually seen to be significantly enhanced in several cases (see Table 5.3). These
experimental results suggest that the sentiment scores calculated by the top-performing classifier
can be used as an effective substitute for the users’ explicit ratings in recommendation models.

Next, in the second part of this chapter, we focused on developing techniques to effectively
leverage the sentiment information to enhance the performances of review-based recommenders.
We proposed the SentiAttn model, which leverages a novel sentiment attention mechanism,
to achieve this target. We first investigated the effect of using different architecture variants
for our SentiAttn model and concluded on the necessity of fine-tuning the architecture of a
rating prediction model on different datasets (see Section 5.3.3.1). Next, our results on two real-
world datasets showed that SentiAttn significantly and consistently outperformed one classic
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and four existing state-of-the-art rating prediction models. Moreover, the experimental results
in Table 5.6 showed that the proposed sentiment attention mechanism outperforms the global
attention layer in improving the rating prediction accuracy, resulting in a lower variance of
the rating prediction errors. Furthermore, we showed that SentiAttn provides a significantly
effective rating prediction accuracy, compared to the same group of baselines, and a reliable
indication of user preferences for cold-start users (see Section 5.3.3.3).

In summary, in this chapter, we presented two consecutive studies that examined the effec-
tiveness of the extracted sentiment property when leveraging sentiment property in a recom-
mendation model. We have shown that the sentiment property can be useful as a replacement to
the users’ explicit ratings to improve the performance of review-based recommendation models.
These empirical conclusions also validate the part of our thesis statement (see Section 1.3) that
by inferring the sentiment properties from reviews, the recommendation model can collect accu-
rate user preferences information, thereby increasing the recommendation effectiveness. Next,
in Chapter 6, we argue that similar to the sentiment property, the reviews’ helpfulness property
is also not always readily available. Therefore, we aim to address the availability of reviews’
helpfulness property with review helpfulness classification approaches and examine the effec-
tiveness of the resulting helpfulness property in review-based recommendation models.
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Chapter 6

Helpfulness Property Extraction and
Integration

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, we validated a part of our proposed thesis statement (Section 1.3), namely that
by inferring the sentiment property of reviews, a review-based recommendation system can
better estimate the users’ preferences and obtain an improved recommendation performance.
Next, in this chapter, we investigate the extraction and integration of the reviews’ helpfulness
property. Recall our proposed taxonomy of review properties from Section 4.4. The reviews’
helpfulness property includes both the helpful votes as given by reviewers and the helpfulness
scores estimated by a review helpfulness classifier on the reviews’ text. However, as we argued
in the thesis statement, similar to the ratings in the sentiment property, the reviews’ helpful
votes require human efforts to obtain, which makes them also frequently unavailable (e.g. the
TripAdvisor, IMDB and Airbnb datasets in Table 4.1). Therefore, similar to the use of sentiment
scores in addressing the extraction of the reviews’ sentiment property, we aim to accurately
estimate the helpfulness of reviews by leveraging effective binary classifiers.

A generic binary classifier focuses on modelling data with both positive and negative ground
truth labels. However, in the review helpfulness classification, the helpful votes frequently con-
tain only a few positive and many unlabelled instances. In particular, the unlabelled reviews may
contain both helpful and unhelpful instances. This data incompleteness harms the accuracy of
identifying the helpful and unhelpful reviews (Du Plessis et al., 2015). Therefore, this chapter
focuses on accurately estimating the reviews’ helpfulness from both the weakly labelled avail-
able helpful votes and the review text via weakly supervised classification techniques. Then, we
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evaluate the effectiveness of the extracted reviews’ helpfulness when applied in addressing the
rating prediction task, following the evaluation of the estimated reviews’ sentiment in Chapter 5.

The weakly supervised classifiers have been proposed to address classification with noisy,
limited or imprecise data resources for a generic binary classification task (Zhou, 2017). In-
deed, binary classification with incomplete positive instances and unlabelled instances can also
be addressed by a weakly supervised learning process (Bao et al., 2018). Among various weakly
supervised approaches, the Positive-Unlabelled learning approach (aka PU learning) is a popu-
lar solution in addressing cases where the data has few positive instances and many unlabelled
instances, by leveraging the estimation of the class priors (Blanchard et al., 2010; Scott and
Blanchard, 2009). However, as Du Plessis et al. (2015) argued, the class prior estimation-based
solutions lead to a systematic estimation bias. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose to conduct
binary weakly-supervised classification on data with incomplete positive instances and unla-
belled instances without the aid of an estimated class prior for the unlabelled examples. More-
over, (Du Plessis et al., 2015) proposed to address the classifier bias problem of PU learning
by applying different loss functions for the positive and unlabelled classes (an approach that we
will refer to as C-PU). In this chapter, we also argue that using two customised loss functions
for the positive and unlabelled data could help a classification model to fully leverage labelled
and weakly labelled data, respectively. Hence, we follow (Du Plessis et al., 2015) by using
different loss functions to different classes. Meanwhile, Ishida et al. (2018) proposed a classi-
fication approach that solely relies on the positively-labelled instances to generate a classifier
according to the positivity or the confidence of the examples being positive. However, this ap-
proach filters out unlabelled examples, which can lead to a problem of information loss and,
therefore, it can negatively impact classification performance. Inspired by earlier works on PU
learning (Du Plessis et al., 2015; Ishida et al., 2018), we propose a negative confidence-aware
weakly-supervised binary classification correction approach, NCWS (see Section 6.2.2), which
considers both positive and unlabelled examples with corresponding customised loss functions.
Note that by a classification correction approach, we refer to a technique that can be applied
to various classifiers to adjust their classification results and improve their classification perfor-
mances. In particular, we use an ordinary loss function for the positive class instead of the com-
posite loss function used in (Du Plessis et al., 2015). Our approach is also different from (Ishida
et al., 2018), which only uses the positive class for binary classification. For the negative class,
instead of using an ordinary loss function for the unlabelled class, we design a customised loss
function for the unlabelled class which considers the distinct probabilities of the unlabelled in-
stances being negative (i.e. negative confidence). We leverage the properties of the unlabelled
reviews (i.e. their age in the dataset since their creation time) to estimate their probabilities of
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being negative. As we will explain later in Section 6.4.2, these properties are chosen based on
their likely correlation with the negative class. Indeed, our proposed NCWS approach uses ad-
ditional complementary information to the content and labels of instances (namely, the reviews’
age) to infer the likelihood of the unlabelled reviews belonging to the unhelpful class.

In the review helpfulness classification task, modelling and representing reviews is key to
the development of effective review helpfulness classifiers. Most existing approaches model
the content of user reviews and the corresponding rating information, then make predictions on
the review helpfulness labels (i.e. helpful or unhelpful). In this chapter, we reproduce many
state-of-the-art review helpfulness classification approaches as baselines and refer to these ap-
proaches as the basic classifiers (see Section 6.4). We select the basic classifiers with the best
performances and use them to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed NCWS classification
correction approach. Next, different from the used dot-product attention mechanism that we
used in Section 5.3.1.3, we explore another technique for review property encoding, which is a
filtering operation (detailed in Section 6.6). We use only those reviews that are predicted to be
helpful in a review corpus as input to recommendation models. In particular, we extensively val-
idate the effectiveness of our proposed NCWS approach in estimating the reviews’ helpfulness
property by investigating the extent to which accurately identifying additional helpful reviews
can further enhance an existing review-based recommendation model. In particular, we use the
DeepCoNN model proposed by Zheng et al. (2017), which is a representative state-of-the-art
review-based rating prediction model (see the description of DeepCoNN in Section 3.1).

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: We state the tackled problem and
the methodology underpinning our NCWS approach in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we list
a number of review helpfulness classifiers. Next, in Section 6.4, we introduce our research
questions and briefly describe the three used Yelp and Amazon-based datasets, which have also
been previously used in the two studies of Chapter 5. We also describe the experimental setup for
the basic classifiers, the baseline classification correction approaches and our NCWS approach,
as well as the used evaluation metrics for performance comparison. In Section 6.5, we analyse
the results from the experiments to answer the research questions. In Section 6.6, we show the
effectiveness of using a filtering technique to implement the proposed review property encoding
strategy. In particular, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the predicted reviews’ helpfulness
by our proposed NCWS approach by improving the accuracy of a rating prediction approach.
Finally, we summarise the conclusions of this chapter in Section 6.7.
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6.2 Methodology

First, we introduce the problem of a review helpfulness classification with limited positive
and abundant unlabelled reviews, as well as the used notations (Section 6.2.1). Then, in Sec-
tion 6.2.2, we illustrate our proposed NCWS approach and how we derive the loss functions for
the positive and negative classes, respectively.

6.2.1 Problem Statement

The binary review helpfulness classification task consists in identifying the helpful reviews in
a corpus of reviews using binary classification approaches. This problem consists of two main
objects, the set of reviews C = {c1,c2, ...,cN} of size N and its corresponding class label set
Y = {y1,y2, ...,yN}with label yi ∈ {+1,−1}. Our objective is to obtain an unbiased and accurate
classifier g(x)→ {+1,−1}, which can accurately identify the helpful and unhelpful instances
by modelling the limited helpful and abundant unlabelled reviews.

In our scenario, a −1 label from the ground truth indicates that a review is unlabelled, rather
than being unhelpful. The unlabelled reviews could be the result of a number of reasons, such as
when the review is not yet old enough to have gained sufficient viewers to provide it with helpful
votes, or when the user interface may have not yet shown the review to users (Liu et al., 2008).
For this reason, review helpfulness classification can be seen as an example of classification with
limited positive instances and many unlabelled instances. In particular, for the classification task
we are addressing, many of the reviews are unlabelled and could be either positive or negative.
The classical binary classifiers segregate positive and unlabeled instances and assume that all
unlabelled instances are negative, ignoring whether the unlabeled reviews are positive. How-
ever, recall our argument that many unlabelled instances are actually positive but have not been
fully labelled by users. Therefore, we expect a good classifier to identify more helpful reviews,
including both labelled and unlabelled ones. Next, we define our NCWS approach, which lever-
ages the age property of the unlabelled reviews during classification. We use the number of days
d since the review has been posted (i.e. its age in days) in addition to the content of the review
to infer confidence estimates about the unlabelled reviews being actually negative. We validate
the reliability of using the age of reviews as an adequate instance property in Section 6.4.2.

6.2.2 Negative Confidence-aware Weakly Supervised Approach (NCWS)

As we explained in Section 6.1, weak supervision provides more data to the learner. In this
work, we apply weak supervision to a classifier to address the limited positive instances and
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the preponderance of unlabelled instances. Indeed, in the review helpfulness classification task,
we might reasonably assume that some unlabelled newer reviews may in fact be positive, but
have not yet experienced sufficient exposure to users to gain helpful votes; conversely older
unlabelled reviews are less likely to be helpful.

To address the likelihood of the unlabelled instances are indeed positive, we propose a notion
of negativity, the likelihood that an unlabelled instance belongs to the (latent) negative class. In
review helpfulness classification, we assume that the likely negativity of an unlabelled review
increases with its age (i.e. the time the review has been posted). This is motivated by the assump-
tion that an old review has a higher probability to receive helpful votes (Liu et al., 2008; Lee
et al., 2018a). Therefore, the longer time an unlabelled review has been posted, the more likely
such review will be unhelpful.1 Indeed, negativity is orthogonal to the notion of positivity – used
by the PU learning approach of (Ishida et al., 2018) that only uses positive examples – which
is the confidence in the positive examples actually belonging to the positive class. In contrast,
our approach models the unlabelled reviews – i.e. NCWS – based on the age property of these
reviews, which indicates the confidence that the reviews are indeed unhelpful. In the following,
we use age to describe and illustrate how we generate the negativity scores during classification.

Firstly, let the negativity score n(c) = p(y =−1|c) for each unlabelled review c be a function
of the number of days since the review has been posted (d(c)):

n(c) =
log(d(c)+1)

log(max(d(C))+2)
(6.1)

where max(d(C)) indicates the age in days of the oldest review in the review set C. Indeed,
we argue that the longer that an unlabelled review has been posted, the more likely that the
review will be unhelpful. We normalise the value of the review’s number of days since it has
been posted d(c) into the range (0,1). A higher negativity score for a reviews denotes a larger
probability that the reviews are unhelpful for users. Furthermore, let π+ and π− indicate the
class priors p(y =+1) and p(y =−1), respectively.

Next, our NCWS classification approach builds a classifier, g(c), by minimising the binary
classification risk R(g). Let the generic form of a classifier’s risk R(g) be as follows:

R(g) = Ep(c,y)

[
`(y ·g(c))

]
(6.2)

where Ep(c,y) indicates the expectation over p(c,y) (i.e. the probability density of instance c

for the corresponding label y ∈ {+1,−1}), while `(·) denotes the loss function of the classifier.

1We further validate the underlying assumption in our used datasets in Section 6.4.2.
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Similar to the usage of example positivity in (Du Plessis et al., 2015), we leverage and incor-
porate the instance’s negativity into the risk function (i.e. Equation (6.2)) as follows. First, we
represent the risk function with the positive and negative prior probabilities as follows:

R(g) = Ep(c,y)[`(yg(c))]

= ∑
y=±1

∫
`(yg(c))p(c|y)p(y)dc

=
∫

`(g(c))p(c|y =+1)p(y =+1)dc+
∫

`(−g(c))p(c|y =−1)p(y =−1)dc

= π+E+

[
`(g(c))

]
+π−E−

[
`(−g(c))

]
(6.3)

The sum of the posterior probabilities of the two classes can be represented by the negative
class-based posterior probability:

π+p(c|y =+1)+π−p(c|y =−1) = p(c,y =+1)+ p(c,y =−1) (6.4)

= p(c) (6.5)

=
p(c,y =−1)
p(y =−1|c) (6.6)

=
π−p(c|y =−1)

n(c)
(6.7)

Therefore, we can represent the positive part with the negative-based probabilities as follows:

π+p(c|y =+1) =
π−p(c|y =−1)

n(c)
−π−p(c|y =−1)

= π−p(c|y =−1)(
1−n(c)

n(c)
)

(6.8)

According to Equation (6.8), we can generate the positive summand of the risk function in
Equation (6.3) as follows:

π+E+

[
l(g(c))

]
=
∫

π+p(c|y =+1)`(g(c))dc

=
∫

π−p(c|y =−1)(
1−n(c)

n(c)
)`(g(c))dx

= π−E−
[
(
1−n(c)

n(c)
)`(g(c))

] (6.9)
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Recall from the discussion in Section 6.1. We then follow the strategy proposed by Du Plessis
et al. (2015) in modelling the two classes with distinct loss or risk functions, which model the
positive and unlabelled instances in different strategies. Indeed, for the positive class, we retain
the original risk function (Equation (6.2)). As for the negative class, we combine Equations (6.3)
and (6.9) as follows:

R(g) = π−E−
[
(
1−n(c)

n(c)
)`(g(c))+ `(−g(c))

]
(6.10)

Finally, we implement the risk function with the following objective function J(g) for the
positive and negative instances respectively:

J(g) =

min∑
n
i=1

[
`(g(ci))

]
, if yi = 1

min∑
n
i=1

[
(1−n(c)

n(c)) )`(g(c))+ `(−g(c))
]
, otherwise

(6.11)

Thus far, we have formally introduced our NCWS classification correction approach with
the aforementioned objective function (Equation (6.11)). Note that this is a general definition
and can be applied to various generic binary classification approaches, and moreover, to various
classification tasks for which a negativity score n(x) can be defined (such as the age of review
for review helpfulness). In this work, we apply NCWS to the loss function in two main classes
of classifiers. The first class includes the SVM classifiers. SVM is a frequently used technique
for classification (Kim et al., 2006; Moraes et al., 2013). The second class includes the neural
network-based classifiers, specifically classifiers based on CNN (CNN was shown to be effective
in addressing the classification task in Section 5.2.4.1) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). BERT
has recently been shown to be effective in addressing the text classification task (Gao et al.,
2019; González-Carvajal and Garrido-Merchán, 2020). Next, we introduce the used classifiers
for review helpfulness classification.

6.3 Review Helpfulness Classification

In the following experiments, to demonstrate the generalisation of our NCWS approach, we
use two families of classifiers. One is based on SVM along a set of hand-engineered features
commonly used in the literature. We also use two neural network-based classifiers, namely CNN
and BERT-based classifiers.
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Table 6.1: Categorised hand-engineered features for SVM.

Structural Features
LEN The number of words included in each review.
NoS The number of sentences contained in each review.
ASL Average sentence length in each review.
PoQS Percentage of question sentences in each review.
Structural Combines all features in this structural feature category.

Lexical Feature
UGR Unigram, uses TF-IDF to generate a document feature vec-

tor for each review.
Syntactic Feature

Syn The percentage of nouns, adjectives and adverbs in each re-
view.

Metadata Features
Rating The review’s corresponding rating value
Age The number of days since the review was posted (nor-

malised using Eq. (6.1)).
ALL This combines all hand-engineered features into one inte-

grated feature.

6.3.1 SVM with Hand-Engineered Features

We use a support vector machine (SVM) to classify the users’ posted reviews into helpful and
unhelpful classes. Similar to (Kim et al., 2006), we use four groups of features in the SVM-
based classifiers, namely Structural, Lexicon, Syntactic, and Metadata features. Table 6.1 lists
the 10 applied features. To further enhance the basic SVM-based classifiers, we add another
metadata feature, namely Age to the feature set. Age is a feature leveraged in our proposed
NCWS approach as a key property of a review. Hence, it is added to the basic classifiers to
provide additional insights into the performance of NCWS and also to make fairer comparisons.
Finally, we combine all the features together into a single feature (ALL) that comprehensively
considers all the review’s information. For ease of notations, we denote by ‘SVM-X’, an SVM
classifier that uses the list of features X (e.g. ‘SVM-LEN’ denotes the SVM classifier that is
based on the LEN feature while SVM-ALL is the classifier that considers all features).

6.3.2 Neural Network (NN) Classifiers

We use CNN and BERT-based classifiers to experiment with the performance of state-of-the-
art classifiers using neural-network-based approaches to validate the effectiveness of NCWS on
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different classifier types. In our previous sentiment classification study (see Section 5.2.4.1), we
observed a leading performance by the CNN model in identifying reviews with positive or nega-
tive sentiments. As for the BERT-based classifier, BERT is a pre-trained language model, which
has been shown to outperform many other techniques when applied to address various classifica-
tion tasks (e.g. patent classification (Lee and Hsiang, 2019) and news classification (González-
Carvajal and Garrido-Merchán, 2020)). Therefore, we consider these two techniques as repre-
sentative neural network classifiers and compare their performances to the classic SVM classi-
fiers. We describe the implementation details of these two classifiers in Section 6.4.3.

6.4 Experimental Setup

In this section, we formulate our research questions, depict the used datasets and provide details
on the experimental setup of the baselines, our NCWS approach and the evaluation metrics.

6.4.1 Research Questions

In the following, we evaluate the usefulness of our NCWS approach in comparison to other
weakly supervised or other classification correction approaches from the literature (the base-

lines). First, we validate the effectiveness of the review helpfulness classification approaches
introduced in Section 6.3, which are our basic classifiers:

RQ 6.1: How effective are the review helpfulness classification approaches? (Section 6.5.1)
Second, we evaluate our proposed NCWS approach when applied to those selected basic

classifiers:
RQ 6.2: Can our proposed NCWS approach outperform other classification correction ap-

proaches on all three used datasets (i.e. Yelp and Amazon-based datasets) and can it improve the
effectiveness when various classifiers with differing performances are used? (Section 6.5.2)

Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of the review helpfulness models obtained using
NCWS to in a recommendation scenario, as per our final research question:

RQ 6.3: Does an improved NCWS-based review helpfulness classifier benefit an existing
state-of-the-art review-based rating prediction recommendation model? (Section 6.6)

6.4.2 Datasets

To address RQ 6.1 & RQ 6.2, we conduct experiments on three datasets from two data sources,
namely the Yelp, and the Amazon, which have been used in our previous studies (see Sec-
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Table 6.2: Summary of the three used datasets.

Dataset #Reviews #Helpful #Unlabelled %Helpful
Yelp 1,373,587 621,112 770,780 45.21%

Kindle 982,619 407,019 575,600 41.42%
Electronics 1,689,188 633,154 1,056,034 37.48%

tions 5.2.3.2 and 5.3.2.1). We use the top categories from each data source with the largest
amount of user reviews. Such a filtering strategy alleviates data sparseness in those categories
with few user reviews, focusing instead on categories with a rich user feedback. For Yelp, we
use the Yelp dataset challenge round 12.2 After that, we collect reviews from the top three cat-
egories including ‘restaurants’, ‘food’, and ‘nightlife’. For Amazon, we use a popular public
Amazon review dataset (He and McAuley, 2016), which has been used in prior review helpful-
ness studies (Diaz and Ng, 2018; Malik and Hussain, 2018). We select reviews from two popular
categories, namely ‘Kindle’ and ‘Electronics’ as our two Amazon datasets. Specifically, recall
that we refer to the classification approaches we introduced in Section 6.3 as the basic classi-
fiers. For these three datasets, following (Krishnamoorthy, 2015), we set the review helpfulness
threshold to 1, i.e. we consider reviews to belong to the positive class if they have one or more
helpful votes, otherwise, the reviews are regarded as unlabelled. Table 6.2 provides statistics for
the used three datasets. We conduct a 5-fold cross-validation on the three used datasets. It is
apparent from the datasets summary in Table 6.2 that these datasets are imbalanced, having all a
smaller number of helpful reviews than that of the unlabelled reviews. Therefore, we balance the
class distribution of the training dataset by applying a down-sampling strategy. Down-sampling
is a well-known solution to address the class distribution imbalance when training binary clas-
sifiers (Sun et al., 2009). In particular, as introduced in Section 6.2, we take the age of reviews
into account during the calculation of the review negativity by leveraging the assumption that an
older review has a higher probability to have received helpful votes. To validate our assumption
on the used datasets, in Figures 6.1a - 6.1c, we plot the age of reviews (in days) against the
probability that reviews of that age have been labelled as helpful. In the same figures, we also
plot the number of reviews of different ages (in red).

From Figures 6.1a - 6.1c, we observe that the Yelp, Kindle and Electronics datasets share
similar helpful vote distributions across review ages. Indeed, on all three datasets, these plots
appear to corroborate our assumption that there is a correlation between the number of received
helpful votes by a review and the number of days the review has been posted, since the older

2https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
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Figure 6.1: The probability of obtaining helpful votes for reviews with different number of days
(age) since a review was posted (blue lines) and the number of posted reviews of different ages
(red dots), for the Yelp, Kindle and Electronics datasets.

reviews have a higher probability of receiving helpful votes than the younger reviews. In partic-
ular, we calculate the Pearson and Spearman correlations between the age of reviews (in days)
and the helpful vote probability (see the top of Figure 6.1). According to the value of correla-
tion scores, all three datasets exhibit positive Pearson and Spearman correlation scores.3 This
statistically validates our assumption that older reviews have a higher probability of receiving
helpful votes. Note that for the Kindle dataset, reviews that are more than 2000 days old are
rare (see the corresponding frequency plot using red dots), explaining the high variance in the
corresponding helpful vote probabilities. In particular, we observe some sharp decreases in the
probability of receiving helpful votes in the three figures (i.e. Figures 6.1a - 6.1c). Such prob-
ability changes are due to the missing reviews that have been posted for corresponding days
(e.g. mere reviews have been posted for more than 5000 days in the Yelp dataset). As we can
observe in Figures 6.1a and 6.1c, the probability of receiving helpful votes for reviews in the
Yelp and Electronics datasets decreased to 0 due to the missing review samples that aged more
than around 5000 days. Moreover, recall that the Kindle dataset has few review instances that
are more than 2000 days old. Therefore, in Figure 6.1b, we can observe many share decreases
in the probability of receiving helpful votes due to such missing reviews.

Armed with these examined correlations, the underlying assumption of NCWS is thus as
follows: the longer a review has been posted and that remains unlabelled, the more likely that
the review will be unhelpful. Indeed, new reviews without votes could be helpful, but have not
had sufficient opportunity to be presented to users; on the other hand, older reviews have not
received helpful votes despite being presented to users. Therefore, to evaluate the effectiveness
of NCWS and its underlying assumption, we apply NCWS to two generic types of classifiers,
namely the SVM models with the features introduced in Section 6.3 and the Neural Network

3All correlations are statistically significant according to the scipy implementations.
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(NN)-based classifiers, namely CNN and BERT-based classifiers (introduced in Section 6.3.2).
As mentioned in Section 6.3, we also use the age of reviews as an additional feature for the SVM
classifier (denoted SVM-Age). Because of the observed correlations between the helpfulness
and the age of reviews and the reliance of NCWS on the age property, such a basic baseline
allows to evaluate if any improvement is the result of the use of the age feature itself, or whether
it is due to NCWS itself. We also compare the resulting classification performances to the same
classifiers but corrected using the competing methods from the literature, namely SVM-P, C-PU,
and P-conf. We describe these classifiers and their corrected versions in the next section.

6.4.3 Classifiers

We use the three following so-called basic classifiers:

1. SVM: We implement the SVM model, which has been used in our previous sentiment
classification task (see Section 5.2.2), with the LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) library.
Moreover, we use the default setting for the parameter values with a penalty parameter C
= 1.0 and the RBF kernel. We instantiate different SVM classifiers based on the features
sets listed in Table 6.1.

2. CNN: Similar to the sentiment classification approaches in Section 5.2.2, we also consider
CNN-based classifiers. However, as argued by (Wang et al., 2018b), a deeper CNN model
is more effective with its multi-level abstraction of the semantic features from text. There-
fore, in this chapter, we introduce a deeper CNN-based classifier, which consists of three
vertically concatenated convolutional layers. Each layer has different convolutional filter
sizes (namely 3×m, 4×m and 5×m respectively, where m is the embedding size of a
word). The output of the third convolutional layer is then fed into a linear prediction layer
to predict the review helpfulness label. Moreover, we use the public pre-trained word2vec
vectors from Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) with m = 100. In particular, we adopt the
cross-entropy loss to train the CNN model.

3. BERT: In this chapter, we also consider a BERT-based classifier (Devlin et al., 2019).
Recall the description of the BERT-based classification techniques from Section 6.3.2.
They have been shown be top-performing in different text classification tasks (Lee and
Hsiang, 2019; González-Carvajal and Garrido-Merchán, 2020). We implement a BERT-
based classifier with a popular natural language processing architecture (from Hugging-
Face’s Transformer (Wolf et al., 2019) library), which enables a quick implementation
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of the BERT transformer to process text. In particular, we adopt the pre-trained BERT
model (i.e. ‘bert-base-uncased’). Next, following the setup of the CNN-based classifier,
we again use a linear prediction layer to make the review helpfulness predictions and train
the model by using the classic cross-entropy loss function. Both CNN and BERT-based
classifiers are trained using batch size 100 for 10 epochs, using the Adam optimiser with
a learning rate of 10−4.

Classifier Correction Baselines: Our experiments also apply three existing correction ap-
proaches from the literature (namely SVM-P, C-PU and P-conf ) as baselines to correct the basic
classifiers:

1. SVM-P: The SVM-P approach applies a larger penalty value to the positive class than
to the negative class according to the ratio of the number of positive examples versus
the negative examples as suggested by Tang et al. (2009). We use LIBSVM (Chang and
Lin, 2011) to apply the penalty values to different classes in the loss function. However,
the experimental setup of SVM-P is different from other classification approaches in its
training process. Indeed, the penalty values for different classes correspond to the class
ratios of an unbalanced dataset. Therefore, we calculate the class ratio of the training
dataset for SVM-P before down-sampling. Note that, the SVM-P approach is limited to
the SVM-based classifiers.

2. C-PU: This approach was proposed by Du Plessis et al. (2015). C-PU has a similar
methodology to our NCWS approach, applying different loss functions for the positive and
unlabelled examples. However, unlike our approach, to adjust the basic classifiers, C-PU
does not consider the negative confidence of the unlabelled instances. For SVM, follow-
ing Du Plessis et al. (2015), we use the double hinge loss, `dh(z) = max(−z, max(0, 1

2 −
1
2z)), when applying C-PU. For the CNN and BERT-based classifiers, we directly integrate
C-PU into the cross-entropy loss function.

3. P-conf (Ishida et al., 2018): P-conf learns a classifier only from the positively-labelled
instances and leverages the probability of these instances to be positive. We apply the
objective function of P-conf (Ishida et al., 2018) to all basic classifiers.

6.4.4 Evaluation Metrics

In this chapter, we aim to detect helpful reviews with weakly supervised binary classifiers in the
review helpfulness classification task. Therefore, different from the use of the accuracy metric
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in the sentiment classification (see Section 5.2.3.1), we use the F1 metric as the key metric to
evaluate the performances of the classifiers in accurately classifying the reviews. Precision and
recall are also reported to further examine the classification accuracy and the models’ ability to
identify positive examples in the corpus. Note that we focus on using the F1 metric, since, in this
study, we aim to address the correction of review helpfulness classifiers by correctly identifying
more helpful reviews. In particular, recall the discussion in Section 6.2.1 and our aim to improve
the existing approaches by accurately identifying more helpful reviews, including both labelled
and unlabelled ones. This objective means that we are not solely relying on the classification
accuracy/precision but also on the performance in identifying helpful review instances (i.e. re-
call). Therefore, the F1 metric, which evaluates both the precision and recall performances of
the classification approaches, is considered the main evaluation metric in this study. Meanwhile,
we also report both the precision and recall performances of the corresponding classification
approaches. The scores of such two metrics evaluate the models’ effectiveness from two other
perspectives allowing for a comprehensive classification performance analysis of the models.

It is of note that a number of studies have proposed approaches for the evaluation of PU
learning. Claesen et al. (2015) proposed to use a ranking-based evaluation approach and set
the threshold value to divide the positive and negative examples. Jain et al. (2017) proposed to
evaluate the performance of PU learning-based classifiers with the aid of the class prior knowl-
edge of the class distribution in the unlabelled dataset. However, the evaluation approaches
of (Claesen et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2017) require the estimation of information such as the class
threshold and the class prior, which causes a systematic estimation bias in the evaluation pro-
cess (Du Plessis et al., 2015). Therefore, we resort to using the classical evaluation metrics we
introduced above and rely only on the ground truth of the positive examples that we have.

6.5 Results Analysis

In this section, we present and analyse the results of our experiments and answer the first two
research questions in Section 6.4.1. These research questions focus on identifying the review
helpfulness classifiers with the best performances among the basic classifiers. Then, we aim to
examine if we can better improve the classification performances of such classifiers with our
proposed NCWS approach than leveraging other classification correction approaches, namely
SVM-P, C-PU and P-conf.
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6.5.1 RQ 6.1: Review Helpfulness Evaluation

To address RQ 6.1 and identify the best performing basic classifiers, we compare the effective-
ness of various basic classifiers in distinguishing between helpful and unhelpful reviews using
the F1 score. The results over the three used datasets are presented in Table 6.3.

According to the results in Table 6.3, we observe that, among the SVM-based classifiers,
the SVM-LEN, SVM-Structural and SVM-ALL classifiers outperform other classification ap-
proaches and provide the best classification performances. They obtain the highest F1 scores
across the 3 datasets (>0.6 on the Yelp and Electronics datasets and >0.45 on the Kindle
dataset). Meanwhile, SVM-NoS and SVM-Age also obtain good classification performances on
the Yelp and Electronics datasets (F1 scores >0.5). However, their classification performances
decrease on the Kindle dataset (<0.35). In particular, by observing the good performances of
the classifiers that deploy review length as a feature (i.e. SVM-LEN, SVM-NoS, SVM-Structure
and SVM-ALL), we conclude that the length of a review is a useful feature for predicting re-
view helpfulness. Furthermore, the inconsistent performances on three datasets of the SVM-Age
classifier indicates that the age feature cannot by itself fully address the review helpfulness clas-
sification problem by leveraging the (weak) correlations between the age and the helpfulness of
review that was validated in Section 6.4.2. Apart from these discussed classifiers, the remainder
of the SVM-based classifiers each obtains high F1 scores on some but not all of the 3 datasets
or exhibits bad performances across the 3 datasets. For example, the SVM-Rating classifier
obtains good classification results on the Yelp and Electronics datasets but obtains a very low
F1 score on the Kindle dataset. On the other hand, the CNN and BERT-based classifiers also
provide good results with high F1 scores (>0.48). In particular, the BERT classifier obtains
higher F1 scores than the CNN classifier across all 3 datasets. However, the best performing
SVM-based approach (i.e. SVM-ALL) still outperforms these two NN-based approaches on all
the 3 datasets.

Therefore, for RQ 6.1, we conclude that the basic classifiers that account for the length
of a review, including the SVM-LEN, SVM-NoS, SVM-Structural and SVM-ALL classifiers,
provide the best overall performances among the SVM-based classifiers. This conclusion high-
lights the effectiveness of taking review length into account in the review helpfulness classifi-
cation task. This is in line with their good performances reported in the literature (Lu et al.,
2010; Liu et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2006). Moreover, the age feature-based classifier (i.e. SVM-
Age), which models our observed correlations between the age and the helpfulness of reviews,
does not provide effective classification results on three datasets. This observation shows the
necessity of considering additional text features, aside from the reviews’ age, to classify the
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Table 6.3: Performances of the basic classifiers.

Basic Classifiers Yelp Kindle Electronics
SVM-LEN 0.6069 0.4679 0.6047
SVM-NoS 0.5975 0.3362 0.5759
SVM-ASL 0.4931 0.0432 0.5315
SVM-PoQS 0.2153 0.0132 0.5287
SVM-Structural 0.6017 0.4576 0.6013
SVM-UGR 0.5344 0.0354 0.0925
SVM-Syn 0.0846 0.0086 0.0215
SVM-Rating 0.5439 0.0753 0.5081
SVM-Age 0.5428 0.3037 0.5451
SVM-ALL 0.6340 0.5877 0.6336
CNN 0.5018 0.4830 0.5103
BERT 0.6119 0.5618 0.5712

reviews’ helpfulness. Furthermore, the NN-based approaches (i.e. the CNN and BERT-based
classifiers) lead also to competitive review helpfulness classifiers (see Table 6.3). The good per-
formances of the CNN-based classifier agree with its effectiveness in classifying the reviews’
sentiment in Chapter 5. These results indicate the usefulness of applying a CNN-based classifier
as well as the better performing BERT-based classifier in addressing the text classification tasks
(e.g. the sentiment classification in Chapter 5 and the helpfulness classification in this Chapter).
As a consequence, we select these aforementioned SVM-based (i.e. SVM-LEN, SVM-NoS,
SVM-Structure, SVM-Age and SVM-ALL) and CNN-based and BERT-based classifiers as rep-
resentatives of reasonable review helpfulness classification approaches and for evaluating the
effectiveness of our proposed NCWS approach.

6.5.2 RQ 6.2: Classification Correction Evaluation

For RQ 6.2, we examine the effectiveness of our NCWS classification correction approach along
with the best performing basic classifiers examined in the previous section. In particular, we
compare NCWS to other existing classification correction approaches (namely SVM-P, C-PU
and P-conf) from the literature, on three datasets, namely, the Yelp, Kindle and Electronics
datasets. As mentioned in Section 6.1, we aim to address the problem of binary classification
with incomplete positive instances and abundant unlabelled instances. Following the general
weak supervision paradigm, the main objective of our NCWS approach is to help classifiers
model the unlabelled instances by identifying further positive instances4 from the many unla-

4These instances would have otherwise been assumed to be negative.
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(a) SVM-ALL basic classifier
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(e) P-conf approach

Figure 6.2: Frequency distribution of review helpfulness score predictions for the SVM-ALL
basic classifier and the corresponding classification correction approaches applied to the SVM-
ALL basic classifier.

belled instances, thereby improving the classifiers’ performances.
First, we compare the differences between the classification results of the basic classifiers

and the results after applying the corresponding classification correction approaches to the ba-
sic classifiers. Figures 6.2 plots the frequency distributions of the predicted scores of review
instances (in the range -1 to 1), to illustrate the alteration of the classification results when
NCWS and the classification correction baseline approaches are deployed. In particular, we
show the classification results of the SVM-ALL classifier, the best performing classifier, as a
representative example of the effects of applying NCWS and the various classification correc-
tion methods on the Kindle dataset. However, the observed trends remain consistent across
all basic classifiers for the other two Yelp and Electronics datasets. In particular, Figure 6.2a
shows the review helpfulness score predictions given by the basic SVM-ALL classifier, while
Figure 6.2b shows the obtained predictions after correcting the classifier using our NCWS ap-
proach. It is clear from the figures that when NCWS is applied, a further number of reviews
are classified as positive instances by the corrected SVM-ALL classifier. These results are in
line with the objective of our NCWS approach to identify more positive examples from the
unlabelled instances. Figures 6.2c, 6.2d and 6.2e show that after applying the classification
correction baseline approaches (i.e. SVM-P, C-PU and P-conf) to the SVM-ALL classifier, the
helpfulness score prediction distributions of the reviews change in different ways: while SVM-P
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Table 6.4: Results of the classification correction approaches on the Yelp, Kindle and Electronics
datasets. Statistically significant differences, according to the McNemar’s test (p < 0.05), to the
corresponding basic classifier are indicated by *.

Yelp Kindle Electronics
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

SVM-LEN
basic 0.5781 0.6421 0.6069 0.5369 0.4243 0.4679 0.5203 0.7218 0.6047

SVM-P 0.5661 0.6791 0.6169 0.5405 0.3742 0.4288 * 0.5125 0.7373 0.6047
NCWS 0.5503 0.7258 0.6256 * 0.5294 0.4890 0.5083 * 0.5113 0.7421 0.6054 *

SVM-NoS
basic 0.5597 0.6437 0.5975 0.5370 0.2603 0.3362 0.5268 0.6351 0.5759

SVM-P 0.5418 0.6930 0.6081 0.5377 0.2421 0.3139 0.5268 0.6351 0.5759
NCWS 0.5315 0.7330 0.6151 * 0.5345 0.2799 0.3443 * 0.4777 0.7468 0.5827 *

SVM-Structural
basic 0.5819 0.6309 0.6017 0.5364 0.4103 0.4576 0.5386 0.6805 0.6013

SVM-P 0.5790 0.6378 0.6036 0.5392 0.3790 0.4343 0.5462 0.6621 0.5986
NCWS 0.5501 0.7263 0.6252 * 0.5267 0.4883 0.5011 * 0.5169 0.7295 0.6051 *

SVM-Age
basic 0.5569 0.5293 0.5428 0.6457 0.1986 0.3037 0.6012 0.4987 0.5451

SVM-P 0.5925 0.3990 0.4769 0.7338 0.0840 0.1508 0.6598 0.3336 0.4431
NCWS 0.5159 0.7098 0.5975 * 0.5910 0.2526 0.3539 * 0.5939 0.5243 0.5569 *

SVM-ALL
basic 0.6023 0.6253 0.6136 0.5254 0.6023 0.5612 0.5975 0.6619 0.6280

SVM-P 0.5651 0.6932 0.6226 0.5148 0.6237 0.5641 0.5472 0.6974 0.6132
NCWS 0.5751 0.7063 0.6340 * 0.4988 0.7152 0.5877 * 0.5730 0.7086 0.6336 *

CNN
basic 0.5416 0.4674 0.5018 0.4969 0.4699 0.4830 0.4291 0.6294 0.5103

SVM-P - - - - - - - - -
NCWS 0.5291 0.5254 0.5272 * 0.4718 0.5362 0.5019 * 0.4082 0.7624 0.5317 *

BERT
basic 0.5248 0.7338 0.6119 0.4783 0.6807 0.5618 0.5161 0.6395 0.5712

SVM-P - - - - - - - - -
NCWS 0.5034 0.7927 0.6157 * 0.4543 0.7653 0.5701 * 0.4923 0.7127 0.5823 *

adjusts the classification results of the basic SVM-ALL classifier by identifying further positive
review instances, C-PU and P-conf completely change the frequency distribution of the original
SVM-ALL classifier’s score predictions. In particular, they classify most review instances as
positive with C-PU squeezing most of the classification results into an extremely narrow range
(i.e. between 0.9994 and 0.9998).

As a consequence, only NCWS and SVM-P are useful at correcting and enhancing the per-
formance of the SVM-ALL classifier. Hence, in the following, we focus our experiments on the
best performing basic classifiers – as identified in the conclusions of RQ 6.1 – and the corre-
sponding NCWS and SVM-P corrected results, on the three datasets, to further examine their
overall effectiveness.

Table 6.4 examines the effectiveness of SVM-P and NCWS after applying them to the SVM
and NN-based classifiers on the three datasets. For the SVM-P approach, the F1 scores show that
SVM-P can be helpful to all the basic classifiers – except SVM-Age – and enhances their classi-
fication performance with higher F1 scores. However, such effectiveness is not generalisable to
all SVM-based approaches on the three datasets. For example, SVM-P negatively impacts the
SVM-LEN classifier on the Kindle dataset with a lower F1 score (0.4679 → 0.4288). Mean-
while, our NCWS approach outperforms SVM-P by exhibiting higher F1 scores. In particular,
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Table 6.5: The impact of NCWS on classification: number of unlabelled reviews that changed
from being predicted negative to predicted positive by the application of NCWS; total number
of reviews predicted negative by the basic classifiers; the percentage of reviews that changed is
also shown.

Yelp Kindle Electronics
SVM-LEN 7559 / 90260 (8.3%) 10030 / 92138 (10.8%) 4587 / 126187 (3.6%)
SVM-NoS 15714 / 97301 (16.1%) 2563 / 104016 (2.4%) 31255 / 138253 (22.6%)
SVM-Structural 20534 / 95746 (21.4%) 6888 / 93687 (7.3%) 12562 / 136656 (9.1%)
SVM-Age 52797 / 160458 (32.9%) 9781 / 171451 (5.7%) 6778 / 232405 (2.9%)
SVM-ALL 23603 / 149574 (15.78%) 20235 / 101828 (19.8%) 21413 / 201927 (10.6%)
CNN 25204 / 171307 (14.7%) 35012 / 119640 (29.3%) 50397 / 152453 (33.1%)
BERT 12503 / 78451 (15.9%) 9217 / 68815 (13.3%) 10512 / 165227 (6.3%)

it can significantly and consistently enhance the basic SVM-based classifiers to yield higher F1
scores according to the McNemar’s test (p < 0.05).

On the other hand, apart from these SVM-based classifiers, we further examine the effec-
tiveness of NCWS5 on the NN-based classifiers, which have been shown to be effective in many
neural language processing tasks. Table 6.4 shows that significant and consistent improvements
are observed after applying NCWS to the CNN and BERT-based NN classifiers on the 3 datasets.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of NCWS when applied to the cross-entropy loss function.
Moreover, when applied to the best performing approaches (i.e. SVM-LEN, SVM-Structural,
SVM-ALL and BERT), NCWS can further increase the F1 scores of these classifiers. For ex-
ample, NCWS improves SVM-ALL to obtain the overall best classification performance on the
3 datasets.

Table 6.5 shows how many unlabelled reviews were classified by the basic classifiers as
negative but classified as positive by our NCWS approach. For example, in the Yelp dataset,
the SVM-LEN basic classifier predicts 90,260 unlabelled examples as unhelpful while NCWS
predicts 7,559 instances of these reviews as being helpful (i.e. an ∼8.3% increase). In general,
about 5-30% of the unlabelled reviews are re-labelled as positive and identified as helpful by
NCWS. These results align with our objective, discussed in Section 6.2.1, to identify more pos-
itive instances from the unlabelled corpus. Therefore, by analysing the results from the three
datasets, we can now answer RQ 6.2: NCWS can successfully improve the performances of the
basic classifiers while outperforming other classification correction approaches on the F1 eval-
uation metric. These results validate our assumption that the age of reviews is a reliable signal
to infer which of the unlabelled reviews are actually unhelpful and that the longer an unlabelled
review has been posted, the more likely this review is unhelpful. Moreover, since we are in-

5The SVM-P method is limited to SVM-based classifiers as introduced in Section 6.4.3.
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vestigating review-based recommendation approaches in this thesis, to evaluate the helpfulness
of the helpful-classified but unlabelled reviews, we aim to feed the classified helpful reviews
to an existing review-based recommendation technique (i.e. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017)),
to evaluate the effectiveness the classified helpful reviews. Note that this evaluation strategy
does not directly answer the helpfulness of the positive-classified reviews for users. Therefore,
a future corresponding crowdsourcing user study could be conducted to address such a concern.
Then, in the next section, we show how the performance of a state-of-the-art review-based rec-
ommendation system can benefit from the predicted helpfulness of reviews and a filtering-based
review property encoding approach.

6.6 Integration of the Helpfulness Property

This section aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the predicted reviews’ helpfulness when ap-
plied to address the rating prediction task. We also aim to leverage the corresponding results
to demonstrate the benefit of NCWS. This empirical study addresses RQ 6.3 stated in Sec-
tion 6.4.1, by focusing on examining the usefulness of the identified helpful reviews in enhancing
the review-based recommendation performance. Similar to the study conducted in Section 5.3,
we apply NCWS in the context of a representative state-of-the-art review-based rating prediction
model, namely DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017), which has also been described in Section 3.1.

To integrate NCWS and encode the helpfulness property of reviews into DeepCoNN, we
follow (Li et al., 2021a) and use a filtering-based property integration approach. Such filtering
approach simply replaces the user and item review corpora with only those reviews that are
predicted to be helpful. In doing so, we postulate that removing noisy or unlabelled reviews
and replacing them with further positive reviews as identified by NCWS results into a more
effective learned DeepCoNN model. We validate this through experiments on the Yelp dataset,
which is a widely used recommendation dataset (Wang et al., 2019d) and has also been used in
our previous studies (c.f. Section 5.2 and 5.3). Note that in this thesis, we aim to address the
ranking-based recommendation task (see the problem statement in Section 4.2). Therefore, in
the later chapter (i.e. Chapter 7), we will further evaluate the effectiveness of using the estimated
reviews’ helpfulness when applied in ranking-based and review-based recommendation models.

6.6.1 Experimental Setup

We compare different replacement strategies to assess the effectiveness of the corresponding
review selection approaches as input for DeepCoNN. Such review selection approaches include:
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• (1) +Random: randomly samples the same numbers of reviews as the predicted helpful
reviews with the best corrected classifier (i.e. SVM-ALL) as input for DeepCoNN;

• (2) +Basic: selects helpful reviews with the basic SVM-ALL classifier, which had the best
performance in review helpfulness classification in Section 6.5.1;

• (3) +NCWS: uses the predicted helpful reviews with a NCWS-corrected SVM-ALL clas-
sifier.

• Similarly, as additional comparative approaches, we use the corresponding (4) +SVM-P,
(5) +C-PU and (6) +P-conf but with the SVM-P, C-PU and P-conf’s predicted helpful
reviews instead.

We apply these different review-selection strategies within the DeepCoNN recommendation
model on the Yelp dataset, along with two baselines: DeepCoNN and a classic rating prediction
approach, namely Matrix Factorisation (MF) (Sra and Dhillon, 2006), which was described in
Section 2.3.2 and considers ratings, but not the text of the reviews.

Our experiments are conducted using a 5-fold cross validation, following as closely as possi-
ble the experimental setup of (Zheng et al., 2017) (with the same trained word embedding model,
but with a different dataset and review selection strategies) to reproduce the original DeepCoNN
model. We evaluate the rating prediction accuracy by using Mean Average Error (MAE) and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which were introduced in Section 2.2.1. For both metrics,
smaller values are better. We use the paired t-test to determine significant differences of MAE.6

6.6.2 Results

Table 6.6 presents the MAE and RMSE scores of the DeepCoNN variants. In particular, the first
group of rows are baselines, while the second group corresponds to approaches that make use of
review helpfulness classification when filtering the set of reviews to use. On analysing the table,
comparing the rating prediction error of DeepCoNN and MF using the MAE and RMSE metrics,
we observe that DeepCoNN, which uses all reviews for item recommendation enables better
representations of user preferences and item properties with lower rating prediction errors than
MF. Indeed, recall that MF is only trained on ratings, while DeepCoNN has access to the text of
the reviews. In relation to the helpful reviews, we observe that by filtering the reviews to include
only those that are predicted to be helpful (c.f. DeepCoNN+Basic, +SVM-P and +NCWS), the
rating prediction is improved (i.e. significantly reduced MAE and RMSE scores) compared to

6RMSE, which is a non-linear aggregation of squared absolute errors, is not suitable for significance testing.
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Table 6.6: Recommendation results when using the predicted helpful reviews: Significant MAE
improvements (t-test, p < 0.05) w.r.t. DeepCoNN, DeepCoNN+Basic & DeepCoNN+SVM-P
are denoted by ◦, • & ∗, resp..

MAE RMSE
MF 1.1526 1.4345
DeepCoNN 0.8969 1.1798
+Random 0.9201 ◦∗ 1.2278
+Basic 0.8629 ◦ 1.1012
+C-PU 0.8969 •∗ 1.1798
+P-conf 0.8969 •∗ 1.1798
+SVM-P 0.8597 ◦ 1.0998
+NCWS 0.8503 ◦•∗ 1.0954

DeepCoNN. This implies that, among all the reviews considered by the DeepCoNN baseline,
some are noisy, and removing these to focus upon the likely helpful reviews aids learning a more
effective recommendation model. On the other hand, the +C-PU and +P-conf integrations have
the same performances as DeepCoNN – indeed, this is expected from the results of Section 6.5.2,
where P-Conf and C-PU were not effective in identifying helpful reviews.

Moreover, comparing the performances between the +Basic, +SVM-P and +NCWS integra-
tions, we find that our proposed NCWS approach results in better rating predictions, exhibiting a
significant 1.8% improvement in MAE and 0.27% improvement in RMSE, respectively, in com-
parison to the +Basic approach that uses the basic SVM-ALL classifier. In particular, +NCWS
also shows a significantly better performance than +SVM-P, which indicates the benefit of using
NCWS over SVM-P in identifying helpful reviews as input for the DeepCoNN model. More-
over, +NCWS is significantly more accurate than +Random, a variant that uses the same number
of randomly sampled reviews. Hence, and in answer to RQ 6.3, we find that focusing on the
likely helpful reviews, particularly those additional reviews found using our proposed NCWS
classifier (see Table 6.5), allows the performance of the state-of-the-art DeepCoNN rating pre-
diction approach to be significantly enhanced. This also validates the effectiveness of NCWS
in identifying the reviews’ helpfulness as well as the filtering-based review property encoding
strategy. In particular, we show that the helpfulness of reviews estimated by an effective helpful-
ness classifier can significantly improve the performance of a recommendation approach. This
observation validates our proposed claim in the thesis statement from Section 1.3: by inferring
the helpfulness of properties of reviews, the recommendation approaches can obtain a better
performance in estimating the users’ preferences.
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6.7 Conclusions

In the thesis statement (stated in Section 1.3), we postulated the usefulness of accurately infer-
ring the helpfulness properties of reviews to a review-based recommender. Therefore, to accu-
rately infer the reviews’ helpfulness property, we proposed a novel weak supervised binary clas-
sification correction approach (NCWS). In particular, NCWS considers the confidence probabil-
ities of the unlabelled examples as being negative. Using three datasets, we first examined the ef-
fectiveness of many basic review helpfulness classification approaches. In Table 6.3, we showed
that the length feature-based SVM classifiers (i.e. SVM-LEN, SVM-NoS, SVM-Structure and
SVM-ALL) and neural network-based approaches (i.e. the CNN and BERT-based classifiers)
gave the best helpfulness classification performances. Next, we showed the effectiveness of
our NCWS approach compared to several existing state-of-the-art classification correction ap-
proaches from the literature (see Table 6.4). In Table 6.5, we also illustrated how NCWS allows
to increase the number of positive instances by 5–30% when integrated into various binary clas-
sifiers. These experimental results showed that by leveraging our proposed NCWS approach, we
can accurately classify the reviews into helpful and unhelpful. Therefore, we could use the es-
timated reviews helpfulness with NCWS in our proposed review-based recommendation frame-
work to address the availability of review attributes (see the challenges to address in Section 4.6).
In particular, we further examined the effectiveness of the estimated reviews’ helpfulness by
our proposed NCWS approach when applied to a review-based recommendation model. In Ta-
ble 6.6, we showed that by leveraging the predicted helpful reviews (i.e. the filtering-based prop-
erty encoding strategy), we can significantly enhance the performance of a representative review-
based recommendation model (namely DeepCoNN). These results indicated that the extract re-
views’ helpfulness could benefit the performance of review-based recommendation techniques.

Therefore, in summary, in this chapter, we have validated another part of our proposed thesis
statement in Section 1.3, namely by inferring the reviews’ helpfulness property, a review-based
recommendation system can indeed better capture the users’ preferences and obtain improved
recommendation performances. In summary, in Chapters 5 and 6, we have addressed the ex-
traction of the reviews’ sentiment and helpfulness properties and showed their effectiveness in
improving the accuracy of a representative review-based recommendation model (i.e. Deep-
CoNN). Then, with the improved availability of the review properties, starting from the next
chapter, we focus on leveraging various inferred review properties from the reviews to address
the user preference estimation. In particular, we aim to propose end-to-end review-based rec-
ommendation approaches to instantiate our proposed review-based recommendation framework,
which takes the extracted review properties into account.
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Chapter 7

Integrating Review Properties using an
Attention Mechanism

7.1 Introduction

In Chapters 5 and 6, we improved the availability of the reviews’ properties by accurately esti-
mating the sentiment and helpfulness properties of reviews from the reviews’ text via effective
classifiers. In particular, the analysis of the experimental results in Chapters 5 and 6 showed
that by identifying the reviews with strong sentiment or by only considering the helpful re-
views deemed useful to users, we could significantly improve the recommendation accuracy of
a review-based recommendation model. Next, recall the discussed challenges of implement-
ing our proposed review-based recommendation framework in Section 4.6. We also need to
address the estimation of the users’ preferences for the review properties, so as to identify per-
sonalised useful reviews (see the users’ preferences estimation discussed in Section 4.6.2). In
Section 3.1, we have also explored many review-based recommendation approaches that aimed
to incorporate the usefulness of reviews in making recommendations (Chen et al., 2018b; Bau-
man et al., 2017). Some models have used an attention mechanism to model the usefulness of
reviews (Guan et al., 2019) or those portions of the textual content of reviews that contribute
most to the recommendation performances (Chen et al., 2019). However, as we argued in Sec-
tion 3.1, a limitation of such approaches is that they capture the usefulness of reviews by rely-
ing on historical data, which often do not generalise to reviews that are unseen by the trained
model (Veličković et al., 2018). This limitation is commonly discussed as the out-of-distribution
problem in the literature. Some unseen reviews could be written in different forms, styles, or
languages compared to the learned historical reviews, making a different distribution of review
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data and making it difficult for the attention-based model to estimate the exact usefulness of the
reviews correctly.

To address the limited generalisability of using the attention mechanism, we propose to con-
sider the review properties to model the usefulness of reviews. Indeed, by integrating such re-
view properties into the review modelling process, a review-based recommendation model could
also encapsulate the usefulness of reviews when capturing the users’ preferences and items’ at-
tributes. Moreover, we have discussed in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, how various review prop-
erties have been used as side/contextual information to enrich the user-item interactions when
addressing recommendation tasks. However, it remains unclear how different review properties
contribute to estimating the usefulness of their corresponding reviews for effective recommen-
dation. As a consequence, in this thesis, we address this limitation by considering various review
properties and examining their actual effectiveness in capturing the reviews’ usefulness in ad-
dressing the recommendation task. According to the users’ adoption of information framework,
introduced in Chapter 1.1, each user follows a particular scheme or strategy in using different
properties or aspects of the review information and hence each user makes different interaction
decisions. Therefore, we argued that a model can better capture the users’ preferences by learn-
ing how users use the reviews and by examining their preferences on different properties of the
reviews (see Section 1.3).

In this chapter, we focus on addressing the personalised selection of reviews’ properties by
modeling the importance of different review properties in capturing the usefulness of reviews
and then learning the users’ preferences and the items’ attributes. We propose a novel review
property-based neural network model (RPRM), which instantiates our proposed review-based
recommendation framework in Section 4.5, to effectively address the recommendation task.
RPRM investigates the usage of review properties to model the usefulness of reviews and aims
to enhance the ability of the recommendation model in capturing the usefulness of reviews and
the users’ adoption of information. In particular, RPRM uses six review properties, covering the
four main types of review properties, introduced in Section 4.4, in recommendation scenarios to
encode the usefulness of reviews. In particular, we consider the age of the reviews, the length
of the reviews, the reviews’ associated ratings, the number of helpful votes associated to the
reviews, the probability of the reviews being helpful and the sentiment expressed in the reviews.
Note that, in Chapters 5 and 6, we validated the usefulness of two such properties (i.e. the prob-
ability of the reviews being helpful and the sentiment expressed in the reviews) in improving the
performances of review-based rating prediction models. However, different review properties
can have various importance levels in capturing the usefulness of reviews for different users and
items. Moreover, according to the aforementioned users’ adoption of information framework
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(Sussman and Siegal, 2003), users’ tend to leverage distinct properties of reviews to consider
the usefulness of different reviews, so as to support their choices. This suggests that users tend
to prefer items whose associated useful reviews capture the same important properties as those
the users prefer. Therefore, we also propose two loss functions and a negative sampling strat-
egy that aim to reward the situation where a user and the interacted items agree on the most
important properties while penalising the situation where the user disagrees with the negative
sampled items on the most important properties. For example, the agreement will be high if a
user considers longer reviews to be more useful and a given item’s reviews usefulness is better
captured by long reviews.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 7.2, we recall the statement
of the ranking-based recommendation task we are addressing in this thesis and its associated
notations. Then, we describe our proposed review-based recommendation model (i.e. RPRM).
RPRM is designed to address the ranking-based recommendation task by leveraging the reviews’
associated properties. Next, we describe the experimental setup for our proposed RPRM model
in Section 7.3. The experimental setup comprises the description of the research questions,
the used datasets, the evaluation metrics, and the details of training our proposed RPRM and
the baseline approaches. In Section 7.4, we discuss and analyse the obtained experimental
results to answer the research questions. Moreover, in Section 7.5, we further analyse the users’
preferences for the reviews’ properties. In particular, we investigate the relationship between
the importance of review properties between the users and their interacted items. Finally, we
summarise the conclusions of this chapter in Section 7.6.

7.2 Methodology

We first briefly recall the top-n ranking-based recommendation task we aim to address in this
thesis and its used notations (see Section 4.2). Next, we describe our proposed RPRM model,
which leverages the reviews posted by users to enhance the recommendation task. In particular,
RPRM instantiates our proposed review-based recommendation framework in Chapter 4.

7.2.1 Task Definition

As we introduced in Section 4.2, a ranking-based recommendation task aims to effectively rank
items for users according to their preferences. The recommendation task involves connecting
two key entity types, namely: the set of users U = {u1,u2, ...,uN} with size N and the set of
items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} with size M. To address the recommendation task, we aim to accurately
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estimate the users’ preferences on items so that we rank the items that a given user might find
the most interesting in higher ranks. To do so, we investigate the use of the reviews that the
users have posted on items, as well as their associated properties. Each user u or item i has an
associated set of reviews, i.e. posted by that user, Cu, or posted on that item, Ci.

Furthermore, the reviews of a user or an item can be described using k review properties
P = {P1,P2, ...,Pk}. For example, to capture the preferences of user u for a given property P1, we
estimate the corresponding review property scores for each review in the review set of user u –
i.e. P1,u = {p1,1, p1,2, ..., p1,|Cu|}, where p1,t is the property score of the tth review of user u. For
example, the geographical property (‘near’ vs. ‘distant’), the length property (‘long’ vs. ‘short’),
or the age of reviews (‘old’ vs. ‘recent’) can all be mapped into a scalar in the interval [0, 1].
Indeed, for the length property, a longer review will have its length property score closer to 1
than other shorter reviews. Hence, similar to the methodology we used to encode the sentiment
property in Chapter 5, the property scores depict the usefulness of reviews. In other words,
the computed property scores enable the modelling of reviews from different perspectives and
examine the relationship between the review usefulness and the review properties.

7.2.2 The RPRM Model

To address the top-n ranking-based recommendation task, we propose the novel Review Properties-
based Recommendation Model (RPRM), which is a neural recommendation model that takes the
reviews and their associated properties into account. In particular, following the review prop-
erty encoding strategy used in Section 5.3.1.3, we use a dot-product attention mechanism to
score and learn which review properties are more useful in describing the usefulness of reviews
and thereby are important in making good recommendations. Note that the filtering-based re-
view property encoding strategy that in Section 6.6 is also applicable. However, although the
filtering-based strategy is effective according to an performance improvement obtained in Chap-
ter 6, it might also lead to an information loss by ignoring part of the review data (Spicer et al.,
2011). Figure 7.1 presents the architecture of our proposed RPRM model. In general, RPRM
is a collaborative filtering-based framework, which models the interactions between users and
items. It is of note that RPRM models both the users and items using the same neural network
architecture (see User and Item Modelling in Figure 7.1). The RPRM architecture is organised
into four layers, which we discuss in turn below:

1. The review property encoding layer, which combines the semantic textual representations
of reviews obtained using BERT, a top-performing pre-trained language model (Devlin
et al., 2019), with the properties of reviews (Section 7.2.2.1);
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Figure 7.1: The Neural Network Architecture of RPRM.

2. The review embedding processing layer, which creates a low-dimensional representation
of each review (Section 7.2.2.2);

3. The review property attention layer (Section 7.2.2.3), which identifies the properties of
reviews that are more useful to represent the users’ preferences and items’ attributes;

4. We use the output from the last layer as input to the prediction layer, along with the
identification embedding of a given user and item, to score the user’s preferences on items
(Section 7.2.2.4).

Later, in Section 7.2.3, we propose and discuss two new loss functions and a new negative
sampling strategy to aid learning while encapsulating the properties of reviews.

7.2.2.1 Review Property Encoding Layer

RPRM first models the users’ reviews and items’ reviews. To process and summarise the se-
mantic information of each review, we convert each review into a 768-sized embedding vector
by using the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019). In particular, in Chapter 6, we have
also showed the top performance of the BERT-based classifier in capturing the semantic feature
of the review text in identifying helpful reviews. Therefore, in this chapter, we leverage the
pre-trained BERT model to generate the review text representation. Next, in this layer, similar
to the SentiAttn model in Chapter 5, RPRM encodes the embedding vectors of the reviews with
various review properties through a dot-product function. The objective of encoding the review
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latent vectors with different review properties is to model the usefulness of reviews from differ-
ent perspectives (e.g. length, age, sentiment). Each review property can be represented by a list
of normalised review property scores. These scores allow RPRM to focus on different reviews
and encode the knowledge of the corresponding reviews’ properties.

For example, by encoding the review length property, the model can capture how reviews
with different lengths can have an influence on the recommendation outcome and how the length
property of reviews is associated with the user/item representations. The encoding process of a
given review property can be described as follows:

Ou,P1 = [X1P1,1,X2P1,2, ...,X|Cu|P1,|Cu|] (7.1)

Following the notations we used in our proposed SentiAttn model in Section 5.3, X1,...,|Cu| indi-
cates the embedding vectors of the reviews of user u and |Cu| is the size of their review set. In
particular, Equation (7.1) encodes the review property P1 for user u. After encoding k review
properties, for user u, we have Ou = [Ou,P1, ...,Ou,Pk ].

In particular, as mentioned in Section 4.4, in this thesis, we use six commonly available
review properties to describe the reviews from different perspectives:

1. Age: We calculate the number of days d since a review has been posted. Then, we
compute the Age score of a review to be: p = 1−d/max(D), where max(D) is the age of
the oldest review in the collection. In this case, a recent review is considered more useful
than an older review.

2. Length: The number of words that are included in a review.

3. Ratings: The ratings associated with the review (1-5 stars).

4. Polar_Senti: The Polar_Senti property indicates the probability of a given review being
polarised (strongly positive or negative). We use the CNN-based classifier as in Chapter 5.
Note that we showed that the CNN-based classifier is a strongly effective classifier with
>95% classification accuracy (see Figure 5.2). We obtain the corresponding probabilities
of the positive reviews being actually positive or the negative reviews being negative.1

5. Helpful: The number of helpful votes given by other users to a particular review.

1Recall that a review is positive (negative) if it has a rating≥ 4 (≤ 2). The polarity of a 3-star review is predicted
by the CNN classifier.
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6. Prob_Helpful: We calculate the probability of a given review being helpful by using
the best classification approach among those examined in Section 6.5.2. This classifica-
tion approach is based on the SVM-ALL classifier, which considered various review text
features (e.g. the reviews’ length and reviews’ age) and was then further enhanced by our
proposed NCWS classification correction approach.

In addition, for the Length, Ratings and Helpful review properties, which have their property
scores larger than 1, we apply the min-max normalisation to scale the property scores into [0, 1].
Note that, as we discussed in Section 4.4, we use these six review properties as typical review
properties, which are commonly available in various datasets.

7.2.2.2 Review Processing Layer

After encoding the embedding vectors of the reviews with their review property scores, we use
the convolutional operators, as in other review-based deep neural network approaches (Zheng
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018b), to model the embedding vector of each review. The convo-
lutional operators consist of m neurons, with the jth neuron modelling the review embedding
vector as follows:

Z j = ReLU(V ∗K j +b j) (7.2)

where V is the input vector (i.e. the encoded embedding vectors of the reviews), ∗ is the convolu-
tion operator with the jth filter and b j is a bias term. The ReLU activation function, a commonly
used activation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010; Ramachandran et al., 2017), is applied to pro-
cess the generated features.

Next, each neuron j applies a sliding window over the features Z with a max pooling function
to then obtain the convolutional output o j for the corresponding neuron. Therefore, for each
review, we concatenate the convolutional output from the neurons and obtain the processed
embedding vector for each review as follows:

O = [o1,o2, ...,om] (7.3)

7.2.2.3 Review Property Attention Layer

In the review property encoding layer, RPRM converts the user/item modelling latent vectors
into a set of latent vectors by considering various review properties. In this attention layer, the
main objective is to observe which properties of reviews are more useful to represent the users’
preferences and items’ attributes. We hypothesise that the dot-product attention mechanism can
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enhance the recommendation performance of RPRM. Moreover, each user or item is associated
with a review property weighted vector φu or φi with size k, where k is the number of used review
properties. For a given user u, the review property attention layer is defined as follows:

O′u =
∑

k
t=0 φu,tOu,Pt

k
(7.4)

7.2.2.4 Prediction Layer

In this layer, RPRM concatenates the processed review latent vectors with the identification
embedding vector of users and items to make recommendations. The final prediction of the
users’ preferences on items can be computed as follows:

R̂u,i = (O′u⊕Vu)� (O′i⊕Vi) (7.5)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operation, which combines the review embedding vector O′, and
the identification embedding vector V . Moreover, � denotes the dot product of the resulting
latent vectors to calculate the preference score Ru,i of user u on item i. As we discussed in
Section 3.1, the dot product, or in general the inner-product, has become the top choice in
addressing the users’ preferences estimation upon the available user/item feature vectors (Shi
et al., 2018; Hyun et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018b; Chin et al., 2018). Therefore, we use the dot
product function in our proposed RPRM model to address the final users’ preferences prediction.

7.2.3 Model Learning

The RPRM model addresses a ranking-based recommendation task, i.e. for a given user, it ranks
first those items likely to be of interest to the user. In particular, recall from Section 2.3.2 that a
common and popular ranking scheme is to first apply the Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR)
loss function (Rendle et al., 2009) to optimise the model by comparing the prediction scores for
users U with the positive items I+ and the negative items I−. The positive items are those items
the user has interacted with while the negative items are sampled from those items the users did
not interact with thus far. In particular, the uniform sampling strategy is commonly used (Xu
et al., 2016; Manotumruksa et al., 2017) to generate the negative items from the users’ unseen
items. We use this learning scheme as a basic setup of our proposed RPRM model.
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7.2.3.1 Loss Functions Using the Importances of Review Properties

Aside from building upon the BPR’s loss function and uniform sampling for generating negative
items, we propose various novel learning schemes to enhance the recommendation effectiveness.
According to the users’ adoption of information framework (Sussman and Siegal, 2003) that we
discussed in Section 3.5, users show distinct information processing behaviour. In particular,
there is a relationship between the users’ behaviour and the review properties. This suggests
that users tend to prefer items whose associated useful reviews capture the same important prop-
erties as those the users prefer. Therefore, we propose two loss functions (i.e. PropLossuu

and PropLossui) that reward the case where a user and the interacted items agree on the most
important properties and penalise the case where the user disagrees with the negative sampled
items on the most important properties. In particular, based on the users’ adoption of informa-
tion framework, we assume that users would prefer to process information from items that have
similar importance scores on the review properties in capturing useful reviews. Leveraging the
similarly scored items’ properties by the used attention mechanism, users would exhibit a higher
probability of interacting with these items than with other unknown items. Therefore, both of our
proposed loss functions ensure that there is an agreement on the importance of review properties
between the users and their interacted items (i.e. i+).

However, PropLossuu amplifies the disagreement on the importance of review properties
between the users and the unseen (i−) sampled items, while PropLossui amplifies the disagree-
ment between the interacted items and the unseen (i−) sampled items of users. These two loss
functions are defined as follows:

PropLossuu(u, i+, i−) = Sim(φu,φi−)−Sim(φu,φi+) (7.6)

PropLossui(u, i+, i−) = Sim(φi+,φi−)−Sim(φu,φi+) (7.7)

where Sim(.) is a function that measures the similarity between the weighted vectors of the
review properties. Before applying the similarity function, we scale the weighting scores by di-
viding the scores by the sum of scores in each weighted vector to generate a discrete probability
distribution of scores [0,1] over the review properties.

In particular, we use the Cosine similarity (Cos) function and the Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergence measure as the (dis)similarity functions, which have shown good performances in
measuring latent vector similarities (Wang et al., 2019c). Note that, since KL is a divergence
measure, we use the inverse of KL to compute similarity. Furthermore, we combine the Pro-
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pLoss functions with the commonly-used BPR loss function as follows:

L = α×BPR(u, i+, i−)+(1−α)×PropLoss(u, i+, i−) (7.8)

where α controls the emphasis on the two loss functions.

7.2.3.2 A Sampling Strategy Using the Importances of Review Properties

To introduce a different technique in leveraging the agreement on the importances of the re-
views’ properties between the users and items, we also propose a novel negative sampling strat-
egy, called PropSample, which models the agreement on the importance of review properties
between the users’ interacted items and the unseen items. We argue that if the same properties
are important to two items (e.g. i1 and i2), but a particular user interacts with item i1 but not
with item i2, then this user shows a clearer preference for item i1 over item i2. Therefore, we
sample negative items from each user’s unseen items by selecting items that have similar review
properties to those items the user has already interacted with.

For a given positive item i+ ∈ I, we again use a similarity function Sim() to calculate the
similarity on the paired property weighted vectors φi,p between the positive item i+ and all neg-
ative (unseen) items (i.e. I−). Note that the time complexity of calculating such a similarity
between positive and negative items is linear. Indeed, firstly, the time complexity of calculating
an individual pair of items is O(n), which is proportionally to the size of the weighted vectors
(i.e. the number of used properties in this study). In particular, since we are using six review
properties, such time complexity is close to O(1). Therefore, the calculation of the similarity
between the positive and all negative items is in linear time complexity and increases propor-
tionally to the number of negative instances. Next, similar to the loss functions, we normalise
the similarity scores across all negative items into a probability distribution. This probability
distribution gives the likelihood for sampling these items as a negative instance for learning.

7.3 Experimental Setup

In this section, we examine the performances of our proposed model and approaches on two
real-world datasets (i.e. the Amazon and Yelp datasets), which we have previously used in
Chapters 5 and 6. Moreover, we compare the performance of RPRM with one classical (i.e.
BPR-MF, a classic collaborative filtering technique (see Section 2.3.2)) and five existing state-
of-the-art recommendation approaches (i.e. DREAM, CASER, DeepCoNN, JRL and NARRE,
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which were discussed in Chapter 3). In particular, we evaluate the performances of our proposed
loss functions and negative sampling strategy in addressing the following research questions:

• RQ 7.1: Does RPRM outperform the recommendation baselines on the two used datasets?

• RQ 7.2: Do the proposed loss functions, PropLossuu and PropLossui, improve the rec-
ommendation performances of RPRM in comparison to the classical BPR loss function?

• RQ 7.3: Does the proposed negative sampling strategy, namely PropSample, further en-
hance the recommendation performance of RPRM compared to the uniform sampling
strategy?

7.3.1 Datasets & Evaluation Metrics

For answering the aforementioned research questions, we use two real-world datasets, namely
the Yelp dataset2 and the Amazon Product dataset3 (McAuley et al., 2015; He and McAuley,
2016) to examine the effectiveness of our RPRM model as well as our proposed loss functions
and negative sampling strategy. These two datasets have been used in all of our previous ex-
periments (see Chapters 5 and 6). The Yelp dataset focuses on the user reviews on their top
popular category (i.e. ‘restaurant’). For the Amazon dataset, we follow the experimental setup
in Section 5.3.2.1, and include user reviews on products from six categories.4 The use of various
categories of the Amazon dataset allows to capture the users’ preferences across different types
of items/products.

In our experiments, we remove cold-start users and items from both datasets, as to ensure
that each user and item have at least 5 associated reviews. The resulting Yelp dataset has 47k
users, 16k items and 551k reviews; the Amazon dataset has 26k users, 16k items and 285k re-
views. Then, following (Sachdeva and McAuley, 2020; Chen et al., 2018b) and our previous
experimental setup in Section 5.3.2.1, the two datasets are divided into 80% training, 10% vali-
dation and 10% test sets in a time-sensitive manner. In particular, we ensure that the same data
split ratio applies to the interactions of each user. Next, we measure the recommendation effec-
tiveness by examining if the items interacted with by the users in the test sets are actually chosen
for recommendation by the tested models. Hence, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, we compute the
Precision and Recall metrics at different standard rank cutoff positions (namely, P@1, P@10,

2https://www.yelp.com/dataset
3http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
4‘amazon instant video’, ‘automotive’, ‘grocery and gourmet food’, ‘musical instruments’, ‘office products’ and

‘patio lawn and garden’
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and R@10) as well as the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Normalised Discounted Cu-
mulative Gain (NDCG) metrics to examine the effectiveness of the evaluated recommendation
approaches. To test statistical significance, we apply a paired t-test, with a significance level
of p < 0.05, and use the post-hoc Tukey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) (Sakai, 2018) at
p < 0.05 to account for the multiple comparisons with the t-tests. In the following, we describe
the experimental setup of both RPRM and the used baselines.

7.3.2 Baseline Approaches

We use six baselines: one classical baseline and five existing state-of-the-art recommendation
approaches:

• BPR-MF (Rendle et al., 2009): is a traditional and commonly used recommendation
baseline that uses a pairwise ranking loss function (i.e. BPR) to learn the matrix factorised
interactions between users and items. We have already described the MF model with the
BPR-based loss function in Section 2.1.

Next, we consider two ranking-based recommendation models, which were discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3. Both these models take the review property into account:

• DREAM (Yu et al., 2016): This model encodes the age property of the reviews and models
the dynamic representations of the users’ preferences with a recurrent neural network (see
Section 2.4.3 for the description of the recurrent neural network).

• CASER (Tang and Wang, 2018): This model is a recent approach that sequentially models
the implicit user historical interactions with convolutional neural networks. It is a state-of-
the-art recommendation model (Guo et al., 2020) that encodes the age property of reviews.

Moreover, we consider three review-based recommendation models as baselines:

• DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017): This model is a review-based recommendation model
that jointly models users and items through a convolutional neural network (the descrip-
tion of the convolutional neural network can be found in Section 2.4.2). The DeepCoNN
is a representative review-based recommendation technique and has been discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6.

• JRL (Zhang et al., 2017): This model is a heterogeneous recommendation model that
encodes various types of information resources including product images, review text and
user ratings. In particular, we implement the JRL model by only using the review text.
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• NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b): NARRE models users and items with two parallel neural
networks, both of which include a convolutional layer and an attention layer to capture the
usefulness of reviews. This model has also been used as a review-based recommendation
baseline in Chapter 5.

7.3.3 Model Training

We implement our proposed RPRM model and the NN-based baseline approaches (namely
DREAM, CASER, DeepCoNN, JRL and NARRE) using the PyTorch framework (Paszke et al.,
2019). For the setup of RPRM, in the review processing layer, as introduced in Section 7.2.2,
we use the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) to convert each review into a 768-sized
latent vector. However, since BERT is limited to encoding a maximum of 512 tokens, we limit
the maximum review length to using the first 512 tokens. Next, in the review property encoding
layer, we use the SVM-ALL classifier that improved by our proposed NCWS classification cor-
rection approach in Chapter 6. Such a corrected classifier generates the ‘Prob_Helpful’ property
scores, which estimates the probability of the reviews being helpful. In particular, we follow
the method from Chapter 6 in training the NCWS model using reviews from the ‘food’ and
‘nightlife’ categories of the Yelp Challenge dataset round 125 and on the Kindle reviews from
Amazon6. We use NCWS from Chapter 6 to predict the ‘Prob_Helpful’ property scores of the
reviews in both the Yelp and Amazon datasets. Similarly, to generate the ‘Polar_Senti’ review
property scores, we use a CNN-based binary sentiment classifier (Kim, 2014), which has been
shown to have a strong classification accuracy (>95%) (see Chapter 5). Similarly, we then train
it on 50,000 positive and 50,000 negative sentiment reviews that are sampled from the Yelp
Challenge dataset round 12 to conduct sentiment classification. We label the polarity of each
review according to the user’s posted ratings, which we label as positive if the rating ≥ 4, and
negative if the rating ≤ 2. This CNN classifier provides each review with its probability of
carrying a strong polarised sentiment. Finally, when training our proposed RPRM model, we
apply early-stopping and use the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a 5e−4 and 1e−3

learning rates for the Yelp and Amazon datasets, respectively. These learning rates are selected
after tuning the model on the validation set, varying the learning rates between 1e−5 and 1e−3.

To ensure a fair comparison, we also apply early-stopping on all baseline approaches. More-
over, since we use a pre-trained BERT model to convert the reviews into embedding vectors

5We use different Yelp dataset rounds, different categories & removed reviews that belong to ‘restaurant’ from
‘food’ and ‘nightlife’, to avoid overlaps between the NCWS and RPRM evaluation settings.

6Again, we use a different Amazon review category for training NCWS to avoid any overlap with the RPRM
evaluation.
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for our proposed RPRM model, we also extend the DeepCoNN and NARRE baselines by using
the BERT-encoded review embedding vectors. In particular, for DeepCoNN, we concatenate all
reviews given by/to a single user/item and form a user/item review document. Similar to RPRM,
for both DeepCoNN and NARRE, we limit the maximum length of the user/item document in
the DeepCoNN model, and the maximum tokens of each review in NARRE, to 512 tokens. We
then fine tune every baseline model with learning rates in [1e−3,1e−4,1e−5] and compare our
approaches with the settings that exhibited the best performances on the validation set. We eval-
uate the various components of our proposed RPRM model incrementally. First, we capture the
effectiveness of using the review properties in a review-based recommendation model. Next, we
remove the review property encoding layer in RPRM, denoted as ‘No-Prop’, to examine its ef-
fectiveness on our datasets. Next, we also examine the effectiveness of using each single review
property from the included properties in Section 7.2.2 (i.e. the reviews’ ages, lengths, sentiments,
ratings, helpfulness as judged by the users and helpfulness as predicted by a helpfulness clas-
sifier). Therefore, we apply each single review property in the review property attention layer
of RPRM to evaluate their effectiveness in identifying the usefulness of reviews. We denote the
resulting recommendation models with the name of the corresponding review properties (e.g.
‘Age’ for using the Age property). Next, we examine the effectiveness of our proposed RPRM’s
learning schemes, namely the two loss functions (PropLossuu and PropLossui) and the negative
sampling strategy PropSample. In particular, we compare their performances to the commonly
used BPR loss function and the uniform sampling, respectively.

7.4 Results and Analysis

We present and analyse the results of our experiments to answer the research questions in Sec-
tion 7.3. Our experiments focus on investigating the performance of RPRM as well as the
effectiveness of our proposed loss functions and negative sampling strategies in comparison to
six strong baselines from the literature.

7.4.1 RQ 7.1: Review Property-based Model Evaluation

To answer RQ 7.1, we first examine the performances of the six baselines and compare them to
the performances of our proposed RPRM model. In particular, we integrate each review property
separately, before combining all of them together in the full RPRM model. The results on the
two used datasets are presented in Table 7.1.

First, we compare the performance of the RPRM model without using the review property
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Table 7.1: Recommendation performances when using review properties in RPRM. Significant
differences w.r.t. ‘No-Prop’ are indicated by ‘*’ (according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey
HSD correction method, p < 0.05). 1/2/3 denote a significant difference according to both tests
w.r.t. to the indicated approach. ↑ indicates that the corresponding approach is significantly
outperformed by RPRM on all ranking metrics according to both tests.

Dataset Amazon
Model P@1 P@10 R@10 MAP NDCG@10
↑BPR-MF 0.0053* 0.0034* 0.0301* 0.0111* 0.0163*
↑DREAM 0.0052* 0.0043* 0.0291* 0.0106* 0.0151*
↑CASER 0.0093* 0.0060* 0.0499* 0.0239* 0.0315*
↑1 DeepCoNN 0.0053*2,3 0.0037*2,3 0.0343*2,3 0.0119*2,3 0.0157* 2,3

↑2 JRL 0.0041*1,3 0.0031*1,3 0.0310*1,3 0.0092*1,3 0.0123*1,3

↑3 NARRE 0.0175*1,2 0.0066*1,2 0.0588*1,2 0.0279*1,2 0.0365*1,2

↑No-Prop 0.0208 0.0088 0.0805 0.0357 0.0467
Age 0.0215* 0.0089 0.0820* 0.0372* 0.0489*
Length 0.0214 0.0089 0.0815* 0.0364* 0.0477*
Helpful 0.0218* 0.0089 0.0817* 0.0365* 0.0483*
Prob-Helpful 0.0214 0.0093 0.0852* 0.0376* 0.0495*
Ratings 0.0206 0.0087 0.0795* 0.0352 0.0460
Polar-Senti 0.0211 0.0086 0.0783* 0.0355 0.0466
RPRM 0.0223* 0.0095* 0.0865* 0.0378* 0.0496*
Dataset Yelp
Model P@1 P@10 R@10 MAP NDCG@10
↑BPR-MF 0.0101* 0.0058* 0.0391* 0.0145* 0.0217*
↑DREAM 0.0083* 0.0065* 0.0469* 0.0155* 0.0229*
↑CASER 0.0111* 0.0083* 0.0571* 0.0229* 0.0333*
↑1 DeepCoNN 0.0054*2,3 0.0025*3 0.0173*2,3 0.0072*2,3 0.0115*2,3

↑2 JRL 0.0043*1,3 0.0021*3 0.0135*1,3 0.0061*1,3 0.0093*1,3

↑3 NARRE 0.0137*1,2 0.0087*1,2 0.0605*1,2 0.0228*1,2 0.0332* 1,2

↑No-Prop 0.0153 0.0099 0.0745 0.0260 0.0387
Age 0.0157 0.0105* 0.0756* 0.0267* 0.0415*
Length 0.0159* 0.0101 0.0726* 0.0262 0.0403
Helpful 0.0151 0.0100 0.0719* 0.0255 0.0394
Prob-Helpful 0.0152 0.0103 0.0750 0.0264 0.0409
Ratings 0.0160* 0.0102 0.0730* 0.0264 0.0411
Polar-Senti 0.0155 0.0102 0.0738 0.0262 0.0401
RPRM 0.0161* 0.0104 0.0761* 0.0271* 0.0421*

encoding layer (namely No-Prop) to the baseline approaches from Table 7.1. We observe that
No-Prop significantly outperforms all baseline approaches, including the state-of-the-art rec-
ommendation approaches (namely CASER, DeepCoNN and NARRE), according to both the
paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method regardless of whether they use any review
information. In particular, we focus on DeepCoNN, JRL and NARRE, which make use of re-
view information. Both DeepCoNN and JRL exhibit weak recommendation performances on
the two used datasets with low precision, recall and MAP scores, which are lower than the tradi-
tional BPR-MF approach. The BPR-MF approach is a strong baseline and was shown recently
to outperform various state-of-the-art recommendation approaches from the literature (Rendle
et al., 2020). Among these three baselines, NARRE significantly outperforms both the Deep-
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CoNN and JRL approaches according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction
method on the two datasets with higher evaluation scores. However, NARRE is significantly
outperformed by our No-Prop variant (according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD
correction method), despite No-Prop having a simpler structure than NARRE. The effective-
ness of this simple review-based recommendation approach is consistent with the conclusions
in (Sachdeva and McAuley, 2020). Moreover, by comparing No-Prop and DeepCoNN, we note
that the only architecture difference between these two models is that No-Prop integrates the
identification embedding vectors of users and items. The observed significantly enhanced per-
formances of No-Prop over DeepCoNN on all used metrics (paired t-test and Tukey HSD cor-
rection method) demonstrate the benefits of using such embedding vectors to model the users’
preferences and items’ attributes. In summary, we find that No-Prop significantly outperforms
all baseline approaches. In particular, the use of the embedding vectors, which model the users’
preferences and items’ attributes, explains the superior performances of both the No-Prop and
NARRE models in comparison to other baseline approaches.

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of integrating different review properties to the basic
No-Prop approach to model the usefulness of reviews. The results from Table 7.1 show that in
general, the review properties can significantly improve the performances of No-Prop on both
used datasets according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method. In partic-
ular, we observe that the ‘Age’ and ‘Prob_Helpful’ review properties are the two most effective
properties among the six review properties we tested in capturing the usefulness of reviews and
improving the recommendation effectiveness of No-Prop. The other review property-based ap-
proaches show different performances on the two datasets. For example, the ‘Helpful’ property
enhances the performances of No-Prop on the Amazon dataset, but decreases its performances
on the Yelp dataset. Moreover, the ‘Ratings’ property improves the recommendation perfor-
mances of No-Prop on the Yelp dataset but not on the Amazon dataset.

Therefore, these results suggest that it is more effective to selectively apply the right re-
view properties in the recommendation model to assess the usefulness of the reviews and to
leverage them in the made recommendations, which is one of the main underlying ideas of our
proposed review-based recommendation framework (see Chapter 4). In particular, these results
indicate the necessity of understanding the importance of different review properties on different
datasets or recommendation applications. Therefore, next, we evaluate the performance of our
proposed RPRM model, which integrates all six review properties and appropriately scores (or
weights) the importance of different reviews’ properties. The observed results for RPRM from
Table 7.1 show that the RPRM model provides the best recommendation effectiveness on the
two used datasets. Moreover, the observed performances significantly outperform both No-Prop
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Table 7.2: Impact of the model’s learning schemes on RPRM. Statistically significant differences
with respect to ‘RPRM-basic’ are indicated by ‘*’ (according to both the paired t-test and the
Tukey HSD correction method, p < 0.05).

Dataset Amazon Yelp
Model P@1 P@10 R@10 MAP NDCG P@1 P@10 R@10 MAP NDCG
RPRM-basic 0.0223 0.0095 0.0865 0.0378 0.0496 0.0161 0.0104 0.0761 0.0271 0.0421
PropLossuu-KL 0.0217 0.0094 0.0867 0.0381 0.0499 0.0163 0.0106 0.0772* 0.0281* 0.0434*
PropLossuu-Cos 0.0211* 0.0093 0.0853* 0.0369* 0.0484* 0.0154* 0.0105 0.0764 0.0271 0.0423
PropLossui-KL 0.0226 0.0097 0.0894* 0.0385* 0.0507* 0.0175* 0.0107 0.0788* 0.0288* 0.0442*
PropLossui-Cos 0.0211* 0.0093 0.0859* 0.0382 0.0496 0.0165 0.0105 0.0772* 0.0278* 0.0430
PropSample-KL 0.0225 0.0093 0.0863 0.0385* 0.0503* 0.0163 0.0102 0.0738* 0.0268 0.0419
PropSample-Cos 0.0220 0.0093 0.0855 0.0376 0.0493 0.0166 0.0105 0.0767* 0.0276 0.0424
PropLossui-KL
+PropSample-KL

0.0210* 0.0095 0.0871* 0.0373 0.0489 0.0162 0.0100 0.0740* 0.0266 0.0415

PropLossui-KL
+PropSample-Cos

0.0211* 0.0094 0.0863 0.0372* 0.0486* 0.0159 0.0105 0.0770* 0.0273 0.0425

and all the baseline approaches, including the existing state-of-the-art recommendation models
(namely, NARRE, CASER and DeepCoNN), according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey
HSD correction method. These results demonstrate the benefits of using all review properties
and weighting their importance for capturing the useful reviews and their leverage in recom-
mendation.

Therefore, in answering RQ 7.1, we conclude that different review properties show distinct
effectiveness levels in enhancing the performance of a review-based recommendation model.
Among the six used review properties, the ‘Age’ and ‘Prob_Helpful’ properties are the most
effective, and consistently enhance the effectiveness of the No-Prop recommendation model. In
particular, we identified the consistent effectiveness of leveraging the ‘Prob_Helpful’ property to
address rating prediction and ranking-based recommendation tasks. However, we also showed
the inconsistent effectiveness of applying the sentiment property of reviews to these two tasks
(i.e. effective when used in addressing the rating prediction but not the ranking task). Further-
more, by integrating all six review properties and weighting their importance in the full RPRM
model, we observe that RPRM achieves the best performance among all evaluated approaches
on both used datasets. Our results also validate our hypothesis in Section 7.2.2.3, namely that
weighting the importance of review properties with a dot-product attention mechanism can en-
hance the recommendation performances.

7.4.2 RQ 7.2: Effectiveness of the Proposed Loss Functions

To answer RQ 7.2, we examine the impact of using our proposed loss functions (namely PropLossuu

and PropLossui) using two different (dis)similarity approaches (namely the KL divergence and
Cosine similarity). We also compare the RPRM model that uses our proposed loss functions
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with the same model using a standard ranking scheme, namely the BPR loss function and a uni-
form sampling strategy for generating negative items (i.e. RPRM-basic). By exploring different
combinations, we have four possible model learning setups, i.e. PropLossuu with KL or Cosine
and PropLossui with KL or Cosine. Table 7.2 presents the obtained experimental results on the
two Amazon and Yelp datasets for these four model learning setups. First, from Table 7.2, we
observe that our proposed two loss functions can consistently improve the performance of the
basic RPRM with the exception of the PropLossuu-Cos model setup on the Amazon dataset. In
particular, by comparing the evaluation performances of the PropLoss-based approaches with
that of the basic RPRM, we observe that PropLossui-KL improves upon the recommendation
performances of RPRM-basic with significantly higher MAP and NDCG scores according to
both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method on the two used datasets: (MAP:
0.0378→ 0.0385) and (NDCG: 0.0496→ 0.0507) on the Amazon dataset, and (MAP: 0.0271
→ 0.0288) and (NDCG: 0.0421→ 0.0442) on the Yelp dataset, which is significant according
to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method at p < 0.05.

Next, we compare the impact of integrating the two proposed loss functions in turn into
RPRM. From the results in Table 7.2, we observe that the PropLossui-based approaches out-
perform the PropLossuu-based approaches on both datasets. This observation suggests that, in
terms of setting the importance of the used review properties, it is more effective to amplify
the disagreement between the users’ interacted items and the negatively sampled items than that
between users and the negatively sampled items. Our results also demonstrate that leveraging
the users’ adoption of information framework is a promising approach. Finally, by examin-
ing the effectiveness of the two similarity measurement approaches, we observe that both the
KL and Cosine (dis)similarity-based approaches can outperform the RPRM-basic model when
applied with the PropLossui approaches. However, KL is consistently more effective on both
datasets in comparison to the Cosine similarity method. Moreover, the PropLossuu−KL signifi-
cantly outperform RPRM-basic according to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction
method. This result overall demonstrates the effectiveness of modelling the divergence between
the weighting vectors of the review properties on our used datasets.

After analysing the results from Table 7.2, we now answer RQ 7.2: our proposed loss func-
tions PropLossuu and PropLossui can both improve the performances of RPRM-basic. More-
over, PropLossui shows a higher effectiveness than PropLossuu in enhancing the recommenda-
tion performance. We conclude that the divergence between the weighted vectors of the review
properties using the KL divergence measure, PropLossui, can enhance the RPRM-basic model
and gives the best overall recommendation performances.
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7.4.3 RQ 7.3: Effectiveness of the Proposed Negative Sampling Strategy

We now examine the effectiveness of our proposed negative sampling strategy (PropSample),
so as to answer RQ 7.3. From Table 7.2, we observe that PropSample does not consistently
outperform the RPRM-basic model when using the same similarity approach. In particular,
the PropSample model with the KL divergence can improve the recommendation performance
of RPRM-basic on the Amazon dataset but not on the Yelp dataset. On the other hand, the
PropSample model that uses the Cosine similarity can improve the recommendation perfor-
mance of RPRM-basic on the Yelp dataset but not on the Amazon dataset. Next, we investigate
combining the PropSample negative sampling strategy with the best performing loss function,
namely PropLossui-KL (see the last two rows of Table 7.2). We observe that the combination of
both PropSample and PropLossui-KL with RPRM-basic does not lead to a better performance
than when solely using PropLossui-KL. These results might be caused by the fact that both
PropLossui and PropSample similarly capture the importance of the review properties between
the users’ interacted items and the unseen items. Furthermore, PropSample only considers the
agreement between the users’ interacted (positive) and the unseen (negative) items on the im-
portant reviews’ properties, which might not be sufficient to sample useful negative items.

Therefore, to answer RQ 7.3, we conclude that PropSample can enhance RPRM if an ade-
quate similarity measure is applied on each used dataset. In addition, by comparing the perfor-
mances of the Prop -Sample and PropLoss approaches, our results show that the PropLoss loss
function has more impact on the recommendation effectiveness than the negative sampling strat-
egy, suggesting that it is more important to capture the reviews’ properties importance between
the users and their interacted or unseen items.

7.5 Users’ Property Preferences

The users’ personal views on the usefulness of reviews, as discussed in the users’ adoption of
information framework is one of the main arguments underlying our proposed RPRM model
as well as the key motivation of this thesis (see Section 1.2). In Section 7.4, we showed the
effectiveness of modelling the agreement between the users and items in terms of the reviews’
properties. Therefore, in this section, we use three randomly selected users to illustrate the
users’ preferences on different review properties and the agreement on the importance of review
properties between the users and their interacted items.

To this end, Figure 7.2(a)-(c) plots the learned RPRM property importance scores for the
review properties of three randomly selected users, say A, B & C, as well as their interacted
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(a) User A (few interactions).
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(c) User C (many interactions).

Figure 7.2: The properties’ importance scores of reviews for randomly selected users and their
interacted items. ‘Help’, ‘P_Help’, ‘P_Senti’ are the abbreviations of ‘Helpful’, ‘Prob_Helpful’
& ‘Polar_Senti’, resp. ‘PI’ refers to the Properties’ Importance scores.

items. The users’ property importance preferences are shown using a blue dashed line with
square markers; their interacted items in the test set are also shown (solid lines in Figures 7.2a
and 7.2b and dots in different colours in Figure 7.2c) from the Yelp dataset. In particular, we
select users A & B as example users that have few interactions with items, to illustrate the
importance scores on the review properties between the target users and their interacted items.
Indeed, we select users with few interactions so as to be able to visually plot all these items in
a figure. From Figure 7.2a, we observe that user A shows stronger preferences for the ‘Length’
property (i.e. A prefers longer reviews) and that the ‘Length’ property is also highly weighted
when determining the usefulness of reviews associated to that user’s interacted items. On the
other hand, for user B (Figure 7.2b), the ‘Age’ property is an important review property (i.e. B
prefers recent reviews) to capture the review usefulness, which is similar to the high weights on
‘Age’ for the interacted items.

Next, since users A and B have few item interactions, they might not accurately reflect the
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behaviour of the general user population in using different reviews. Therefore, we plot the
learned importance scores of the review properties for a third user, C, who has interacted with
a higher number of items. We also plot the mean importance scores of the review properties of
his/her interacted items in Figure 7.2c. From Figure 7.2c, we observe that the importance scores
on the review properties of user C are close to the mean importance scores on the review prop-
erties of his/her interacted items, especially on the two most important review properties (‘Age’
and ‘Helpful’). This tells us that the ‘Age’ and ‘Helpful’ properties are important properties to
observe the usefulness of reviews for both user C and his/her interacted items.

The above figures provide further evidence that users and their interacted items agree on the
important review properties. We envisage that an online platform could leverage these weighting
scores to customise the review presentation to different users according to their preferences for
different review properties. For example, it is better to present recent reviews to user B than
to user A, while user A would prefer to see longer reviews so as to obtain more information
about the items’ features. Our proposed RPRM model can learn the importance of the review
properties to identify useful reviews and enables making review presentation decisions.

7.6 Conclusions

After effectively extracting two useful review properties (i.e. the reviews’ sentiment and helpful-
ness properties) in Chapters 5 and 6, in this chapter, we aimed to address another main challenge
in our proposed recommendation framework, namely the estimation of users’ preferences. To
address the estimation of users’ preferences, we proposed the review-based RPRM model (see
Section 7.2.2), which leverages the attention mechanism to model the importance of different
review properties in capturing the usefulness of reviews thereby enhancing the recommendation
performance. In particular, inspired by the users’ adoption of information framework (Sussman
and Siegal, 2003), in Section 7.3.3, we further proposed two new loss functions and a negative
sampling strategy that account for the usefulness of the review properties.

The experimental results in Table 7.1 showed that RPRM consistently and significantly out-
performed six strong existing recommendation models across the Yelp and Amazon datasets. In
particular, when an individual review property drives the weights of the reviews’ usefulness, the
results in Table 7.1 showed that different review properties showed different levels of effective-
ness in identifying useful reviews to improve the models’ recommendation performances. The
reviews’ age and Prob_Helpful properties were shown to be the two most effective among the
six used review properties. Next, among the loss functions and negative sampling strategies, we
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showed that leveraging the KL divergence measure-based loss function (i.e. PropLossui−KL)
together with a uniform sampling, can enhance RPRM-basic and yields the best overall recom-
mendation performances (see Table 7.2). These results validate the effectiveness of leveraging
the attention mechanism to model the importance of the reviews’ properties when identifying
useful reviews. They also show that we could indeed obtain more accurate recommendations by
leveraging the personalised usefulness of reviews among users through the reviews’ associated
properties. Hence, these results validate a key claim in our thesis statement (see Section 1.3).
However, we argue that the attention mechanism is not the only method that can be applied to
address the users’ preferences estimation to identify personalised useful reviews. Therefore, in
Chapter 8, we propose another review-based recommendation model that instantiates our pro-
posed review-based recommendation framework in Chapter 4 using a different technique.
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Chapter 8

Integrating Review Properties using
Bandit Algorithms

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, we instantiated our proposed review-based recommendation framework in Chap-
ter 4 by introducing a novel review-based recommendation model, called RPRM. In particular,
to address the estimation of the users’ preferences for review properties and items (see Sec-
tion 4.6.2), RPRM leveraged the attention mechanism to estimate the personalised importance
of the review properties for different users. RPRM showed effective recommendation results.
However, we argue that we can apply different techniques, aside from an attention mecha-
nism, to effectively estimate the users’ preferences for the review’ properties, so as to obtain
enhanced recommendation performances. Therefore, in this chapter, we investigate a differ-
ent technique to address the choice of reviews’ properties, thereby instantiating differently our
proposed review-based recommendation framework in Chapter 4.

Recall from the users’ adoption of information framework, which we discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5, that different types of users prefer reviews exhibiting different properties. In particular,
according to the results in Table 7.1 from Chapter 7, we showed that not every review property
is effective when applied to model the usefulness of reviews in the recommendation task. This
observation aligns with the users’ adoption of information framework, which states that users
selectively focus on specific review properties to identify useful reviews. The attention mech-
anism can effectively learn the importance of different review properties and linearly combine
the resulting features when modelling the users/item features (see Section 7.4.1). However, the
attention mechanism cannot model the users’ behaviour, whereby they focus on specific review
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properties. Therefore, in this chapter, we argue that, instead of using an attention mechanism, it
is beneficial to model the users’ choice in using some specific review properties to estimate the
usefulness of reviews. In particular, we propose to characterise such selection behaviour as a
multi-armed bandit problem. Indeed, the identification of those review properties that are most
preferred by a given user can be characterised as an exploration vs. exploitation dilemma (Auer
et al., 2002). Typically, a contextual bandit search algorithm relies on the context to estimate
the rewards for selecting different arms. In particular, in the thesis statement (see Section 1.3),
we also argued that users present distinct personalised preferences on the use of reviews and
when interacting with items. To capture the users’ differences, we propose to leverage the users’
posted reviews, since they convey rich preferences information (Antelmi, 2019; Jin et al., 2013),
as the context used by the contextual bandit search algorithm, so as to effectively estimate the
value of each review property for a given user. In particular, recall the used attention mechanism
from Section 7.2.2.3, which relied on the resulting recommendation outcome to estimate the im-
portance of various review properties. In this chapter, different from the attention mechanism,
using the users’ posted reviews as the context in the bandit search algorithms, we can also model
the users’ differences according to the features of their posted reviews.

In the literature, the recommendation task has been frequently converted into a bandit prob-
lem (Xu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2010; Cañamares et al., 2019) to understand the users’ preferences
when interacting with different items. Many studies (Li et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2020) applied dif-
ferent strategies to estimate the value of selecting different items to recommend to users. How-
ever, for a multi-armed bandit problem with k arms, the difficulty of finding the optimal arm
increases as the value of k increases (Cicirello and Smith, 2005). Therefore, if a recommenda-
tion model tackles the recommendation task as a bandit problem, its performance will be limited
when applied to a large dataset with numerous items.

In this chapter, instead of considering the selection of items as a bandit problem like in (Xu
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2010; Cañamares et al., 2019), we capture the users’ preferences on re-
views using six common review properties, such as the review length, age and helpfulness, as
in Chapter 7. Then, different from using the dot-product attention mechanism in Chapter 7, we
convert the learning of the users’ preferences on reviews encoded with such a small pre-defined
number of review properties into a bandit problem. This helps our approach to provide stable
and consistent recommendation performances on both small and large datasets. Hence, we pro-
pose a novel deep neural network (NN) model (called BanditProp) to address the introduced
bandit problem and the recommendation task. In particular, BanditProp is a hard parameter
sharing-based multi-task learning (MTL) NN model (Ruder, 2017). In this MTL model, each
task corresponds to the use of reviews encoded with one particular review property to model the
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reviews. As a consequence, with k review properties, BanditProp has k sub-networks to extract
and generate the feature vectors of reviews corresponding to every review property. Using the
generated feature vectors through the modelling of reviews encoded with k review properties,
for a user-item pair, the model generates k scores that estimate the user’s preferences on the
item given a particular review property. To the best of our knowledge, BanditProp is novel in
investigating the use of both MTL and the bandit algorithms to estimate the users’ preferences
on using various review properties to examine the reviews’ usefulness, so as to enhance the per-
formance of a recommendation system. We also explore various bandit algorithms and propose
a new neural contextual bandit algorithm (i.e. ConvBandit) to estimate the payoffs of selecting
the k scores and their corresponding review properties so as to improve the recommendation
performance of the proposed model.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 8.2, we recall again the
ranking-based recommendation task that we aim to address in this thesis as well as its notations.
Next, we discuss the proposed review modelling networks in the BanditProp model that model
reviews encoded with various review properties (Section 8.2.2). Then, in Section 8.2.3, we de-
scribe the arm selection layer in our proposed BanditProp model, which considers various bandit
algorithms to selectively use the reviews’ features encoded with different reviews’ properties.
After that, we introduce the experimental setup in Section 8.3, which presents the research ques-
tions to answer in this chapter, the used datasets, the baseline approaches and the details of the
models’ settings. Next, we present and analyse the experimental results in Section 8.4, and an-
swer to the proposed research questions. Finally, we summarise the conclusions of this chapter
in Section 8.6.

8.2 Methodology

In this section, we recall again the ranking-based recommendation task stated in Section 4.2 and
the commonly available properties associated to the reviews (Section 8.2.1). Next, we describe
the review modelling in our proposed BanditProp multi-task learning recommendation model
(Section 8.2.2). We also introduce how BanditProp estimates the users’ preferences on the
learned features from using different review properties as a bandit problem (Section 8.2.3). In
particular, we describe various bandit algorithms used to address the bandit problem.
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Figure 8.1: The structure of the BanditProp model

8.2.1 Problem Statement

The ranking-based recommendation task we are addressing involves two main entities: the set
of users U = {u1,u2, ...,uN} with size N and the set of items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} with size M. To
address this task, we leverage the reviews posted by users on items to learn their preferences.
For a given user u or item i, there is a set of corresponding reviews Cu or Ci. Furthermore, each
review c can be additionally encoded with k review properties P = {P1,P2, ...,Pk} to depict the
usefulness of reviews from different perspectives. In particular, for a given review property, e.g.
Pk, such a review c posted by user u or on item i, has an associated property score Pu

k,c or Pi
k,c.

Note that, as in Section 7.2.2.1, we map the property scores into scalars in the range of [0..1]
through an adequate function to avoid using review property scores in different scales.

8.2.2 Review Modelling in BanditProp

To address the introduced recommendation task aside from using the RPRM model in Chapter 7,
in this chapter, we propose a recommendation model (i.e. BanditProp) that learns the users’
preferences on items from reviews additionally encoded with their properties. BanditProp is a
neural network model, which captures the interaction between the user-item pairs. Figure 8.1
presents the architecture of BanditProp. Its architecture involves two duplicated neural networks
to learn the features of the user and the item, respectively. We use the user modelling neural
network as an example to illustrate the network structure. In the BanditProp’s input data, for
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a given user, we have their ID and associated reviews. In particular, we use two separated
networks to learn the information conveyed by the user/item ID and reviews, respectively. To
use the user ID, we leverage the one-hot encoding technique to encode the general features of
a given user. In the review modelling network, in order to capture the users’ preferences on k

different review properties, we use k parallel neural networks to model the reviews additionally
encoded with k different review properties. Each network captures features from reviews based
on a given review property. Then, each of the k parallel neural networks consists of five layers
from the embedding layer to the concatenation layer. Each such a network outputs a latent
vector to represent the learned features, which is concatenated with the user embedding. Next,
after the interaction between the k pairs of the resulting latent vectors of the given user and
item, we obtain k scores, which indicate the user’s preferences on the item using the reviews
embedded with k different review properties. This architecture can also be seen as a multi-task
learning network that uses the shared user/item embeddings among k different review property
modelling networks. In the following, we further describe the details of the review modelling
neural networks.

8.2.2.1 Review Modelling Networks

In the review modelling networks of BanditProp, there are k parallel neural networks that learn
features from the reviews additionally encoded with k different review properties, Recall from
the description in Section 4.4 that in this thesis, we use six commonly available review proper-
ties, namely age, length, rating, Polar_Senti, Helpful and Prob_Helpful, to describe the reviews
from different aspects. These properties are again described in Table 8.1. The network that
models the reviews, additionally encoded with each of the six review properties, consists of
five layers from the embedding to the concatenation layer. In the following, since the parallel
review property modelling networks have the same structure, we use the network that focuses
on the reviews additionally encoded with the length property to illustrate the five layers of the
networks.

First, in the embedding layer, similar to the RPRM model introduced in Chapter 7, we con-
vert each review into the embedding vector X by using the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin
et al., 2019), which is a widely used language modelling approach. Next, in the property-
encoding layer, we embed the scores of the length property of reviews into the converted review
embedding vectors. For example, for a given review c posted by user u and the length property
Pk, we calculate the length property score pu

k,c for review c as described in Table 8.1.
This review property score indicates the importance of review c according to the length
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Properties Descriptions

Age
The min-max normalised number of days d since a review
has been posted.

Length
The min-max normalise number of words that are included
in a review.

Ratings The min-max normalised ratings associated with the review.

Polar_Senti
A CNN classifier (Kim, 2014) is used to calculate the
corresponding probabilities of the positive reviews being
actually positive or the negative reviews being negative.

Helpful
The min-max normalised number of helpful votes for a
given review.

Prob_Helpful
The estimated probability of a review being helpful by
using a review helpfulness classifier (Wang et al., 2020b).

Table 8.1: Summary of the review properties.

property Pk. In particular, according to the motivation of the length property, a longer review
will obtain a higher length property score than a shorter review. Afterwards, the integration
of the review property scores to the review embedding vector X is following the sentiment
integration technique (i.e. the sentiment attention mechanism) in Chapter 5 and performed by
the dot-product operation as follows:

Ou,Pk = [X1 · pu
k,1,X2 · pu

k,2, ...,X|Cu| · pu
k,|Cu|] (8.1)

where Pk refers to the kth property and the property scores are applied to user u’s |Cu| reviews.
As a consequence, BanditProp can extract and learn features from the property score-encoded
latent vectors for each of the given review property (e.g. the length property). Moreover, by
using k review properties, BanditProp can comprehensively capture features from reviews using
different review properties.

After the property encoding layer, similar to the introduced RPRM model in Chapter 7, the
review property-encoded latent vector Ou,Pk is used as input to the convolutional layer and then
the max-pooling layer. In the convolutional layer, given the textual nature of users’ posted re-
views, we apply the one-dimensional convolutional operator to capture the features from the
reviews. Then, we use the max-pooling operation to filter the resulting feature vectors. Next,
we concatenate the learned embedding vector from the review modelling network and the em-
bedding of the corresponding user into a latent vector. This latent vector indicates the learned
feature from the user by looking at both their general preferences on items and their learned
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preferences from the reviews using a specific review property (e.g. length of reviews). After-
wards, for a given user u or item i with k review properties, we obtain k resulting latent vectors
(O′u,P and O′i,P, P ∈ P) for both user u and item i. We denote the parameters included in these
review modelling networks as φ where φPk indicates the parameters in the network that models
the kth review property Pk. Next, for the review modelling network of the reviews additionally
encoded with a given review property Pk, we apply the dot-product operation on the learned
latent vectors between user u and item i (i.e. o

′′
u,i,k = O′u,Pk

·O′i,Pk
) to conduct users’ preference

estimation. This results in k scores that estimate the user’s preferences on items for each of the
k review properties.

8.2.3 Arm Selection Layer in BanditProp

Building on the prediction layer, we now formulate a bandit problem to imitate the users’ be-
haviours of using different types of reviews. In particular, this bandit problem selectively applies
the computed scores o

′′
u,i,k from the modelling of k review properties. Bandit problems are typ-

ically formulated in terms of the arms (A ), the reward (R) given to those arms during learning
and any state recorded between successive turns S . In the arm selection layer, different from
the use of the attention mechanism in Chapter 7, we propose to consider the selection of the
computed scores o

′′
U,I,k of all users U and items I on the k review properties from the review

modelling networks as a bandit problem. The target is to enhance BanditProp’s performances
with a corresponding optimised rewards R by selecting the scores o

′′
U,I,k (i.e. the arms A ) to

estimate users’ preferences on items. In particular, the main difference between using the at-
tention mechanism and the bandit algorithms is that the attention mechanism calculates a linear
weight over using every review property. In contrast, the bandit algorithms consider selecting
each user’s most useful review properties. In the real scenario of users interacting with different
review properties, users will be less likely to use every review property to search for valuable
reviews. Therefore, we expect BanditProp, which uses the bandit algorithms, to outperform
RPRM, which considers the attention mechanism. Next, we formulate the focused bandit prob-
lem as follows:

• The arms A correspond to the k review properties P.

• The reward R follows a multinomial distribution and is defined as the ratio of times that
the model ranks the positive item higher than the randomly sampled negative item in Γ

positive-negative item pairs by using the feature score of a given review property. The
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Algorithm 1: Model learning for user u by using the default greedy search.
1 Ru,P← 0; // Accumulated reward ;
2 Nu,P← 0; // Count the selection of arms ;
3 n← 0;
4 repeat
5 for Pk ∈ P do
6 ru,Pk ← the reward by using property p;
7 Compute gradients of φPk ;
8 Freeze the gradients of φP−φPk ;
9 Update the parameters;

10 end
11 for i← 0 to n do
12 P← max(Ru,Pk/Nu,Pk); // Equation (8.2);
13 Ru,Pk ← Ru,Pk + ru,Pk ;
14 Nu,Pk ← Nu,Pk +1;
15 end
16 n← n+1;
17 until Convergence;

resulting rewards’ values are the elements of a set {0, 1
Γ
, ...,1}. For example, after con-

ducting an arm selection, if the model ranks the positive item higher than the negative item
six times in ten positive-negative item pairs, the reward is 0.6.

• The state S is the review-based feature vector of a given user. As discussed in the users’
adoption of information framework (Sussman and Siegal, 2003; Filieri and McLeay, 2014)
in Section 3.5, there is a relationship between the users’ type and their preferred properties
of reviews. In particular, in Chapter 7, we experimentally showed that there is a poten-
tial relatedness between the properties of the users’ posted reviews and the users’ types.
Therefore, we propose to leverage the users’ posted reviews as context to approximate
the users’ type so as to support the prediction of the users’ preferred review properties.
Note that, the contextual bandit algorithms extend the multi-armed bandit algorithms by
leveraging the state S to construct their algorithms and predict the users’ preferences on
the review properties.

To effectively address the estimation of users’ preferences for selecting the reviews prop-
erties, we propose a customised learning algorithm, which is described in Algorithm 1. In
Algorithm 1, we introduce how we separately train the parallel review modelling networks and
the bandit approaches. Note that we use the greedy search as an example in Algorithm 1, but
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it can be replaced with any other bandit algorithm. For the bandit approaches, in this chapter,
we consider two types of bandit algorithms, namely multi-armed bandit (MAB) and neural con-
textual bandit algorithms, to address our introduced bandit problem. We now introduce these
algorithms:

8.2.3.1 Multi-Armed Bandit Approaches

In general, a multi-armed bandit can be described as a tuple 〈A ,R〉 that indicates actions and
rewards, respectively. In this chapter, we include three types of multi-armed bandit (MAB)
algorithms, namely greedy search-based Kuleshov and Precup (2000), UCB-based Kaufmann
et al. (2012) and Thompson Sampling (TS)-based Russo et al. (2018) algorithms. The greedy
search-based approaches, namely greedy search, ε-greedy search and decayed ε-greedy search,
are commonly used MAB algorithms to address a bandit problem (Kuleshov and Precup, 2000).
They exploit the averaged historical accumulated payoffs of selecting the corresponding review
properties. The corresponding arm selection strategy is formulated as follows:

a∗t = argmax
a∈A

[
1

N(a)

T

∑
t=0

rt(at = a)

]
(8.2)

However, the greedy search-based algorithms differ in conducting the exploration of the
arm selections. Greedy search solely relies on the exploitation of historical payoffs (i.e. Equa-
tion (8.2)). Note that we later use greedy search as the default bandit algorithm in our proposed
BanditProp model. Meanwhile, ε-greedy search (Kuleshov and Precup, 2000) uses a fixed ex-
ploration factor ε to indicate the probability of selecting random arms. On the other hand, the
decayed ε-greedy (i.e. DE-greedy) search (Kuleshov and Precup, 2000) function downgrades
the value of the exploration factor ε over time. In this chapter, we use the following decay
function:

εt =
1

log(t)
(8.3)

Note that, since the comparison of different decay functions is beyond current scope of this
chapter, we use the above decay function as a representative method to implement the DE-
greedy search.

Apart from the greedy search-based algorithms, we consider another family of bandit algo-
rithms (i.e. UCB search (Kaufmann et al., 2012)). Different from the greedy search algorithms,
the UCB search algorithms estimate the values of arms by capturing the upper confidence bounds
of selecting arms. The upper confidence bound Û is defined as the uncertainty in the payoffs
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of selecting an arm. If an arm has been frequently selected, it has a lower uncertainty in the
payoffs than selecting other arms. Therefore, the system tends to select arms with higher un-
certainty in the payoffs to capture the values of selecting these arms. We first consider a classic
UCB algorithm (i.e. UCB1), which can be formulated as follows:

a∗t = argmax
a∈A

[
1

N(a)

T

∑
t=0

rt(at = a)+

√
2log(T )

N(a)

]
(8.4)

The UCB1 strategy estimates the value of arms according to the averaged accumulated rewards
(left part of Equation (8.4)) like the greedy search-based approaches and the uncertainty score
(right part of Equation (8.4)). Aside from the UCB1 strategy, we also include another UCB
algorithm (i.e. Bayes-UCB (Kaufmann et al., 2012)) that leverages the prior knowledge of the
arms’ values to estimate the posterior values of arms. We assume that the prior knowledge of
arms can be modelled by the beta distribution, which includes two shape parameters A(a) and
B(a). At each iteration, if arm a is selected, A(a) and B(a) are updated by At+1(a) = At(a)+rt,a

and Bt+1(a) = Bt(a)+(1− rt,a), respectively. The Bayes-UCB strategy estimates the values of
arms as:

a∗t = argmax
a∈A

[
At(a)

At(a)+Bt(a)
+ cσ

(
At(a),Bt(a)

)]
(8.5)

where cσ(At(a),Bt(a)) is the standard deviation of the beta distribution and c determines the
size of the confidence interval.

Moreover, similar to the Bayes-UCB strategy, we also consider the TS algorithm, which
also relies on the beta distribution as the prior knowledge. However, the Bayes-UCB and TS
algorithms are different in estimating the values of selecting arms. The TS algorithm follows
the idea of probability matching (Shanks et al., 2002), which is a decision strategy that relies on
the defined prior distribution. At each time step, the system samples the posterior probability
of each arm and selects the arm that maximises the expected reward E. This process can be
interpreted with the following equation:

a∗t = E

[
argmax

a∈A

(
a|Beta(αt(a),βt(a))

)]
(8.6)

Furthermore, given that we are using multinomial rewards to examine the value of selecting
arms, we also consider Multinomial TS (Mul-TS) (Riou and Honda, 2020), a state-of-the-art
bandit algorithm, as another bandit approach to address our bandit problem. Mul-TS is designed
to address bandit problems that use multinomial rewards. At each round of the bandit selection,
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for each arm a, Mul-TS leverages the Dirichlet distributions Dir(β a
0 ,β

a
1 , ..,β

a
Γ
) with dimension

Γ+1 to generate samples La. Essentially, La refers to the likelihood of obtaining specific values
of multinomial rewards after selecting a corresponding arm. After that, the arm selection can be
described by the following equation:

a∗t = argmax
a∈A

[
(0,

1
Γ
,

2
Γ
, ...,1)>La

]
(8.7)

Then, the parameters of the used Dirichlet distribution are updated with: β
a∗t
γ := β

a∗t
γ + 1,

where γ

Γ
is the observed reward. On the other hand, by comparing the implementations of the

considered multi-armed bandit approaches in this chapter, we observe that the greedy search-
based approaches and the UCB1 strategy rely on the accumulated historical rewards to estimate
the values of arms, while the Bayes-UCB, TS and Mul-TS algorithms focus on constructing
functional estimators to predict the values of arms. Given such a difference, the Bayes-UCB
and TS-based approaches require an additional effort in learning the estimators, which makes it
challenging for them to effectively estimate the values of arms. However, by comparing TS and
Mul-TS, we expect that Mul-TS should outperform TS by capturing the multinomial nature of
the reward distribution.

8.2.3.2 Neural Contextual Bandit Approaches

Neural contextual bandit algorithms extend the MAB algorithms by leveraging the state infor-
mation S to support the estimation of the arms’ values. According to recent developments in
neural contextual bandits (Zahavy and Mannor, 2019; Riquelme et al., 2018), neural contextual
bandit approaches are considered to be the current state-of-the-art and generally have a good
performance. Therefore, in this chapter, we consider the neural contextual bandit approaches,
which model the arms, states and rewards (i.e. 〈A ,S ,R〉) through a neural network. The
action-value function is formulated by the expected reward, which considers both the state and
action (i.e. Q(s,a) = E(r|s,a)).

As mentioned above, we propose to use the review-based feature vectors X of the users as
the state S . We first construct a linear neural contextual bandit algorithm (LinBandit) Zhou
et al. (2020a). It approximates the value of arms with the following equation:

Approxa
LinBandit =W a

L σ

(
W a

L−1σ(...σ(W1[X⊕Xa]))
)

(8.8)

where X indicates the feature vector of the reviews posted by a given user. Xa is the review
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feature vector encoded with the information of arm a. The latter corresponds to the feature
vector Ou,Pk within Equation (7.1) with review property P. ⊕ refers to the residual connector.
In particular, LinBandit assumes that the values of arms can be linearly approximated from the
corresponding context or state S .

Next, we observe that the review feature vectors X of the arms are extracted from the textual
documents. Given that the convolutional operation can effectively capture the local features of
documents (Kim, 2014; Kim et al., 2016), we postulate that the convolutional operation can out-
perform the linear operation in better capturing information in the review-based feature vectors
X . Therefore, in this chapter, differently from LinBandit, which uses a linear approximation
function, we propose another neural contextual bandit algorithm (i.e. ConvBandit) that uses the
convolutional operation-based approximation function to estimate the reward of selecting vari-
ous arms. Its reward approximation function is:

Approxa
ConvBandit = σ [ f a

1 ∗ (ga
1(σ( f a

0 ∗ga
0[X⊕Xa])))] (8.9)

where σ(.) and ∗ are the activation function and the convolutional operation, respectively. Note
that for both LinBandit and ConvBandit, we first train the approximation functions by min-
imising Mean Squared Error (MSE) between their predicted values for the given arms and the
averaged historical rewards (i.e. 1

N(a) ∑
T
t=0 rt(at = a)). Next, similar to NeuralUCB (Zhou et al.,

2020a), while using the neural approaches for the arm value’s estimation, we also leverage the
upper confidence bound as in Equation (8.4) to implement the arm exploration. Therefore, the
arm selection of both LinBandit and ConvBandit are implemented as follows:

a∗t = argmax
a∈A

[
Approxa +

√
2log(T )

N(a)

]
(8.10)

In the following, we describe the experiments we apply to examine the effectiveness of our
proposed techniques in this section.

8.3 Experimental Setup

We first introduce our research questions, which examine the effectiveness of BanditProp. Fi-
nally, we describe the two used datasets as well as the baseline approaches. Next, we describe
in detail the settings used to train and deploy both BanditProp and the baseline approaches.

In order to evaluate our proposed BanditProp model, which uses various bandit algorithms,
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we aim to answer the following research questions:

1. RQ 8.1: Does BanditProp, which uses a multi-task learning framework with a default
greedy search algorithm outperform existing state-of-the-art baseline approaches, espe-
cially our proposed RPRM model in Chapter 7?

2. RQ 8.2: Which multi-armed bandit algorithm performs the best when applied to the Ban-
ditProp model on the two used datasets?

3. RQ 8.3: Do the neural contextual bandit algorithms outperform the multi-armed bandit
ones when applied to the BanditProp model?

8.3.1 Datasets

We follow the experimental setup in Chapter 7 and use the same two real-world datasets (i.e.
the Yelp (round 13)1 and the Amazon2 (He and McAuley, 2016) datasets). Recall the descrip-
tion of these two datasets from Chapter 7. Following the dataset filtering strategy, described
in Section 7.3.1, for the Yelp dataset, we use the users’ reviews on the top category of venues
(i.e. restaurant). Moreover, for the Amazon dataset, we include the users’ reviews from six cate-
gories3. We use one category in Yelp and six categories in Amazon in order to capture the users’
preferences on properties and items under two different system interfaces and conditions. More-
over, as we discussed in Section 4.4, we use these two datasets because of their included rich
review attributes (e.g. timestamp and helpfulness vote), allowing to extract the corresponding re-
view properties, so as to capture the users’ preferences on these review properties. We also filter
the datasets to alleviate the datasets’ sparseness problem as in (Sachdeva and McAuley, 2020)
and in Section 7.3.1. The filtering operation results in all the users and items in both datasets
having at least 5 associated reviews. After the filtering step, the resulting Yelp and Amazon
datasets, have 47k users / 16k items / 551k reviews and 26k users / 16k items / 285k reviews,
respectively. In order to evaluate the performances of our proposed approaches and baselines on
the two datasets, we further split both datasets into 80% training, 10% validation and 10% testing
sets. Then, after training and fine-tuning a given model or baseline on the training and valida-
tion sets, we evaluate their performances on the test sets. The recommenders’ performances are
measured using the Precision (P@1 and P@5), Recall (R@10), Mean Average Precision (MAP)

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset
2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
3‘amazon instant video’, ‘automotive’, ‘grocery and gourmet food’, ‘musical instruments’, ‘office products’ and

‘patio lawn and garden’
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and Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gains (NDCG@10) metrics. Note that‘@k’ indicates
the cutoff position at ‘k’ for the corresponding metric.

8.3.2 Baseline Approaches

We evaluate our proposed BanditProp model on the two used datasets in comparison to six
strong state-of-the-art baselines. In this chapter, we focus on examining if the newly proposed
BanditProp model can outperform the RPRM model in Chapter 7 as well as the other baseline
techniques (i.e. BRP-MF, DREAM, CASER, JRL, DeepCoNN and NARRE). In the following,
we recall the description of the first five baseline approaches from Chapter 7 and briefly describe
the RPRM model.

1. BPR-MF (Rendle et al., 2009) is a classical recommendation model, which estimates the
users’ preferences on items by leveraging the interactions between the decomposed user-
item feature vectors.

2. DREAM (Yu et al., 2016) is a sequential recommender, which leverages the ages of reviews
and estimates the users’ preferences on items by considering sequential dependencies in
user-item interactions.

3. CASER (Tang and Wang, 2018) is a state-of-the-art sequential recommender. It uses the
convolutional neural network to model the sequential interaction between a given user and
the items.

4. JRL (Zhang et al., 2017) is a heterogeneous recommender that estimates the users’ pref-
erences from various types of users’ explicit feedback (e.g. reviews and ratings). We
implement the JRL model by only using the users’ posted reviews.

5. DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017) is a popular review-based recommendation baseline (Chen
et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2020b). It uses the interaction between the review feature vec-
tors of the user-item pairs to estimate the users’ preferences.

6. NARRE (Chen et al., 2018b) is a state-of-the-art review-based recommender. It ranks the
users’ interest in items, using both the one-hot embedding and the review feature vectors
for a given user-item pair. It also leverages an attention mechanism to observe useful
review features.
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7. RPRM is the recommender we proposed in Chapter 7, which built upon the users’ adoption
of information framework. It used various review properties to describe the reviews from
different perspectives. In particular, it leverages the attention mechanism to model the
users’ interactions with a given type of reviews so as to estimate the users’ tendency in
using the review data and to improve the recommendation accuracy.

8.3.3 Models’ Settings

We deploy our proposed BanditProp model and the baseline approaches using the PyTorch
framework (Paszke et al., 2019). As for the BanditProp’s setup, we first follow the review
processing setup in Chapter 7 by limiting the review length to 512 tokens. Next, we apply
the pretained-BERT model to each review and use the representation vector of the ‘[CLS]’ to-
ken to convert the review tokens into a 768-sized latent vector. Similarly, for the DeepCoNN,
NARRE and RPRM baseline approaches, we also use the review embeddings, calculated by
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as input to these models. Next, in the property-encoding layer, we
compute the scores of the review properties as described in Table 8.1. For the ‘Polar_Senti’
and ‘Prob_Helpful’, we use a trained CNN-based classifier and a review helpfulness classi-
fier, namely Negative Confidence-aware Weakly Supervised (NCWS), which we investigated in
Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. We leverage these two techniques to estimate the probabilities
of the reviews being sentimentally polarised (i.e. strongly positive or negative) or being helpful.
Note that, following the experimental setup in Chapter 7, for the CNN-based sentiment classi-
fier, we train it on 100,000 reviews, which include half positive and half negative reviews that
are sampled from the Yelp Challenge dataset round 12. As for the NCWS classifier, we train
two classifiers on the reviews from the Yelp Challenge dataset round 12 and the Amazon kindle
datasets, respectively. These two classifiers are used to generate the probability of each of the
collected reviews from the same website, being helpful. In particular, in the ground truth, we
consider one review as helpful if it has at least one helpful vote. Furthermore, for the bandit prob-
lem tackled in this chapter, to generate the multinomial rewards and speed up the training, we
follow Yang et al. (2018a) and set the number of randomly sampled positive-negative item pairs
Γ to 10. For the ε-greedy search algorithm, as in (dos Santos Mignon and de Azevedo da Rocha,
2017), we set the ε to 0.1 to indicate the probability of selecting random arms. On the other
hand, in the Bayesian UCB algorithm of Equation (8.5), we set the value of c to 3 to control the
size of the confidence interval. For training the BanditProp model, we apply the early-stopping
strategy with a maximum 200 epochs and use the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with
a 1e−4 learning rate. The same strategy is also used to train the baseline approaches.
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Table 8.2: Recommendation performances of BanditProp and baseline approaches. 1/2/3/4/5
denote a significant difference w.r.t. BPR-MF, DREAM, NARRE, RPRM and Bandit-Prop, re-
spectively, on NDCG@10 according to a paired t-test with the Tukey HSD correction (p< 0.05).

Dataset Amazon
Model P@1 P@5 R@10 MAP NDCG@10

1 BPR-MF 2,3,4,5 0.00538 0.00431 0.03013 0.01118 0.01633
2 DREAM 1,3,4,5 0.00523 0.00358 0.02914 0.01067 0.01506
– CASER 1,2,3,4,5 0.00934 0.00720 0.04991 0.02392 0.03150
– DeepCoNN 2,3,4,5 0.00534 0.00451 0.03431 0.01196 0.01575
– JRL 1,2,3,4,5 0.00417 0.00384 0.03102 0.00923 0.01238
3 NARRE 1,2,4,5 0.01753 0.01024 0.05885 0.02797 0.03654
4 RPRM 1,2,3,5 0.02238 0.01270 0.08657 0.03784 0.04966
5 BanditProp 1,2,3,4 0.02534 0.06456 0.09481 0.04197 0.05536

Dataset Yelp
Model P@1 P@5 R@10 MAP NDCG@10

1 BPR-MF 2,3,4,5 0.01014 0.00656 0.03919 0.01455 0.02176
2 DREAM 1,3,4,5 0.00838 0.00723 0.04692 0.01555 0.02292
– CASER 1,2,3,4,5 0.01112 0.00937 0.05710 0.02291 0.03333
– DeepCoNN 2,3,4,5 0.00549 0.00310 0.01739 0.00726 0.01154
– JRL 1,2,3,4,5 0.00437 0.00294 0.01355 0.00615 0.00928
3 NARRE 1,2,4,5 0.01375 0.00994 0.06057 0.02289 0.03324
4 RPRM 1,2,3,5 0.01618 0.01221 0.07611 0.02713 0.04205
5 BanditProp 1,2,3,4 0.01760 0.01326 0.08144 0.02952 0.04486

8.4 Results analysis

In this section, we evaluate and analyse the performance of our proposed BanditProp recom-
mendation model on the Yelp and Amazon datasets, and answer our three research questions.
In particular, we analyse the effectiveness of improving the BanditProp’s performance after the
application of various bandit algorithms to it.

8.4.1 RQ 8.1: BanditProp Performance Evaluation

Our first research question aims to determine if our BanditProp model – with a default greedy
search algorithm – can outperform the existing state-of-the-art recommendation. In particu-
lar, we further aim to investigate if the BanditProp using the bandit algorithms can outperform
the RPRM proposed in Chapter 7 using the attention mechanism. Table 8.2 presents the per-
formances of BanditProp with a default greedy search algorithm in comparison to 7 baselines.
Following Sun et al. (2020a); Manotumruksa and Yilmaz (2020), statistical significance differ-
ences among the various approaches on the NDCG@10 metric are assessed using the paired
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t-test with the Tukey HSD correction method (p < 0.05) for multitude comparisons.
Recall the result analysis from Section 7.4.1 about the comparison among the first five base-

line approaches, we observe that the DeepCoNN and JRL models, which solely rely on the
reviews’ text as input, provide less competitive recommendation performances than other ap-
proaches. In particular, the JRL model is significantly outperformed by the classical BPR-MF
recommender. Essentially, the BPR-MF, DeepCoNN and JRL approaches differ in their used
input data. Indeed, BPR-MF leverages the randomly initialised and fine-tuned users/items em-
beddings, while both DeepCoNN and JRL rely on the embedding of textual reviews to calculate
the users/items embeddings, to estimate the users’ preferences on items. Moreover, the NARRE
model, which uses both the users/items embeddings and the review feature embeddings of both
users and items, significantly outperforms BPR-MF, DeepCoNN and JRL on the two datasets.
Similarly, by comparing the performances of the DREAM and CASER models, we observe
that CASER significantly outperforms the DREAM model. CASER and DREAM are both se-
quential recommenders that leverage the age property of reviews. However, differently from
DREAM, CASER leverages the users/items embeddings. This result supports the use of the
users/items embeddings in BanditProp.

Next, recall that the RPRM model can significantly outperform all the considered baselines
on two datasets. This result demonstrates that RPRM, using the attention mechanism, is effec-
tive at capturing the users’ preferences by leveraging various review properties, and predicting
the users’ interests in items. We now turn our attention to the performance of our proposed Ban-
ditProp model. The experimental results in Table 8.2 show that just by using the default greedy
search algorithm, BanditProp significantly outperforms all the baseline approaches including
RPRM. Given the difference between RPRM and BanditProp is their use of review properties,
these results also support our argument for developing a model encompassing multi-task learn-
ing and a bandit search strategy that captures the users’ preferences from their interaction with
different types of reviews. Therefore, in answering RQ 8.1, we conclude that our proposed Ban-
ditProp model can significantly outperform the existing state-of-the-art recommendation base-
lines. In particular, we also showed the effectiveness of using the bandit search strategy (i.e.
BanditProp) in comparison to using the attention mechanism (i.e. in RPRM) to model the per-
sonalised usefulness of reviews’ properties. Therefore, we have demonstrated the effectiveness
of two main components in the BanditProp model, namely (1) the users/items embeddings; (2)
the multi-task learning component and the corresponding bandit search strategy-based model
architecture, as motivated the need to capture users’ behaviour with the review sorting interfaces
of various platforms.
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Table 8.3: Recommendation performances of BanditProp using various bandit algorithms. ↑
denotes a significant difference w.r.t. RPRM on all ranking metrics according to a paired t-test
with the Tukey HSD multiple testing correction (p < 0.05). Similarly ◦ and •, respectively,
denote significant differences using the same test w.r.t. BanditProp using the default greedy
bandit algorithm and ConvBandit.

Dataset Amazon
Model P@1 P@5 R@10 MAP NDCG@10

– RPRM 0.02238◦• 0.01270◦• 0.08657◦• 0.03784◦• 0.04966◦•
Multi-armed Bandit Algorithms

↑ greedy 0.02534• 0.01423• 0.09481• 0.04197• 0.05536•
↑ ε-greedy 0.02545• 0.01447• 0.09521• 0.04258◦• 0.05603◦•
↑ DE-greedy 0.02534• 0.01437• 0.09413◦• 0.04237• 0.05568•
↑ UCB 0.02484• 0.01428• 0.09315◦• 0.04156• 0.05488◦•
– Bayes-UCB 0.02491• 0.01404• 0.09135◦• 0.04070◦• 0.05416◦•
– TS 0.02461◦• 0.01386◦• 0.09193◦• 0.04122◦• 0.05448◦•
↑ Mul-TS 0.02526• 0.01423• 0.09298◦• 0.04190• 0.05473◦•

Neural Contextual Bandit Algorithms
↑ LinBandit 0.02572• 0.01476◦• 0.09553◦• 0.04285◦• 0.05603◦•
↑ ConvBandit 0.02637◦ 0.01558◦ 0.09675◦ 0.04386◦ 0.05723◦

Dataset Yelp
Model P@1 P@5 R@10 MAP NDCG@10

– RPRM 0.01618◦• 0.01221◦• 0.07611◦• 0.02713◦• 0.04205◦•
Multi-armed Bandit Algorithms

↑ greedy 0.01760• 0.01326• 0.08144• 0.02952• 0.04486•
↑ ε-greedy 0.01773• 0.01325• 0.08144• 0.02936• 0.04431•
↑ DE-greedy 0.01773• 0.01345• 0.08146• 0.02957• 0.04490•
↑ UCB 0.01680◦• 0.01267◦• 0.07943◦• 0.02800◦• 0.04281◦•
– Bayes-UCB 0.01656◦• 0.01252◦• 0.07859◦• 0.02790◦• 0.04227◦•
– TS 0.01637◦• 0.01229◦• 0.07472◦• 0.02725◦• 0.04189◦•
↑ Mul-TS 0.01728• 0.01302• 0.07878◦• 0.02849◦• 0.04311◦•

Neural Contextual Bandit Algorithms
↑ LinBandit 0.01781• 0.01344• 0.08121• 0.02946• 0.04437•
↑ ConvBandit 0.01825◦ 0.01408◦ 0.08183◦ 0.03015◦ 0.04539◦

8.4.2 RQ 8.2: Effectiveness of the MAB Algorithms

To answer RQ 8.2, we investigate the effectiveness of using various multi-armed bandit (MAB)
algorithms when applied to our proposed BanditProp model. We introduced three types of
MAB algorithms in Section 8.2.3, namely the greedy search-based, UCB-based and TS-based
approaches. Recall that in Section 8.2.3, the main difference between the MAB algorithms con-
sists in whether a bandit algorithm uses the averaged historical rewards or a functional estimator
to approximate the value of arms. The greedy search-based approaches and the UCB1 algo-
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rithm rely on the aggregated historical rewards and adopt different strategies to conduct arm
exploration (e.g. selecting random arms with a fixed probability ε for ε-greedy). On the other
hand, the Bayes-UCB and TS-based (namely TS and Mul-TS) algorithms construct functional
estimators, that are trained according to the historical rewards, to predict the values of arms.

Table 8.3 presents the performances of using these three types of bandit algorithms in our
BanditProp model. Note that the algorithm denoted by ‘greedy’ in Table 8.3 corresponds to
the default bandit greedy search strategy used in the BanditProp model in Table 8.2. First,
we investigate the effectiveness of using the greedy search-based algorithms. We observe that
the ε-greedy search approach is the best performing among the greedy-search approaches on
the Amazon dataset. It also significantly outperforms the default greedy search on MAP and
NDCG@10. On the Yelp dataset, the DE-greedy search algorithm outperforms the greedy and
ε-greedy search algorithms. However, overall, we observe that the various greedy search-based
approaches perform comparably with no significant differences between these approaches on
several evaluation metrics.

In addition, we observe that all the greedy search approaches as well as the UCB1 algo-
rithm, which rely on the accumulated historical rewards, significantly outperform the RPRM,
from Chapter 7 and using the attention mechanism, on all ranking metrics. These results indi-
cate the benefits of leveraging the accumulated historical rewards for estimating the values of
arms, so as to make effective recommendations. Next, we evaluate the performances of using
the Bayes-UCB and TS-based approaches (namely TS and Mul-TS), which use functional es-
timators to approximate the values of arms, within the BanditProp model. The reported results
in Table 8.3 show that the Bayes-UCB and TS approaches are significantly outperformed by the
default greedy search algorithm on most of the ranking metrics. This observation indicates that
it is difficult for the functional estimator-based algorithms (e.g. the Bayes-UCB and TS-based
approaches) to effectively approximate the values of arms and improve the recommendation
performances when used within BanditProp. However, by comparing the performances of TS
and Mul-TS, the obtained results in Table 8.3 show that Mul-TS outperforms TS while achiev-
ing a significantly indistinguishable performance in comparison to the default greedy search
algorithm on many ranking metrics. This indicates the advantage of modelling the multinomial
rewards with a Dirichlet distribution instead of the beta distribution used within TS. There-
fore, in answering RQ 8.2, we conclude that the multi-armed bandit algorithms that rely on the
accumulated rewards to approximate the values of arms (namely the greedy-based and UCB1
approaches) are more effective than the approaches that use the functional estimators (namely
the Bayes-UCB and TS-based approaches) in predicting the arms’ values within our proposed
BanditProp model (i.e. in modelling users’ selection of leveraging different review properties
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to identify useful reviews). Moreover, we also observe the benefit of using a bandit approach
(namely Mul-TS) that models the multinomial rewards with the Dirichlet distribution within
BanditProp.

8.4.3 RQ 8.3: Using the Contextual Information

To answer RQ 8.3, we investigate whether a neural contextual bandit algorithm that encapsulates
the features extracted from the reviews (namely the state information S that not conveyed by
the MAB algorithms), can lead to effective recommendation performances along BanditProp.
In particular, we also aim to investigate the impact of using the state information to learn users’
differences from their posted reviews on the BanditProp’s performance. Moreover, we examine
the performance of our proposed ConvBandit algorithm in comparison to the LinBandit algo-
rithm, which is a state-of-the-art neural contextual bandit algorithm. Recall that in Section 8.2.3,
ConvBandit differs from LinBandit, that used a linear operation, by using the convolutional op-
eration to model the state information S . Table 8.3 presents the obtained experimental results
on the two used datasets.

First, we observe that BanditProp using either LinBandit or ConvBandit still significantly
outperforms the RPRM model, that we introduced in Chapter 7. This validates our argument
in Section 8.1 that, instead of using an attention mechanism (as in the RPRM model), it is
beneficial to model the selection of using various review properties to estimate the usefulness
of reviews. After that, comparing the performances of ConvBandit and Linbandit, we observe
that ConvBandit significantly outperforms LinBandit on all ranking metrics across the two used
datasets. Next, we compare the performances between our proposed ConvBandit approach and
the multi-armed bandit algorithms. The difference between the neural contextual bandit ap-
proaches (e.g. ConvBandit and LinBandit) and the MAB algorithms is that the neural contextual
bandit algorithms consider the action, state and reward instead of only the action and reward
used by the MAB algorithms (as denoted in Section 8.2.3). We observe that on both datasets,
ConvBandit significantly outperforms all the MAB algorithms on all of the ranking metrics.
This observation shows that it is useful, for a bandit approach, to leverage the feature vectors of
reviews as context to approximate the values of arms within BanditProp. In particular, as pre-
viously described in Section 8.2.3, the Bayes-UCB, TS-based, LinBandit and ConvBandit ap-
proaches all use functional estimators to approximate the values of arms. The significantly better
performance achieved by ConvBandit, in comparison to both the Bayes-UCB and TS-based ap-
proaches, further demonstrates that it is useful to leverage the feature embeddings of reviews as
context when estimating the arms’ values to improve the BanditProp’s performance. Therefore,
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Figure 8.2: Effectiveness comparison between using the binary rewards or the multinomial re-
wards on two datasets.

in answering RQ 8.3, we conclude that ConvBandit significantly outperforms the existing state-
of-the-art LinBandit and Mul-TS bandit algorithms as well as various classic bandit algorithms
on both the Amazon and Yelp datasets when applied to our proposed BanditProp model. In
addition, the significantly better performance of ConvBandit, in comparison to other functional
estimator-based bandit approaches without the context information, further supports the added
value of the used context information within ConvBandit. In particular, recall that BanditProp
leverages the context information, encoded users’ features from their posted reviews, to model
the users’ distinct preferences in using various review properties. The experimental results also
further examine the effectiveness of modelling users’ differences to learn their selection of re-
views’ properties in comparison to using the attention mechanism in our proposed RPRM model
(see Chapter 7).

8.5 Multinomial versus Binary Rewards

The strategy used to leverage the collected rewards after selecting the arms plays an important
role in addressing a bandit problem (Agarwal et al., 2019). In Section 8.2.3, we used the multi-
nomial rewards in various bandit algorithms. The multinomial rewards are computed according
to the ratios of the correctly ranked positive-negative item pairs. Alternatively, we can also
compute binary rewards by applying a conditional function to the multinomial rewards (i.e. the
reward is 1 if the multinomial reward is greater than 0.5, otherwise 0). In this chapter, for the
used bandit approaches, we argued that using the multinomial rewards can better capture the val-
ues of selecting different arms than the binary rewards. However, in the existing literature, the
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binary rewards are still frequently used in many bandit approaches for addressing a wide range
of bandit problems (Guo and Yu, 2018; Kveton et al., 2019; Bouneffouf et al., 2017). Therefore,
in this section, we experimentally compare the effectiveness of using either the multinomial
or binary rewards in various bandit approaches within the BanditProp model on two datasets.
Figure 8.2 presents the recommendation performance differences between the use of binary or
multinomial rewards for various bandit approaches within BanditProp. Note that, as an illustra-
tion, we use the MAP ranking metric when measuring the performance differences of various
approaches.4 However, we observed similar trends when using other ranking metrics.

In Figure 8.2, we observe that the multinomial rewards outperform the binary rewards when
used within most bandit approaches with the exceptions of Bayes-UCB and TS on Amazon.
This shows the effectiveness of using the multinomial rewards to measure the values of arms
when addressing our bandit problem. Moreover, for the Bayes-UCB and TS algorithms, the
binary rewards do not consistently enhance the performances of both Bayes-UCB and TS on the
two used datasets (i.e. the multinomial rewards are a better choice for both approaches on Yelp).
Therefore, from the obtained results, we conclude that to address our tackled bandit problem,the
multinomial rewards are more effective than the binary rewards when used in various bandit
approaches within the BanditProp model.

8.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we argued that instead of using the attention mechanism as in the RPRM model
introduced in Chapter 7, we can instead apply different effective techniques to estimate the
personalised usefulness of reviews. In particular, we argued that the attention mechanism ig-
nores the users’ features when addressing the estimation of the users’ preferences on the re-
views’ properties to identify useful reviews (see Section 8.1). Therefore, this chapter proposed
a novel recommendation model, BanditProp (see Section 8.2), which encompasses multi-task
learning and a bandit search strategy to estimate the users’ preferences on the reviews’ prop-
erties, thereby enhancing the recommendation performances. The experimental results in Ta-
ble 8.2 showed that BanditProp, using a default greedy search algorithm, can significantly and
consistently outperform one classical and six existing state-of-the-art baseline approaches over
two datasets (i.e. the Yelp and Amazon datasets). In particular, by showing the effectiveness
of BanditProp, in comparison to RPRM, we showed that a bandit algorithm is more effective

4Mul-TS is not included, since it is designed to model the multinomial rewards, which is not appropriate ap-
proach for binary rewards.
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than using the attention mechanism to estimate the users’ preferences over the reviews’ prop-
erties. Next, we compared the effectiveness of different multi-armed bandit algorithms when
applied to the BanditProp model. In Table 8.3, we showed that among the multi-armed bandit
algorithms, the accumulated reward-based algorithms (namely the greedy-based and UCB1 ap-
proaches) outperformed the functional estimator-based algorithms (namely the Bayes-UCB and
TS-based approaches), when applied to BanditProp. In particular, the experimental results and
the analysis in Section 8.5 showed the effectiveness of modelling the multinomial rewards com-
pared to only modelling the binary rewards within BanditProp. Next, the experimental results
showed that our proposed contextual bandit algorithm (ConvBandit) significantly outperformed
other bandit algorithms on the two review datasets (i.e. the Yelp and Amazon datasets) when ap-
plied to BanditProp (see Table 8.3). The effectiveness of the BanditProp model again validated
our claim in the thesis statement (see Section 1.3) that by distinguishing among the personalised
usefulness of reviews, a review-based recommendation model can effectively apply personalised
recommendations and obtain more accurate recommendations.

Thus far, we have shown the effectiveness of our proposed BanditProp model, which in-
stantiated our proposed review-based recommendation framework in Chapter 4. In particular,
starting from Chapter 5 until Chapter 8, we have proposed various techniques to address the
challenges (i.e. the availability of review attributes and the estimation of users’ preferences)
within such a framework. Therefore, in the next chapter, we summarise the main contributions
and conclusions of this thesis and also discuss possible future directions.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Contributions and Conclusions

This thesis addressed the challenges of leveraging reviews and the reviews’ associated properties
when making ranking-based recommendations. In particular, as motivated by the users’ adop-
tion of information framework, we postulated that reviews are not equally valuable for different
users. By leveraging the users’ personal views on the usefulness of reviews, we argued that a
recommendation model can make more accurate recommendations. Therefore, in Chapter 4,
we proposed a review-based recommendation framework, which comprises four components,
namely the data collection, the review property extraction, the review property encoding and
the user preferences estimation. In particular, we summarised the two main challenges within
such framework into (i) the availability of review attributes and (ii) the estimation of users’ pref-

erences. The availability of review attributes is concerned with the extraction of the reviews’
properties by leveraging their corresponding attributes. This allows to tackle the problems of
attribute unavailability and insufficient labels. The estimation of users’ preferences is related to
the effective usage of the extracted reviews’ properties to accurately estimate the users’ personal
views about considering different review properties to identify useful reviews. This allows to
provide good approximations of the users’ item preferences. In particular, we discuss our main
contributions and conclusions in addressing these two challenges as follows:

• Conclusion 1: Effective Recommendations Using the Estimated Reviews’ Sentiment:
We showed that the use of the reviews’ sentiment can be a reliable surrogate of the users’
explicit ratings for making effective recommendations (see Section 5.2). In particular, the
review’ sentiment is extracted by leveraging existing sentiment classifiers. The Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) classifiers per-
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formed the best in comparison to other classifiers, including the SentiWordNet and Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) approaches (see Figure 5.2). Next, we evaluated the effec-
tiveness of the predicted sentiment property of reviews by replacing the users’ explicit
ratings in two widely-cited recommendation approaches (namely MF and GeoSoCa) to
address the Top-N ranking-based recommendation task. The experimental results in Ta-
ble 5.3 showed similar effectiveness when using the reviews’ sentiment property – esti-
mated by using the deep learning-based sentiment classification approaches (i.e. the CNN
and LSTM models) – to the users’ explicit ratings when applied to ranking-based recom-
mendation models.

• Conclusion 2: Improved Rating Prediction Accuracy by Using Reviews’ Sentiment
through a Sentiment Attention Mechanism: We further evaluated the estimated re-
views’ sentiment when used in addressing the review-based rating prediction task (see
Section 5.3). In particular, we encoded the sentiment scores into our proposed review-
based recommendation model, namely the SentiAttn model, through a customised senti-
ment attention mechanism. According to the estimated reviews’ sentiment property, the
sentiment attention mechanism weights the usefulness of reviews within the SentiAttn
model. Compared to state-of-the-art rating prediction models, our experimental results
showed that SentiAttn can significantly outperform the baseline approaches according to
both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method (p < 0.05). In particular, to
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed sentiment attention mechanism, we compared
the variants of SentiAttn (i.e. SentiAttn uses either the proposed sentiment attention mech-
anism (i.e. +Sent) or the global attention layer (i.e. +Glb) or neither of them (i.e. Basic)).
According to the experimental results in Table 5.6, the sentiment attention mechanism
outperformed the global attention mechanism with lower MAE and RMSE scores (0.8932
vs. 0.8947 (MAE) and 1.1476 vs. 1.1734 (RMSE) for +Sent vs. +Glb) as well as a sig-
nificantly higher accuracy when compared to the Basic model. These results showed the
effectiveness of leveraging the reviews’ sentiment for addressing the review-based rating
prediction task via a novel sentiment attention mechanism.

• Conclusion 3: Accurate Helpfulness Classification of Reviews by a Novel Weakly Su-
pervised Binary Classification Correction Method: We introduced a novel weakly su-
pervised binary classification correction approach (NCWS), which effectively addressed
the review helpfulness classification with insufficient helpful votes of reviews (see Chap-
ter 6). NCWS can be applied to many state-of-the-art review helpfulness classifiers, in-
cluding the SVM, CNN and BERT-based classifiers, so as to improve their performances.
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In particular, NWCS leverages the positive unlabelled learning algorithm as well as a
novel negative confidence-based loss function to model the unlabelled instances. First, we
evaluated the helpfulness classification performances of existing classification approaches.
The results in Table 6.3 showed that the Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based classifiers
that consider the length-based features (e.g. number of words and the number of sen-
tences), the CNN and the BERT-based classifiers provide the best performances on the
three used datasets (namely the Yelp, Amazon Kindle and Amazon Electronics datasets).
In particular, the SVM classifier that considered all features performed the best. After
that, we showed that NCWS can significantly improve the classification accuracy of many
top-performing review helpfulness classifiers in comparison to existing classification cor-
rection approaches (i.e. SVM-P (Tang et al., 2009), C-PU (Du Plessis et al., 2015) and P-
conf (Ishida et al., 2018)). In particular, in Figure 6.2, we illustrated that only NCWS and
SVM-P were useful at correcting and enhancing the best performing classifiers. NCWS
also outperformed SVM-P by correcting the classifiers and provided higher F1 scores (see
Table 6.4).

• Conclusion 4: Improved Rating Prediction Accuracy by Leveraging the learned Re-
views’ Helpfulness through a Filtering-based Mechanism: We investigated the effec-
tiveness of applying the estimated helpfulness of reviews in a review-based recommenda-
tion model to address the rating prediction task (Section 6.6). In particular, the helpfulness
of reviews is estimated by a corrected SVM-based classifier (i.e. the SVM-classifier that
leveraged all considered features). The classification correction was made by our proposed
NCWS approach. We examined the performances of applying the estimated reviews’
helpfulness to a widely cited review-based rating prediction model (i.e. DeepCoNN) by
filtering out reviews that were predicted to be unhelpful. The results in Table 6.6 showed
that by leveraging the helpful reviews identified by our proposed NCWS classifier, we can
significantly enhance the performance of the DeepCoNN. These results also validate the
effectiveness of encoding the reviews’ helpfulness into a review-based recommendation
model.

• Conclusion 5: Improved Ranking-based Recommendation Performances by Using
Various Reviews’ Properties: We showed that review properties have varying improve-
ments when used in our proposed RPRM ranking-based recommendation model (see
Chapter 7). Note that RPRM instantiated our proposed review-based recommendation
framework in Chapter 4. RPRM utilises the reviews’ properties to identify useful reviews
and generate the resulting features for making recommendations. In Table 7.1, we showed
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the experimental results on the Amazon and Yelp datasets. We observed that the reviews’
age and the reviews’ helpfulness estimated by a classifier (i.e. the SVM-ALL corrected
by NCWS) are the two most effective review properties among the six studied review
properties in identifying the usefulness of reviews and improving the recommendation
effectiveness of RPRM. The other review properties showed distinct effects on different
datasets. For example, the users’ ratings improved the recommendation performances of
RPRM on the Yelp dataset but not on the Amazon dataset. These results suggest the ne-
cessity of selectively applying suitable review properties in the recommendation model to
assess the reviews’ usefulness for enhanced recommendations.

• Conclusion 6: Improved Ranking-based Recommendation Performance by Mod-
elling the Importance of Different Review Properties: Our proposed RPRM model
in Chapter 7, leveraged an attention mechanism to model the importance of various re-
view properties in identifying useful reviews. RPRM showed strong top-N ranking-based
recommendation performances. In particular, the experimental results in Table 7.1 showed
that RPRM significantly outperformed state-of-the-art review-based recommendation mod-
els on the Amazon and Yelp datasets. Inspired by the users’ adoption of information
framework, we proposed two loss functions and one negative sampling strategy that model
the agreement on the importance of review properties between the users and items. The re-
sults in Table 7.2 showed that these two loss functions can both improve the performance
of RPRM. In particular, the loss function that leveraged the calculated differences between
users and items with the KL divergence measure led to the best performances. Moreover,
the proposed sampling strategy can also enhance RPRM if an adequate similarity measure
is applied. These results showed the effectiveness of modelling the importance of different
review properties to improve the models’ recommendation performances.

• Conclusion 7: Improved Ranking-based Recommendation Performance by Mod-
elling the Users’ Behaviour for Selecting Review Properties that Identify Useful Re-
views: We showed the effectiveness of converting the selection of the properties of the
useful reviews that better capture the users’ preferences into a bandit problem. In partic-
ular, we introduced a novel review-based recommendation model, called BanditProp in
Chapter 8, which can integrate various bandit algorithms to predict the users’ preferred
review properties. This model showed strong recommendation performances. Indeed,
the experimental results in Table 8.2 showed that the BanditProp model, which used a
default greedy search algorithm, can significantly outperform the baseline approaches,
including the RPRM model. These results showed a better performance when using the
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bandit algorithms than when using the attention mechanism. In addition, we compared the
use of various existing bandit algorithms when integrated into BanditProp. In Table 8.3,
we showed that the multi-armed bandit algorithms that use the accumulated rewards to
approximate the value of arms (i.e. the greedy search-based and UCB1 approaches) typ-
ically outperform other functional estimator-based algorithms (i.e. the Bayes-UCB and
TS-based algorithms). We further proposed leveraging the users’ posted reviews as the
contextual information within a proposed contextual bandit algorithm (called ConvBan-
dit) to enhance the effectiveness of estimating the users’ preferred review properties when
making recommendations. We further experimentally demonstrated the effectiveness of
ConvBandit in comparison to various existing bandit approaches (e.g. the greedy search
and UCB search algorithms) in addressing our bandit problem. Indeed, the experimental
results in Table 8.3 showed that ConvBandit enhanced BanditProp and outperformed other
bandit algorithms in yielding the best recommendation performances.

Next, based on the experimental results from Chapters 5 to 8, we validate our thesis state-
ment that we introduced in Section 1.3. This thesis stated that we could improve the effec-
tiveness of a review-based recommendation approach by leveraging various reviews’ associated
properties. These review properties include the reviews’ age, length, sentiment, rating, help-
fulness as judged by users and helpfulness as estimated by a helpfulness classifier. Moreover,
a review-based recommendation model can obtain more accurate recommendations by distin-
guishing among the users’ preferences over different review properties to examine the usefulness
of reviews. In the following, we discuss the corresponding experimental results and observations
that validate our proposed thesis statement.

• Claim 1: By inferring the sentiment property from the users’ posted reviews, the recom-

mendation model can accurately capture the users’ preferences and obtain an improved

recommendation effectiveness. The experiments of the two studies in Chapter 5 validated
this claim by first showing that the estimated review sentiment can be a reliable surrogate
for the reviews’ ratings in the two used recommendation models (i.e. MF and GeoSoCa)
(see Table 5.3). Then, in Table 5.6, we also showed that our proposed review-based rec-
ommendation model (i.e. SentiAttn) when it incorporates the estimated sentiment property
of reviews can significantly outperform other state-of-the-art rating prediction models, ac-
cording to both the paired t-test and the Tukey HSD correction method (p < 0.05).

• Claim 2: By leveraging the inferred helpfulness property from the users’ posted reviews, a

review-based recommendation model can improve the recommendation performances by
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correctly identifying the reviews deemed helpful. Our experiments in Chapter 6 validated
this claim by showing that, when using the predicted helpful reviews as input, a state-
of-the-art review-based recommendation approach (i.e. DeepCoNN) can obtain a signif-
icantly lower rating prediction error (see Table 6.6). The review helpfulness prediction
is addressed by a corrected SVM-based classifier (i.e. the SVM-classifier that leveraged
all considered features). The classification correction was made by our proposed weakly
supervised classification correction approach (i.e. NCWS). The resulting classifier outper-
formed the leading review helpfulness classifiers in the literature (see Table 6.4).

• Claim 3: The review-based recommendation approaches could attain more effective rec-

ommendation by leveraging various available review properties. We argue that we have
validated this claim in Chapter 7, where we encoded six commonly available review prop-
erties, namely the reviews’ age, length, sentiment, rating, helpfulness as judged by users
(helpful) and helpfulness as estimated by a helpfulness classifier (Prob_helpful), in our
proposed review-based recommendation approach (i.e. RPRM). These six review prop-
erties showed distinct effectiveness in improving the recommendation performances of
RPRM. In particular, the reviews’ age and Prob_helpful are the two most effective review
properties on our examined datasets (i.e. the Yelp and Amazon datasets).

• Claim 4: By distinguishing among the users’ preferences on the usefulness of reviews

examined through various available review properties, the review-based recommenda-

tion model could obtain improved recommendation effectiveness. In Chapters 7 and 8,
we instantiated our proposed review-based recommendation framework with two novel
review-based recommendation models (i.e. RPRM and BanditProp). They modelled the
users’ choices of considering different review properties when examining the usefulness
of reviews by using the attention mechanism and multi-armed bandit algorithms in RPRM
and BanditProp, respectively. RPRM and BanditProp both significantly outperformed the
state-of-the-art review-based recommendation techniques, according to both the paired t-
test and the Tukey HSD correction method (p < 0.05) (see Table 7.1 and 8.3). Therefore,
we concluded that modelling the users’ preferences of using different review properties
when examining the usefulness of reviews can indeed yielding strong recommendation
performances, which validates our proposed claim.

In summary, we argue that we have validated every claim of our posed thesis statement in
Section 1.3 using public available review datasets. Indeed, we showed that our proposed review-
based recommendation framework, which used available review properties, yielding strong rec-
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ommendation performances. The used six review properties (i.e. the reviews’ age, length, sen-
timent, ratings, helpfulness as judged by users and helpfulness as estimated by a helpfulness
classifier) can enhance the recommenders’ performances with varying levels of effectiveness.
In particular, our proposed review-based recommenders obtained enhanced performances by
distinguishing the users’ preferences on the usefulness of reviews examined by different review
properties. Next, we describe some future research directions for review-based recommendation
models in Section 9.2.

9.2 Directions for Future Work

In this section, we discuss possible future directions that could benefit the performances of
review-based recommendation techniques.

Explore techniques to encode the reviews’ properties as additional information: In
Chapters 5 and 6, we proposed to integrate the reviews’ sentiment and helpfulness properties
via a dot-product attention mechanism and a filtering technique, respectively. However, re-
cently, many different types of feature integration techniques have been shown to be useful in
the recommendation literature. For example, these techniques include using kernel functions to
model the temporal effects of the users’ historical interactions (Wang et al., 2020a); feature en-
coding with an autoencoder technique (Shen et al., 2020; Karamanolakis et al., 2018; Wu et al.,
2020; Chen and de Rijke, 2018); or the one-hot embedding technique to encode the categorical
features (Kang et al., 2021). Therefore, it would be interesting to replace our used attention
mechanism and filtering techniques for encoding the reviews’ properties with other feature en-
coding techniques to further enhance the review-based recommendation models.

Modelling additional review properties to enrich the knowledge of reviews as per dif-
ferent reviews’ characteristics: In this thesis, we have considered six commonly available
review properties to model the users’ preferences on the usefulness of reviews. These review
properties include the reviews’ age, length, sentiment, rating, helpfulness as judged by the users
and helpfulness as predicted by a review helpfulness classifier to enhance the recommendation
performance. Recall from the discussion in Section 4.4 that we proposed a taxonomy of review
properties, which includes the lexical, sentiment, helpfulness and event-based classes. However,
the review properties are not limited to these six properties. Some other possible review proper-
ties are the part-of-speech of the review text, the review location, and the review text’s writing
style. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate the impact of considering additional re-
view properties on the performances of review-based recommendation approaches.
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Levearging state-of-the-art text modelling techniques to enhance the performances of
the proposed review-based recommendation approaches: In this thesis, we leveraged the
word embedding techniques (i.e. the GloVe embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) or the pre-
trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019)) to represent the reviews’ texts to model the users’
preferences and items’ features within the reviews’ texts. However, many natural language
modelling techniques have recently outperformed the BERT model in addressing various down-
stream tasks (e.g. the text classification (Adhikari et al., 2019) and translation (Yang et al., 2020)
tasks). These techniques include the XLNet model (Yang et al., 2019), the RoBERTa model (Liu
et al., 2019d), which is an optimised BERT pre-training technique and the BertGCN model (Lin
et al., 2021), which combined the BERT and GCN techniques. Therefore, it is worth to investi-
gate the effectiveness of applying different language modelling techniques to model the reviews’
texts and improve the review-based recommenders’ performances.

9.3 Concluding Remarks

This thesis has addressed a challenging task: the review-based recommendation task. In particu-
lar, this thesis contributed to the progress of the review-based recommendation task by proposing
effective techniques based on the use of the reviews’ associated properties. However, in Sec-
tion 9.2, we identified a number of interesting challenges that still remain open in this area.
This work provides a solid motivation and the groundwork for exploring these further research
directions in the future. We remain of the opinion that using the reviews’ associated properties
to leverage the available reviews effectively will continue to benefit the future development of
review-based recommendation approaches.
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